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1 INTRODUCTION

Latin American cities and buildings continue to figure

prominently in the history of architecture. Indeed, attention to

architectural production in that part of the world has increased

during the first decade of the 21st century. It can be argued that

contemporary architects from Latin America are receiving more

international recognition than ever before. Established European

and North American magazines such as Architectural Review,

Architectural Record, Oomus and, even, non-specialised popu 

lar monthly publications such as Casabella and Wallpaper have

dedicated numerous pages and special editions to recently

finished buildings in Latin America. Similarly, there has been a

proliferation of monographs about the work of contemporary

Latin American architects; indeed, this book forms part of such

a body of literature. What is more, architects from Latin Ameri

can countries have won virtually all major architectural awards

in the world in the past ten years.' The list of achievements

could continue if I were to mention conferences, lecture series

and visiting professorships at prestigious universities around

the world . However, I do not intend to highlight the achieve

ments of architects from Latin America. Instead, I would like to

draw attention to the way in which such a degree of renewed

international attention disrupts the somewhat homogenous

image suggested by the banner 'Latin American architecture'.

That is because the focus of such renewed attention has been

diverted to new areas of architectural production. Rather than

concentrating only on buildings produced during the middle

years of the 20th century, by a reduced group of talented and

enthusiastic modernist architects, recent publications focus on

a younger generation of architects whose work differs greatly

from that of their modern ist predecessors. Not only is variation

found in the form of buildings but, more importantly, in the

themes and aspirations of contemporary young architects who

work in some of the largest cities in the world , in conditions

of poverty - and immense wealth - las well as in situations

of social and political instability. The buildings designed by

architects in Latin America during the past 20 years continue

COMISI6N ECON6MICA PARA AMERICA LATINA Y EL CARIBE (CEPAL), SANTIAGO
DE CHILE, CHILE, CRISTIAN DE GROOTE, EMILIO DUHART AND ROBERTO
GOYCOLEA. VIEW OF THE FRONT AND MAIN ENTRANCE TO THE COMPLEX.

to display great formal creativity, but the above-mentioned

conditions of practice demand more political awareness. As a

result, schemes have become less ambitious in scale and more

specific in scope. However, the nature of their work and the

conditions of practice in contemporary Latin American countries

impede the construction of a homogenous continental ident ity;

even the existence of national identities is challenged by the

diversity of architectural practices that participate in the continu

ous re-shaping of cities in Latin America.

In spite of a resurgent interest, the bulk of literature in

existence about architectures in Latin America, especially the

material published in the English language, focuses on modern

architecture. In fact, many recent books set a chronological limit

between 1929 and 1960 as the most representative period

of architectural production in the continent. Two of those

books are Valerie Fraser's Building the New World : Studies in

the Modern Architecture of Latin America 1930- 1960 and

the volume entitled Latin American Architecture 1929-1960:

Contemporary Reflections edited by Carlos Brillembourg. Other

volumes published around the same time are Malcolm

I 7
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Quantrill's Latin American Architecture: Six Voices , a book in

which six critics examine the work of six modernist architects

from six Latin American countries, and Elisabetta Andreoli's

and Adrian Forty 's Brazil's Modern Architecture, a book which

expresses, in the first sentence, how reliant Latin American

architectures are on the work of only a few modernist architects

- those I will refer to , in this book, as the modernist masters ."

Amongst the most influential modernist masters are Luis

Barragan, Paulo Mendes da Rocha, Oscar Niemeyer, Rogelio

Salmona and Carlos Raul Villanueva. There are, however,

numerous other figures who played an important role in the

dissemination of architectural modernism throughout the

continent, for example: Eladio Dieste (Uruguay), Crlstian de

Groote (Chile), Gorka Dorronsoro (Venezuela), Carlos Mijares

(Mexico) and Clor indo Testa (Argentina), to mention only a

few. Although the work of this latter group of architects has

not received the same amount of international exposure, their

buildings contributed greatly to the development of architectural

ideas in their countries and the construction, by international

scholars, of a homogenous continental identity based on

modern architecture.

8 I 1 Introduction

Undoubtedly, the period between 1929 and 1960 was one of

great change for most nations in the continent. It was a period

of transition when primarily agrarian economies transformed

irregularly into a state of industrialisation. By irregular transfor

mation , I refer to the fact that industrialisation did not happen

simultaneously in all nations across the continent and that, even

at the interior of each country, it was not a smooth process.

Industrialisation brought along a new economic system which

resulted in greater socio-economic disparity and political insta

bility. There was, for example, great tension between different

forms of nationalism: those who promulgated the recuperation

of past traditions - pre-Columbian or indigenous and, even,

colonial customs - and those which subscribed to modernist

principles of progress and universalisation . Socialist ideas

thrived. There were also dissident political groups and, at the

other end of the spectrum, many right-wing regimes in various

countries throughout the cont inent. Multiple factors influenced

the soclo-polltlcal instability which characterised this historical

period. Yet, they all were related, in one way or another, to the

enormous transformations caused by the decline of the prevail

ing feudal-agrarian system and the emergence of a precarious
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industrialisation, what I refer to with the expression 'a state of

industrialisation '. This is because industrialisation did not result

in the consolidation of ' industrialised societies', or economies,

but in a broad range of 'versions of industrialisation' which

suited the interests of national elites. In other words, local elites

wanted to retain the privileges that the previous system granted

them, while taking advantage of the benefits brought about by

industrial development.

Comprehensibly, liberal governments in many Latin Ameri

can nation-states embraced modern architecture during this

unstable period because it suited the rhetoric of progress that

they promulgated. At a time when cities were growing rapidly

due to the increasing migration of people from the countryside

to the main cities, modern architecture seemed capable of pro

viding the necessary solutions to guarantee good standards of

life for everyone, while also stimulating economic development.

Since the technology to produce modern architecture was

not entirely available in every country, its very implementation

motivated industrial development by instigating the creation of

factories to produce cement, steel and glass, materials that are

necessary for the construction of modern buildings. It was the

image of modernity - cultural dynamism, industrialisation and

economic expansion - which persuaded politicians to endorse

modern architecture enthusiastically.

NATION-BUILDING AND UNIVERSALISATION:
THE ERA OF LARGE-SCALE BUILDING

The post-war period (1945-1960) was a time when most Latin

American economies flourished . Economic buoyancy allowed

governments to build on a large scale that was unconceivable in

other parts of the world; especially in Europe, where most coun

tries endured a period of austerity. Moreover, architects in Latin

America were given carte blanche to pursue their aesthetic,

technical, functional and urban aspirations in order to material

ise their idealistic plans for buildings and cities. Suddenly, Latin

America became an attractive destination for European and

North American architects who saw an opportunity to material

ise their own projects there - the figure of Le Corbusier stands

out unrivalled amongst the architects who came to find work in

Latin America at the time. Grand and optimistic programmes

designed to instigate development gave an opportunity to local

Nation-Building and Universalisation: The Era of Large-Scale BUilding I 9
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IGLESIA DE CRISTO OBRERO, ATLANTIDA, URUGUAY, ELADIO DIESTE. VIEW OF
THE UNDULATING CORNICE ALONG THE SIDEWALLS.

and European architects alike to undertake the construction of

governmental buildings, university campuses, mass housing,

airports, museums, stadia and even entire cities.

One of the most remarkable examples of large-scale

modern architecture in this period is the Universidad Nacional

Aut6noma de Mexico (UNAM), built between 1947 and 1952.

The master plan corresponds with the principles of ClAM

urbanism, although it also incorporates pre-Columbian strate

gies of land occupation, such as terracing and the construction

of pedestals to magnify the image of significant buildings - a

strategy that resembles the organisation of Aztec settlements.

Similarly, most buildings of the plan subscribe to the five points

of architecture formulated by Le Corbusier in 1926, although

some incorporate contrasting elements, i. e. decorative motifs

taken from the local indigenous tradition. A building which

juxtaposes different elements is the Central Library designed

by Juan O'Gorman in collaboration with Gustavo Saavedra

and Juan Martinez de Velasco. Generally speaking , the library

is a conventional concrete slab construction which rests on

a plinth . Large expanses of glass around the plinth reveal the

floating planes and the free-standing concrete columns in the

interior. Above the plinth rests the tower, a large rectangular

volume whose exterior is decorated with colourful images of

mestizo workers and soldiers, Aztec symbols and other pagan

motifs. Such a juxtaposition exposes contrasting interpretations

of the nation's cultural identity, an inherent ambivalence in the

construction of Mexico by the popular imagination. On the one

hand, the planners of the university campus and the architects

of the library identified themselves with modern architecture,

10 I 1 Introduction

IGLESIA DE CRISTO OBRERO. VIEW OF THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE.

as seen in the use of a particular formal repertoire, certain

construction techniques and, even, the methods of design used

(plans, sections, elevations and perspective views). On the other

hand, there is a distinct reluctance to abandon their pre-Colum

bian past where they continue to find many traits of their identity.

In other words, this shows that Mexican architects were split

between ideas of progress, industrialisation and technological

advancement while, simultaneously, holding a desire for the

recuperation of an indigenous past they felt proud of. Far from

negative, these inherent contradictions reflect the particulari

ties of Mexican politics and culture at the time . It is precisely

these contradictions which assign great architectural merit to

the campus and its buildings: instead of offering a deceiving

sense of homogeneity, the university campus emerges as a true

representation of the Mexican identity - heterogeneous, unequal

and ambivalent.

Another example of the large-scale projects built during

this period is the Ciudad Universitaria de Caracas, designed by

Carlos Raul Villanueva between 1944 and 1970. Without doubt,

this was Villanueva's most significant project, not only because

of the vast scale and the time he invested in its design and

construction but , also, because it shows multiple aspects of his

expression as an architect. The master plan, for example, sub

scribes to the principles of modern urbanism while the buildings

show a progression of various styles. From the symmetrical and

heavy Hospital Clfnico on the east, to the lighter and more fluid

forms of the recreational zone on the west (which comprises the

Olympic stadium, the swimming pool and the baseball stadium)

passing through the cultural and administrative zone at the
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heart of campus, which contains the famous covered plaza and

the Aula Magna. Since Venezuela did not have as rich a pre

Columbian heritage as Mexico , the implementation of modern

architecture did not meet heavy opposition from nationalist

groups whose members wanted to evoke an indigenous past ."

Instead , the oil economy which transformed a poor agrarian

country into a prosperous nation-state, brought with it a new

sense of histor ical optimism. Rather than indigenous and revolu

tionary motifs, as in the Mexican university campus examined

above , Villanueva associated himself with North American ideas

and the European avant-garde in order further to emphasise the

image of national prosperity.

Needless to say, the largest and most significant project

realised during this period was Brasilia. Paradoxically, it was

inaugurated in 1960, as if closing the era of modern architecture

in Latin America. Indeed, as Valerie Fraser points out, Brasilia

was 'one ambition too far, and the architectural establishment in

the USA and Europe turned against it ' ." After studying the plans

for Brasilia in his 1958 graduate seminar at Harvard, Sigfried

Giedion and his students concluded that they were inadequate.

In the ir opin ion, the Brazilian government should have ap

pointed internat ional planning experts or, even, commissioned

Le Corbusier to assist. Clearly the Euro-American estab lishment

considered Brazilian architects capable of designing good

buildings, but an entire city was beyond their capab ility; the

Brazilians were not prepared to design their own cap ital city - a

project which could only be accomplished successfully with

the assistance of the experts from Europe or North America .

Giedion's damning dec laration was supported by other critics

and historians - as I will demonstrate below - and, so, interest

in modernist Latin American production decreased rapidly.

Despite derogatory statements such as Giedion's , Brasilia

remains a remarkable example of modern architecture worthy of

examination. Its political backers and the architects conceived

Brasilia as a sign of progress and economic expansion, as well

as the symbol of a culturally vibrant and confident nation. These

ideas were to materialise in three ways: the realisation of the

plan itself with its urban and public infrastructure, the construc

tion of emblematic buildings (i.e. the capitol building , the palace

of congress, the ministries , the cathedral and so on) and

through the provis ion of mass housing (an aspect included in

the later stages of development). Of the three aspects , housing

is the only one that has direct impact on the common people 

the other two do not affect directly the lives of the majority of

the population. However, it is precisely this aspect , housing,

which reveals the detachment between the elites - amongst

whom architects are included - and the common people . A brief

NATIONAL CONGRESS, BRASILIA, BRAZIL, OSCAR NIEMEYER.

look at the objectives for the provision of hous ing in Brasilia is

enough to reveal th is severance. In a periodical called Brasilia ,

published by the corporation in charge of planning , build ing and

adm inistering the city, the expectations set on the provision of

mass housing were described thus:

'As for the apartments themselves, some are larger and

some are smaller in the number of rooms. [They] are distributed,

respectively, to families on the basis of the number of depend

ants they have. And because of th is dist ribut ion, the residents

of a superquadra are forced to live as if in the sphere of one big

family, in perfect social coexistence, which results in benefits

for the children who live, grow up and study in the same

environment of sincere camaraderie, friendship and wholesome

upbringing. [oo. ] And thus [are] raised, on the plateau, the

children who will construct the Brazil of tomorrow, since Brasilia

is the glorious cradle of a new civilization. ' 5

The US-American anthropologist James Holston , who wrote

one of the harshest critiques that exists of Brasilia, shows the

way in which people were inscribed in the narratives of progress

and nationalism as a homogenous community. Indeed , in

the process of imagining a homogenous nationa l community,

peoples are removed from their historical pasts - the use

of plural is not only appropriate but necessary - in order to

conceive the idea of 'perfect social coexistence'. The carefully

crafted statement cited above discloses the desire of Brazilian

polit icians to be part of modernity, not simply as an architectural

construction but as a western discourse of civilisation. The

architects, on the other hand, were understandably busy trying

to realise an exemplary city with which to demonstrate that they

Nation-Building and Universalisation:The Era of Large-Scale Building I 11
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NATIONAL CONGRESS.

were capable of producing architecture of the same quality as

their European and North American counterparts and, even,

better than theirs . So, Brasilia was thought to be the origin of

a renewed thoroughly modern nation, but, in the process, it

disowned the heterogeneous realities and convoluted histories

of the nation's peoples .

Paradoxically, like Giedion's, most critiques of Brasilia

including Holston's - focus largely on the physical dimension

of the city: its form, its buildings, the fact that it seems always

to be empty and so on. People, the city 's inhabitants, only

figure negatively as antagonistic elements that prevent the full

realisation of the architects' plans. Holston , for example . points

out that various parts of the city have been altered by people

in the course of its 50 years of existence, alterations which are

considered to be detrimental to the original plan. For Holston,

the fact that people have transformed physically parts of the city

in order to carry out their daily activities, or in order to introduce

unplanned uses which subvert the original zoning arrangement,

is a testimony of the failure of the city. He refers mainly to the

rodovierle (Brasilia's bus terminal), one of the most populated

parts of the city today"

12 I 1 Introduction

.,'

INTERSECTION OVER THE RODOVIARIA, BRASILIA'S BUS TERMINAL,
CONGESTED AND OCCUPIED BY PEOPLE.

Consultants to other organisations such as UNESCO seem to

share Holston's point of view. The statement for the inclusion of

Brasilia in the list of World Heritage sites underlines that:

'Brasilia currently has a privileged population of 300,000

people, and a large, often transitory, population distributed

among the seven satellite cites, as well as in the poorer

neighbourhoods that were established to the detriment of

the 1956-1957 project. In the absence of both a master plan

and a code of urbanism, the standards defined by Costa and

Niemeyer have been infringed upon in the greatest disarray [my
emphasis]. '7

By declaring the actions and physical transformations car

ried out by the city's inhabitants 'detrimental' , UNESCO denies

political agency to the people in the construction of their own

inhabitable space. Paradoxically, the severance of architecture

from the realm of the social contradicts the very notion of herit

age as a cultural representation of a people's history. UNESCO's

assessment implies that there is a need to reconnect the city,

in its current status of inhabitation, with its 'original ' empty and

idealised version which is found in the drawings produced by

Lucio Costa, and the buildings designed by Oscar Niemeyer,
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more than half a century ago. The quest ion arises, for whom is

Brasilia a heritage , for its own inhabitants or for an internat ional

(and largely anonymous) commun ity of architectural conserva

tionists?

The arguments put forwa rd in th is book contest such a

derogatory inscription of people in the continued construction

of cit ies, and in the re-significat ion of buildings. Rather than

having a negative effect , the emergence of satellite cit ies - or

spontaneous settlements and shanty towns - and the ap

propriations carried out by the residents of Brasilia are a

testimony of the city's success. It is precisely through their acts

of appropriation that residents introduce their own and varied

socio-cultural traditions into a city that was openly designed to

restrain heterogeneity. As a result, the inhabitants of Brasilia are

considered to be the producers of social, cultural and physical

spaces that represent the tense interaction between different

groups and the conflictive soc io-political realities of Brasilia

and the rest of the country. If there is a reason why Brasilia has

been successful, it is not only because of the compliance of its

master plan with the principles of modern urbanism expressed

in the ClAM manifestos or in the Athens Charter, nor is it be

cause of the elegance of its modernist buildings. The success

of Brasilia lies also in the fact that it has demonstrated the un

realisability of homogenising nationalist discourses - according

to which people can live in 'perfect social coexistence ' - and

the impossibility to contain the people in the horizontal space

of an 'imagined community', to borrow Benedict Anderson's

powerful term. " Brasilia makes visible the heterogeneity and

dynamism of Brazilian cultures and societ ies, their historical

discontinuities and the way in which their struggle for survival

and identification materialises itself in the transformation of the

city and its surroundings. In other words, Brasilia is a success

ful city, and represents a heritage both for its own inhabitants

and the world alike, simply because it turned out to be like any

other city.

Many of the case studies examined in this book show that

contemporary architects have developed alternative strategies

to deal with the existence of cultural difference and the effects

that such difference has on the fabric of cities and buildings .

Contemporary architects decidedly disagree with the narratives

of modernity, i. e. (linear) progress and universalisation. Instead,

they embrace socio-cultural heterogeneity both enthusiasti

cally and critically, and see the constantly shifting political and

economic circumstances in which Latin American people live as

sources of inspiration to carry out typological innovations. That

is why, in recent years, there has been a noticeable change in

the scale of the projects promoted by national and local govern-

ments , as well as in the aspirat ions of contemporary young

architects. Plans for entire cities and punctual mega-projects

are rare nowadays . Instead, attention is given to specific issues

in precise areas of cities. More importantly, geographical, soc ial

and pol itical specificity also allow arch itects more accurately to

attend the needs of part icular social groups so that buildings

are more closely connected with people.

THE INSCRIPTION OF LATIN AMERICAN BUILDINGS IN THE
HISTORY OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE

I have brought forward these three examples of architectural

modernism in the period between 1929 and 1960 - the campus

of the Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico in the

Mexican capital, the campus of the Universidad Central de

Venezuela in Caracas and Brasilia - not because they are the

only examples to be found in Latin America, nor is it my inten

tion to imply that they have greater historical or socio-political

significance than others . In fact there are numerous instances

of extraordinary modern architecture throughout the continent;

so many indeed that a great deal always remains inevitab ly

unmentioned . Drawing attention to the critiques of modern

Latin American buildings, or to stress the apparent dissoc iation

between architecture and people , is by no means an attempt

to take away architectural merit from any of them . The three

cases ment ioned above, and the many others which have been

omitted for reasons of space , are unquestionably great buildings

in their own right and examples of the way in which architects

PEDREGULHO HOUSING COMPLEX, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, AFFONSO
EDUARDO REIDY.

The Inscription of Latin American Buildings in the History of Modern Architecture I 13
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UNIVERSIDAD CENTRAL DE VENEZUELA, CARACAS, VENEZUELA, CARLOS RAUL
VILLANUEVA. VIEW OF THE COVERED PLAZA.

from Latin America appropriated modern architecture in their

countries. These buildings caught the attention of international

commentators at the time and , so, Latin America was inscribed

in the history of architecture. Their inscription, however, was not

an innocuous act. Latin American architectures were - in fact,

continue to be - inscribed in the history of the field according

to European and North American norms. Its inscription had

to be sanctioned by European and North American critics or

historians. Let me give a few examples before discussing the

implications of this mode of historical inscription.

Referring to the Pedregulho Housing Complex (1950

1952) in Rio de Janeiro, a social housing scheme designed by

Affonso Eduardo Reidy, Valerie Fraser points out that 'in the

1954 "Report on Brazil" [published] in the Architectural Review

it was the one project singled out by Walter Gropius, Max Bill

and Ernesto Rogers for unqualified praise. Bill described it "as

completely successful from the standpoint of town planning as

it is architecturally and socially" :" In fact, as Fraser indicates,

architects and critics from around the world, mainly from the

USA, visited Brazil - and other countries in South and Central

America - on a regular basis in order to observe how local

practitioners were appropriating modern architecture. Visitors,

then, passed judgement about the quality of the work produced

by local architects and determined whether their buildings

accomplished successfully the standards set by the European

and North American architectural establishment. Of course,

approval granted inclusion in the history of architecture, while

disapproval led to their exclusion and, ultimately, to their

historical inexistence.

For another example let us return to Carlos Raul Villanueva

who, unlike Brazilian architects, did not receive international

14 I 1 Introduction

UNIVERSIDAD CENTRAL DE VENEZUELA. FOYER OF THE AULA MAGNA.

recognition during the period in question (1929 -1960). Only

in the past 20 years has his work been fully presented to an

international audience, a process in which his daughter Paulina

Villanueva, also an architect, has played an important role: she

published a monograph about the work of her father in the year

2000. 10 Interestingly, in the book's preface, the publisher and

editor, Raul Rispa, feels compelled to establish the credent ials

of C. R. Villanueva by indicating that his work has been men

tioned in books written by renowned figures such as Leonardo

Benevolo, William Curtis, Kenneth Frampton and Nikolaus

Pevsner. In other words, the architectural value of the work of C.

R. Villanueva is not found in its intrinsic characteristics, nor does

it lie in the way it responds to specific circumstances or resolves

the needs of the people to whom it was addressed, but in the

fact that European critics have considered it to be worthy. In the

rest of the book, P. Villanueva describes her father's bUildings

by way of comparison with European and North American

referents, comparisons which establish similarity rather than

difference. Thus, it transpires that the architectural achievement

of C. R. Villanueva lies in his ability successfully to employ the

formal repertoire of modern architecture - which confirms the

view of the editor.

A final example is Alejandro Aravena, principal of ELEMEN

TAL, Chile, who has recently established his own credent ials

and those of his practice by listing all the prizes that they have

been awarded - as most architects do in a fiercely competitive

profession - and, also, by highlighting the fact that their work

has been included in the latest edition of Kenneth Frampton's

Modern Architecture: A Critical History. Such an apparently

insignificant addition to the promotional material of the practice

(available on their webs ite), reveals the persistent significance
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UNIVERSIDAD CENTRAL DE VENEZUELA. RAMP LEADING TO THE AULA MAGNA.

HOSPITAL CUNICO, UNIVERSIDAD CENTRAL DE VENEZUELA.

The Inscription of Latin American Buildings in the History of Modern Architecture I 15
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of obtaining the approval of the Euro-American architectural

apparatus. Indeed, it is only through inclusion in the distinctly

singular history of architecture which continues to be written

mainly by European and North American scholars, that build

ings produced in Latin America (and the non-west , or South,

or Orient, depending on what scholarly stream one subscribes

to) appear to have any architectural value. These attitudes

indicate that a hierarchical structure still exists in the world of

architecture, a structure which places European and North

American architectural narratives in a dominant position . While

it is somewhat understandable that Euro-American architects

and historians construct a system of architectural crit ique which

permits them to preserve the ir authority over non-western prac

tices, it is somewhat alarming that Latin American architects

appear voluntarily to subscribe to it. On the other hand, their

deliberate compliance with such a system of referentiality could

be seen as an act of resistance, as I will discuss later.

The straightforward comparison of buildings produced in

Latin American countries with European and North American

referents does not mean that modernist architects in the former

territory did not have any creativity or that they were merely sub

servient copy-cats. As Fraser remarks , 'Latin American modern

architecture [...J is not an uncritical reworking of European

modernism with the addition of some decorative local colour,

but a deliberate and more profound adaptation of or challenge

to European models' .11 However, unlike Fraser, who seems

to welcome the 'adaptations of and challenges to' European

modernism, there are critics who react negatively. William Curtis,

for example , in his seminal book Modem Architecture since

1900, refers to Latin American architecture in unmistakably

derogatory terms. " In the first paragraph of the 27th chapter of

his book, entitled 'The Process of Absorption : Latin America ,

Australia and Japan' Curtis affirms that the modern movement

in architecture was 'the intellectual property of certain countries

in Western Europe, of the United States and of some parts of

the Soviet Union'. With the use of legal terminology, Curtis un

equivocally assigns the rights of authorship to a select group of

western countries, which in his eyes are the only possessors of

modern architectural knowledge. Such categorical affirmation is

followed by another stunning pronouncement: in Curtis' opinion,

'by the end of the 1950s , transformations , deviations and de

valuations [my emphasis] of modern architecture had found their

way to many other areas of the world ' . 13 With this statement

Curti s dismisses categorically modern architectural production

in Latin America, Australia and Japan during the 1940s and

1950s. Throughout the entire chapter, Curtis is at pains to stress

the fact that developing countries received modern architecture
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from Europe mainly via the work of Le Corbusier. It is clear that

for Curtis the dissemination of modern architecture follows a

genealogy which finds its roots in Europe and develops via the

work of an exclusive selection of architects (mainly European). It

is somewhat amusing how Curtis emphasises the links between

Latin American architectures and some form of a European

predecessor. For example his description of the university

campus in Mexico City reduces the project to 'a competent [my

emphasis] version of Le Corbusier's Ville Radieuse, adjusted to

the institutions and technology of Mexico ' . 14 No further elabora

tion is necessary to understand which is the original, who was

its author and who are the producers of what can only be called

a competent version - transformation, deviation or devaluation 

of the original.

As if that were not enough , later in the book (chapter 31,

entitled 'Modernity, Tradition and Identity in the Developing

World') Curtis continues his belittling account of non-western

architectures. In his words, 'it was not until the 1940s and

1950s that modern forms had any appreciable impact on

the "less developed" countries , and these forms were usually

lacking in the poetry and depth of meaning [my emphasis] of

the masterworks of the modern movement' . 15 This time Curtis

accuses non-western architects of lacking in sensit ivity and

calls into question their architectural competence. Hardly could

one find greater disparity in the historical inscription of Latin

American modernism than in the statements presented by

William Curtis and Max Bill (as quoted by Fraser above). Then

again , that is precisely the ambivalence characteristic of such

a mode of historical inscription. In fact, Curtis' own discourse

is inhabited by contradiction. Towards the end of the book

(chapter 34) he adopts a less unforgiving terminology in order to

admit that some of the architectural explorations carried out by

architects in the developing world - he refers here, specifically,

to Mexico, Japan, Brazil, Palestine and South Africa - were

'judicious adjustments of generic features of modernism to the

climates, cultures, memories and aspirations of their respec

tive societies' . 16 Here, Curtis tries to reconcile the hierarchical

bi-polar antagonism he had posited earlier in his book, yet it is

clear that non-western architectures can only be presented in

relation to the European and North Amer ican predecessor - and

'adjustment ' of modernism.

Although Curtis does, indeed, inscribe Latin American

architectural production in the history of modern architecture (in

other words, buildings designed by architects in Latin America

are documented historically), his methodological approach

establishes a hierarchical system that places such production

in a position of inferiority vls-a-vis the architectures of those
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countries of which modernism is the 'intellectual property'. This

is achieved largely through strategies of disavowal which deny

validity to the Other (Latin American modern architecture). Of

course , this denial can only operate in relation to an assumed

referential, hence superior, system: the European rational

system which, in this case, is exemplified by the modern

architectural discourse. That is why the non-western Other

can only emerge in relation to European norms. However, the

ambivalence detected in Curtis' method of historical inscription

undermines the authority of his judgement. It is not that the

authority of western architectural discourse is undermined - or

that hierarchies are practically reversed - but that the claim

for authority becomes questionable, open to scrutiny by the

subjects of the derogation.

Let me now return to the idea of resistance. Referring to

the promotional material produced by the firm ELEMENTAL in

Chile, I questioned the fact that they use their inclusion in the

latest edition of Kenneth Frampton's Modern Architecture: A

Critical History as a means to establish their architectural cre

dentials. It would seem rather contradictory to do so, when, as

demonstrated above, non-western architectures always emerge

in relation to dominant western norms and, so, never reach the

same level of the predecessor. However, after examining the

work of ELEMENTAL - as well as the work of other practices

throughout the continent (see chapter 4 Designing for Poverty)

- it appears that architects are embracing the very terms used

to denigrate and affirm their inferiority as a counterpoint to the

discourses that uphold the architectural superiority of Europe

and North America . Rather than attempting to reproduce

architectural models from the centres, many architects from

Latin America deliberately produce 'transformations, deviations

and devaluations' of the canon - to use Curtis ' own deroga 

tory terminology - in order to respond to the circumstances of

change and instability in which poor Latin American people live.

In their social housing schemes, architects like Aravena provide

opportunities for people to complete - that is, to re-design, ap

propriate or customise - their dwellings and the public spaces

that surround them. In so doing, the architect assigns agency

to people as the producers of their own inhabitable space . In

that sense, the negative aspects that, according to Holston

and UNESCO, impede the realisation of cities (such a Brasilia),

is turned into a creative mechanism that guarantees people's

welfare and comfort while simultaneously increasing their sense

of belonging. What is more, since buildings are always chang

ing, it is no longer possible to judge the quality of architectural

production on the basis of a referential system of universal

applicability which focuses only on the form of buildings - nor

on a genealogy that traces the origin of architectural form

back to Europe. Consequently, in embracing the terms used

to discriminate their work and render it inferior, Latin American

architects also unveil the inadequacy of existing methods of

historical inscription.

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURES IN LATIN AMERICA

The referential system that underpins the above-mentioned

method of architectural historicisiation has permitted the

construction of a coherent , linear and homogenous history

which does not correspond with the realities of architectural

production in most parts of the world, including the west. In

the case of Latin America, for example , it has contributed to

the creation of a deceitful image of architectural homogeneity

projected through an exclusive selection of modernist buildings.

As mentioned before, the work of architects like Luis Barragan,

Oscar Niemeyer, Rogelio Salmona and Carlos Raul Villanueva,

amongst others, has been praised by international commenta

tors primarily because it reaches a high degree of refinement in

relation to their Euro-American counterparts - whose work sets

the standard. Rather than attempting to present 'Latin American

architecture' as a homogenous body made of buildings which

comply with hegemonic Euro-American narratives, this book

demonstrates that there is great heterogeneity in the work of

contemporary architects throughout the continent. Diversity

and difference are not only visible between countries but, also,

within countries. Moreover, given the great socio-political

disparity that exists in Latin American societies, architects often

need to employ a variety of design methods and, so, never

develop a personal style - in fact, a younger generation of

contemporary architects refuses actively to do so. Indeed, this

is a trait that sets the current generation of architects apart from

the modernist masters, who expressed their individual identities

through very personal formal repertoires and material palettes.

Contemporary architects also need to adapt themselves

to new forms of practice increasingly determined by contract

laws, social responsibil ity, insurance liabilities and tremendous

monetary fluctuations. Hence, the figure of the sole practitioner

is rapidly being replaced by associations and, often, temporary

consortia which allow architects to transcend national bounda

ries and operate internationally. Again, this is another aspect

covered in this book which differs greatly from the way in which

the masters of modernism conducted their practices. Though

there were a few exceptions, modernist architects - those

whose practices flourished between 1929 and 1960 - built only

in their own countries. Many were trained abroad and worked

Contemporary Architectures in Latin America I 19
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LAS TORRES DEL PARQUE, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, ROGELIO SALMONA.

for other architects such as Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius, Bruno

Zevi and Louis I. Kahn, to mention a few, prior to setting their

own offices. However, once they were established as individual

practitioners their work was largely limited to their own coun

tries . Today, on the other hand, architects build regularly in

neighbouring countries and also in other continents.

In order to dismantle the deceitful sense of homogeneity

conveyed by studies which focus only on projects of the mod

ernist period, this book examines different types of buildings,

in different cities and geographical locations. The case studies

examined in this book have been designed by an assortment

of established architects as well as by young practitioners. The

book illustrates exciting formal experiments and the use of new

technologies, as well as more serene buildings made of tradi

tional materials, many of which are built by local craftsmen with

scarce resources. In all, this book encompasses a wider range

of themes and design methods which highlight the architectural

heterogeneity that exists in Latin America today.

Each case study in this book is analysed in its own milieu.

Comparisons with other buildings are deliberately not drawn un

less it is necessary to point out internal differences in the work

of individual architects or variation in relation to the modernist
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masters. The practice of comparing buildings produced in

the region with 'precedents' from other parts of the world has

been avoided for two reasons. First, it allows to circumvent the

hegemonic system of referentiality inherent in such a form of

historical analysis; since anteriority grants authority on grounds

of originality, comparative analyses inevitably (re)construct,

or reinforce, hegemonic architectural systems of judgement.

Second, it requires the critic to focus on issues different from

form and, so, to bring forward the historical , socio-cultural

and political dimensions of architecture in each particular case.

This kind of analysis does not imply that form is not important;

formal concerns are inseparable from architecture. Indeed, the

form of each building in this book is described in traditional and

simple terms. However, emphasis is given to issues regard-

ing people , their history, culture and the social , political and

economic circumstances in which they live. In other words,

each case study is considered as a site-specific exercise and,

so, its form is examined in relation to its own context, context

understood in the broadest sense of the term, not merely as a

set of physical and environmental factors. I am by no means

implying that there is no connection between Latin American

and architectures in other parts of the world, nor am I trying to

suggest that European and North American narratives no longer

influence the work of architects in Latin America. Far from that,

contemporary Latin American architects are more intricately

connected with the rest of the world than ever before, as I

indicated at the beginning of this introduction. Hence , the pur

pose of the proposed style of analysis is not to allege cultural

autonomy but to reinforce the link between buildings produced

in Latin America and the people who use them.

The book is organised in five chapters. The first, 'Building

on the City's Edge' , examines six buildings located on the

peripheries or on the edges between planned and unplanned

areas of cities. The accelerated expansion of Latin American cit

ies since the middle of the 20 th century proved that urban plan

ning strategies were inadequate to deal with rapid change and,

also, with the ingenuity brought to bear by common people in

the construction of neighbourhoods and entire parts of cites.

For years, governments tried to eliminate spontaneous settle

ments, usually by relocating poor people to the outskirts. As the

vast majority of relocation programmes failed, new strategies

have been developed in order to improve the living conditions of

people in poor areas without resorting to traumatic, and often

violent, mass relocation programmes. A method that has proven

successful is the punctual insertion of educational , recreational

and communal facilities. Instead of rendering the poor invisible

by relocating them outside cities, current programmes increase
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FONDO DE CULTURA ECONOMICA (GABRIEL GARC[A MARQUEZ CULTURAL
CENTRE) , BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, ROGELIO SALMONA. VIEW OF THE SUCCESSION
OF COURTYARDS AND CIRCULATIONS AT VARIOUS LEVELS.

their visibility via the insertion of public facilities which, by con

trast , often become conspicuous landmarks. These buildings

bring benefits to poor areas and encourage the development of

local communities at more manageable scales.

Similarly, the next chapter, 'Public Spaces as Contact

Zones' , looks at the way in which planned and unplanned areas

of cities , as well as abandoned zones in the peripheries, are

re-qualified as zones of socio-cultural encounter and interaction.

The term 'contact zone ', as used by Mary Louise Pratt, refers to

areas where different groups of people meet and lnterminqle ."

It has to be emphasised that contact zones are not areas where

differences are resolved and harmonious consensus is reached.

On the contrary, contact zones are sites of irresolution where

cultura l differences are acted out, made visible, negotiated on a

continuous basis, although not necessarily resolved. The term is

appropriate for the study of projects whose aim is to patch up,

as it were, different parts of cities which had become frag

mented, or abandoned, for historical reasons. Architects in this

chapter have taken the challenge of designing public spaces

which allow for multiple activities to take place, permanent and

itinerary, and which encourage appropriation by the public.

Despite such tasks, architects do not relinquish their interest

FONDO DE CULTURA ECONOMICA. MAIN ACCESS SHOWING THE INTRICATE
SOLUTION OF LEVELS AND CIRCULATIONS.

in form, or formal exploration. On the contrary, the projects

included in the first and second chapters of this book show

that architects can articulate successfully their own personal

agendas with the encouragement of community participation.

The following chapter, 'Designing for Poverty', tackles a

theme that is regularly excluded from books on Latin American

architecture: social housing. For a number of reasons, many

of which are related to the incredibly tight budgets allocated to

soc ial housing, architectures for the poor never receive sufficient

scholarly attention. 18 The study of social housing is undertaken

in one of three ways: it is totally excluded from architecture

books; it is reduced to a few back pages and footnotes; or it is

addressed in separate publications which are, more often than

not, written by professionals in other fields such as sociology,

anthropology, urban geography. Only when projects correspond

with particular international trends, as in the case of Eduardo

Affonso Reidy and Carlos Raul Villanueva, do social housing

schemes attain centrefold status. However, this book brings to

the fore the efforts made, and innovative solutions produced,

by small groups of architects in different countries throughout

Latin America. The architectural merit of the projects included

in this chapter lies in the imaginative interpretation of economic,
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HOUSE AND STUDIO OF LUIS BARRAGAN, TACUBAYA, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
VIEW OF ONE OF THE ROOF TERRACES.

technological, physical, cultural factors that architects carry out

in order to pursue typological experimentation. Considering the

continually changing nature of these projects, the social housing

schemes studied in this chapter challenge traditional methods

of historicisation which require buildings not to change - or not

to be changed by users - in order to be classified historically. As

discussed above , transformation also disrupts the authority of

the architect as the sole 'creator' of buildings and obfuscates

the historical archiving of a finished work. That is why the

buildings presented in this chapter undermine the methods

of architectural critique that had been used to uphold their

dispossession.

Chapter 5, 'The Private House ', presents an overview of

singe-family houses in different parts of Latin America. Against

the background of poverty brought forward in the previous three

chapters, this part re-enters a more familiar territory. Here the

analysis of case studies is more heavily determined by form and

physical context than by socio-political and cultural factors. The

location of the projects - in the Andes, the Argentine Pampa, on

the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, on the banks of rivers and the

shores of lakes - draws attention to the variety of landscapes of

Latin America and the challenges they present to architects, a

theme which is continued in the final section of the book. At the

same time, the houses examined in this chapter, most of which

are holiday retreats, reveal the dramatic fragmentation of Latin

American soc ieties and the ever increasing gap between the

wealthier and the deprived members of such societies. Some

case studies show that contemporary architects frequently

undertake commissions in neighbouring countries. The two
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CASA GILARDI, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, LUIS BARRAGAN. VIEW OF THE SWIM
MING POOL AND THE DINING AREA.

houses designed by Chilean architect Mathias Klotz , for exam

ple, are built in Uruguay and Argentina respectively, while one of

the projects designed by the young Argentine architect Nicolas

Campodonico is located in Uruguay. As mentioned above, the

transcendence of national borders is a recent development

in Latin American architecture, the result of continental trade

agreements and international cooperation between countries,

treaties that were implemented , or revaluated , in the 1980s.

The final chapter, 'Architectures in Latin American Land

scapes' , continues to explore more trad itional building typolo

gies: hotels, educational facilities and exhibition spaces. As

with the previous section, the analysis of case studies focuses

primarily on the form of buildings. However, I have tried to em

phasise how, in most cases, the form of buildings derives from

sophisticated interpretations of specific landscapes, interpreta

tions based on careful anthropological, cultural and historical

studies, not simply on the physical context. The buildings

reviewed in this section demonstrate the ability of contemporary

architects in Latin America to carry out exciting formal explora

tions with great environmental concern.

Admittedly, the book does not do justice to its title in the

sense that it fails to cover the entirety of Latin America. Not

only is Latin America a vast and imprecise region but, more

importantly, soc io-political and economic conditions (read

poverty) make it difficult for architects in many countries to

disseminate their work, or for national associations to contribute

to such dissemination . Sadly, there is very little information

available about architectures in Central American countries

like Honduras, Nicaragua or EI Salvador. Not much is available
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about recent architecture in Cuba , although it was a leading

centre of architectural development in the 1960s and 1970s.

Bolivia is another country whose architecture remains in relative

obscurity. It is not that 'exemplary' buildings are not produced

in those countries, but that they have not been inscribed in the

'history of architecture'. My admission to their absence from

this book is a way to reiterate my belief that the conspicuously

singular history of architecture is incomplete and to urge the

writing of the missing chapters in that history. Aware of this,

and to prevent generalisation , the subtitle of this book refers to

contemporary architecture 'in ' Latin America. This seemingly

insignificant grammatical detail guarantees greater analytical

precision. That way, the book refers to buildings that were built

there, in Latin America, by architects who are from there too .

Yet, it is not implied that the buildings included in this volume

represent the architecture of the entire region or that they

embody the characteristics of a single and homogenous 'Latin

American architecture'. Quite the opposite, focusing on build

ings produced in the past ten years, the aim of the book is to

show not simply the variety of architectural pract ices but, also,

the vibrancy of the architectural environment in different parts of

Latin America and, so, to overcome the deceitful homogeneity

expressed in the literature about the modernist masters.

Rogelio Salmona received theAlvar Aalto Medal in

2003. The Mexican firmHiguera + Sanchez won the

Golden Lion at the2006 VeniceArchitectural Bien

nial andAlejandro Aravenareceived theSilverLion

at the next edition in 2008. SolanoBenitez won the

BSI SwissArchitectural Award in 2008. Jose Cruz

Ovalle won theSpirit of Nature Wood Architecture

Award in 2008 after winning the Bienallberoameri 

canadeArquitectura y Urbanismo in 2004, a prize

which Colombian architect GiancarloMazzantialso

received in 2008along withthefirst prize at Bienal

Panamericana deArquitectura. Angelo Bucci and

his teamreceived second place at the2008 Holcim

Award. Yet, themost renowned of allwas thePritzker

Prize given to Paulo Mendes daRocha in 2006- an

honourthat heshares with twootherLatin American

architects: Luis Barragan (1980)and OscarNiemeyer

(1988).

2 The first sentence of Brazil's ModernArchitecture

reads: 'Brazilian architecture is famous, but it is a

fame that rests upon thework of a few architects 

Oscar Niemeyer, Lucio Costa, Affonso Reidy and

one or two others - built in the mid-20m century' .

SeeAndreoli, E. andA.Forty (eds.) Brazil's Modern

Architecture. London: Phaidon, 2004, p. 8.

3 See Fraser, V. , Building the New World: Studies

in theModern Architecture of Latin America

1930-1960. London/NewYork:Verso, 2000, p. 88.

4 See Fraser,V...Building the New World: Studies

in the ModernArchitectureof LatinAmerica

1930 - 1960. London/NewYork: Verso, 2000, p. 2.

5 SeeHolston, J., The Modernist City: An Anthropo

logical Critique of Brasilia, Chicago/London: The

Universityof Chicago Press, 1989.

6 Holstoncriticisesthefact that the rodovisne has

been transformed by its dailyusers intoa placeof

unusual characteristics: simultaneously a transport

interchange, a market place and a town square. For

Holston, a transport interchange can neither replace

the functions of a market place norcan it serve as

a town square. Consequently, rather than positive

popular appropriations of thespace of the rodoviaria

areseen negatively: theyundermine theprinciples of

modern architecture.

7 See the statement for the inclusion of Brasilia in

theWorld Heritage List published byUNESCO. See

UNESCO,World Heritage ListNo. 445, 1987.

8 SeeAnderson, B., Imagined Communities: Reflec

tionson the Origin andSpread of Nationalism.

London/NewYork:Verso, 1983.

9 Fraser,V., BUilding the New World: Studies in the

ModernArchitecture of LatinAmerica 1930- 1960.

London/New York: Verso, 2000, p. 195.

10 A previous monograph had beenwritten bySibyl

Moholy-Nagy in 1964; however, asP. Villanueva

points out, it was written before C. R. Villanueva

had completed all his majorprojects. See Villanueva,

P., CarlosRaul Villanueva.Sevi lla:Tanais, 2000. 

English edition: Carlos Raul Villanueva, Basel:

Birkhiiuser, 2000.

11 Fraser,V., Building the New World: Studies in the

ModernArchitecture of LatinAmerica 1930 - 1960.

London/New York:Verso, 2000, p. 15.

12 All my comments and quotations are taken from the

third edition puntlshed in the year 2000. The titles

of some chapters were changed, and new chapters

were added, in this expanded edition published

initially in 1996and re-printed in 1997, 1999and

2000.

13 Curtis, W. J. R., Modern Architecture since 1900.

London: Phaidon, (1982) 2000, p. 491 .

14 Curtis, W. J. R., Modern Architecture since 1900.

London: Phaidon, (1982) 2000. p. 493.

15 Curtis, W. J. R. ,. Modern Architecture since 1900.

London: Phaidon, (1982) 2000, p. 567.

16 Curtis, W. J. R., Modern Architecture since 1900.

London: Phaidon, (1982) 2000, p. 635.This chapter

was not included in thefirst edition butwas added

later.

17 SeePratt, M. L., Imperial Eyes: TravelWriting and

Transculturation. London: Routledge, 1992.

18 Small budgets prevent exhilaratingformal explora

tions and theuse of advancedtechnologieswhich, in

traditional architectural terms, leads to theproduc

tion of boring buildings.
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2 BUILDING ON THE CITY'S EDGE

As discussed above, the rapid growth of Latin American cities

in the middle of the 20th century generated numerous urban

and architectural problems. Part of those problems was the

formation of poor settlements - favelas, invasiones, barrio s,

etc. - often located on the peripheries of large urban centres.

Paradoxically, this happened at a time when the economies of

most Latin American countries were thriving due to the post-war

crisis in Europe. Consequently, it is not that poverty increased

dramatically during this period of time, as is often believed, but

that its presence was felt more strongly due to its concentration

in cities. In response, a multitude of programmes were devised

by national governments throughout the continent in order to

eliminate the effects of poverty. During the 1960s and 1970s so

called 'eradication' programmes were implemented in countries

such as Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.

These plans consisted mainly of eliminating poor settlements by

relocating their inhabitants in planned neighbourhoods on the

outskirts.' As I will emphasise throughout this chapter, these

programmes eradicated the poor but not poverty: the causes

of poverty were not addressed . It was merely a question of vis

ibility: the image of poverty needed to be concealed. Alarmingly,

architects seem to have been complicit with those governmen

tal strategies, as many of the master plans that they designed

during the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s cemonstrate."

In recent years, however, architects have developed

new methods for dealing with the effects that poverty has

on the urban morphology of cities throughout Latin America.

The buildings examined in this chapter show some of those

methods. Rather than concealing poverty, these buildings exalt

its existence as an intrinsic characteristic of Latin American

cities, an aspect that needs to be tackled directly. Contem

porary architects no longer expect their buildings to provide

all-encompassing solutions for the problems of cities and

neighbourhoods. Though they are bold architectural statements,

the buildings reviewed in this chapter address a limited set

of socio-political issues specific to the communities who use

FDE SCHOOL IN JARDIM ATALIBA LEONEL, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, ANGELO BUCCI
AND ALVARO PUNTONI. GENERAL VIEW.

them . These buildings also present a common characteristic:

they introduce greater functional flexibility in oder to allow for

alternative activities to be held in them , activities different from

those specified in the programme (i.e. communal meetings or

simply birthday parties). It is, therefore, not surprising that the

three architects (or practices) whose buildings are shown in

this chapter coincide in their aspiration to use architecture as a

means to stimulate social interaction: they want their buildings

to become centres of social activity rather than simply schools

or libraries. For that reason, I will appropriate the notion of

the 'contact zone' from Mary Louise Pratt in order to illustrate

the way architects aspire their buildings to operate soclallv."

I find this notion applicable because, rather than harmonious

encounters, contact zones are areas of conflict and irresolution

where cultural differences are constantly negotiated, though

not necessarily resolved. In that sense, the buildings shown

in this chapter coincide with the notion of the contact zone

both literally and metaphorically. The mere presence of these

buildings (and parks) reveals a tension between contrast-
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FDE SCHOOL INJARDIM ATALIBA LEONEL. BACK ELEVATION AND COURTYARD.

ing architectures - those produced by architects and those

produced by common people without professional assistance.

Moreover, if the aspirations of the architects realise themselves,

the buildings will become the setting where local residents will

meet either to attempt to negotiate differences or simply to

perform that very difference in their daily activit ies. In sum, more

than merely fulfilling a specific function, these buildings are

thought to become places of socio-cultural negotiation for the

poor in various Latin American cities. Such an attitude removes

the priority given to 'form and function' and places an emphasis

on the social dimension of architecture where users assume a

central role in the production of architectural significance.

Each one of the six buildings examined in this chapter

is a punctual insertion into the convoluted urban fabric of

informal settlements (slums). Although all are modest in scale,

the bUildings differ from one another in form, materiality and in

the way architects have tackled the relationship between the

building and its site. These buildings are examples of a renewed

interest in Latin America to improve the conditions of life in poor

settlements through the insertion of small and medium size

structures which provide facilities needed by local communities.

It is important to note that this is only a sample of an increasing

number of similar buildings throughout the continent.

FDE SCHOOL INJARDIM ATALIBA LEONEL. SPORTS GROUND AND COMMUNAL AREA.

FOE School in Jardim Ataliba Leonel I szo PAULO, BRAZIL

Angelo Bucci, Alvaro Puntoni

The public school designed in 2004 by Angelo Bucci and Alvaro

Puntoni in Jardim Ataliba Leonel, on the periphery of Sao Paulo,

is an outstanding example of this new tendency. The project

was commissioned by the Fundacao para 0 Desenvolvimento

da Educacao (Foundation for the Development of Education)

with the aim of creating a 'model' for the constru ction of other

schools in the city. The model needed to be flexible because

each possible location had different physical conditions and,

also, because functional requirements could vary from case to

case. Schools should also allow other activities to be held in

addition to their educational main use. Needless to say, rapid

construction was another important determinant.

Jardim Ataliba Leonel is a dense and relatively deprived

residential area on the northern edge of Sao Paulo. Although

there are a few four-storey social housing blocks, the area is

mostly made up of single houses which have been built by the

occupants themselves. In spite of the high density, there are

neither parks nor public spaces equipped for recreation and

for interaction of the inhabitants of the area. Consequently, the

school was to become, and in fact has become, a focal point

FDE SCHOOL IN JARDIM ATALIBA LEONEL. LONGITUDINAL SECTION.
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FOE SCHOOL IN JARDIMATALIBA LEONEL. FIRST FLOOR PLAN: THE CLASSROOMS.
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GERARDO MOLINA SCHOOL. AERIAL VIEW.

for the residents of Jardim Ataliba Leonel, not only visually

but also socially and culturally. Therefore, the challenge was

to conceive the school not simply as an educational facility in

traditional terms but , more importantly, as the only public space

in the area.

While its location on a hill was advantageous, it also

presented a number of challenges. On the one hand, the hill

offered possibilities to enjoy magnificent views over the valley

below. On the other, the steep slope meant that multiple levels

had to be negotiated in order to guarantee accessibility through

the entire school. The latter challenge was successfully resolved

by dividing the ground floor into three levels. The higher end of

the long rectangular volume provides entrance to the students.

They arrive at a partially covered platform that opens to the west

and looks down into the multi-sports ground . Passing through

a narrow passage, between two service volumes, one finds an

external platform in the east. The northern end of the building

provides access for the school's staff and houses the admin

istration quarters. The space between these two levels has

been sunk to meet the street that runs along the building on

the west side. This lower level consists of a multi-sports ground

that doubles as a social space for community gatherings on

weekends and during the holiday breaks . That is why, at this

level, the school symbolically meets the city.

All the classrooms are on a single floor that floats above

the multi-level ground floor. The circulations have been arranged

around the perimeter so that they contribute to control the

incidence of sunlight into the classrooms and offices. In turn,

the entire first floor (which contains the classrooms) serves as

protection for the sports/community hall on ground level. The

perimeter corridors also guarantee a permanent visual link

between interior and exterior, allowing students (and users in

general) to have different views of their surroundings. To help
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GERARDO MOUNA SCHOOL. VIEW OF THE CLASSROOM VOLUMES PROTRUDING
ABOVE THE CIRCULATION.

attenuate the incidence of sunlight and rain, a series of wooden

louvres are embedded in the middle of the concrete frame. Not

only do the louvres protect the interior from the elements but,

also, emphasise the structural rigour of the composition.

The structure appears to continue a long Brazilian tradition

of concrete building, long spans and bridges (although ramps,

which were also common in Brazilian modern architecture, are

absent from this project). ' The main structural frame is made of

prefabricated concrete elements and metal beams which are

articulated in a way that reveals the methods of construction.

Internal partitions were kept to a minimum and exterior walls

were avoided wherever possible in order to allow for visual

transparency and cross ventilation . The intention was that the

structure would double as enclosure while being exposed both

on the interior as well as the exterior. Concrete elements, metal

beams and wooden louvres have been articulated in such a way

that they perpetuate themes and formal gestures that appear to

be traditional in modern Brazilian architecture but which have

also been reinterpreted in order to respond to a significantly less

predominant site - on a poor peripheral, highly neglected and,

at times, violent, settlement.

In spite of its formal simplicity, the building has a monu

mental character. It is substantially larger in scale than any

other surrounding building, a fact which has turned the school

into a landmark in the area and, also, into a centre of social

interaction.

Gerardo Molina School I BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

Giancarlo Mazzanti

Colombian architect Giancarlo Mazzanti dealt with similar condi

tions in Bogota, where he built the Gerardo Molina School in

2008, a building situated in a rapidly growing area on the north-
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GERARDO MOLINA SCHOOL. AUDITORIUM AND MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ROOM.

western periphery of the city. As is usually the case in this kind

of settlements, the area is densely built with self-constructed

adjacent houses. There is little homogeneity in the neighbour

hood because houses grow intermittently depending on the

fluctuating income of each family - there is no labour stability

among the residents of the area, so most families do not have

regular earnings. The size of the existing houses varies from

one to five storeys. There are also a few social housing blocks

in the vicinity which contribute further to increasing population

density. Although the programme given by the organisers of the

competition called for the design of a school, there were numer

ous secondary demands, some of which were not included in

the brief itself but arose after careful analysis of the site. For that

reason, Mazzanti approached the design as if it were an urban

planning project (rather than simply an isolated building) whose

main purpose was to endow the growing neighbourhood with

social, cultural and recreational facilities for the community, a

complex which included a school or, else, which emerged out of

the school brief. The architect saw the project as an opportunity

to create what I have called a contact zone. In short, the school

was designed to become a social space for the community in

general rather than a traditional fortified school building which

would repel people other than students.

To achieve this, the school was conceived as a continuous

winding ribbon whose main elements, the classrooms, twist

in response to the surrounding contexts, i.e. it curves inwards

where the exiting streets meet perpendicularly the outer bound

ary of the school and outwards reaching towards existing

GERARDO MOLINA SCHOOL. SOUTH ELEVATION.
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constructions across the street . That way the building creates

a variety of external spaces, public parks and squares that

can be used permanently by the public, while simultaneously

generating a heterogeneous courtyard inside the school for the

use of students. Thus, the school generates spaces of different

qua lities: some are small, others are big; some are open while

others are secluded. and this variety facilitates a mult itude of

public and private activ ities to take place .

Not dissimilar from the work of other famous Colombian

modernist architects, such as Rogelio Salmona, the main func

tional areas of the programme (classrooms, offices, auditorium,

etc .) take rectangular volumes which are distributed on the site

and connected by a continuous covered circulation, whose

roof is lower than that of the volumes. However, unlike Salmona

GERARDO MOLINA SCHOOL. CORRIDORS AND RAMPS TO UPPER-LEVEL
CLASSROOMS.
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whose courtyards adhered to a str ict preconceived geometry 

perfect squares or circles - Mazzanti's design responds to the

irregularity of the existing context. The circulation, then, absorbs

the apparent disorderly distribution of classrooms, making the

entire composition look non-linear and more dynamic. The main

difference between Mazzanti 's choice of materials and that of

other Colombian modernist architects is the lack of brick as

main cladding material. Instead , Mazzanti uses stone for the

external cladd ing of the main volumes. Like brick, this natural

material is durable and requires little maintenance. It also adds

a corrugated texture with variations in tone and colour. Apart

from his use of stone , a common material amongst younger

architects in Colombia, Mazzanti works with basic traditional

materials: concrete, metal, wood and glass.

GERARDO MOLINA SCHOOL. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.
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A number of level variations, ramps, stairs and leaning columns

contribute to exacerbate the vitality of the composition. Further

more, irregular wooden trellises delimit the circulation (and the

rest of the building at floor level), permitting a visual link with the

surrounding context. Trellises also cast shadows that change

during the day, reinforcing the sense of dynamism in conjunc

tion with the winding circulation and the varying height of roofs.

The largest volume of the building is positioned on the

north-western corner of the school , facing a currently un-built

site reserved for a park. The volume contains an auditorium and

other multi -functional rooms which open towards the park and

could be used for any activity being held there . Alternatively, the

auditorium could be used by local residents for social gather

ings. This volume appears to be the physical link between the

school and the community.

Working in complex socio-political circumstances has

become one of Giancarlo Mazzanti's specialit ies. In the proc

ess, he has perfected what could be called a personal design

strategy consisting of protuberant volumes which are articulated

by a circulation system with a roof lower than the volumes.

Separate volumes, contain ing the main programmatic

areas, are independent from one another so that each can

respond to specific circumstances (i.e. function , views, sunlight,

etc.). As a result of the fragmentation of the building's main

funct ions into separate volumes, the entire building - the sum

of the volumes and the circulation system - can respond to

various aspects simultaneously and in different ways. He has

applied this design strategy to two libraries built on the north

eastern hills of Medell in, a very complex socio-political and

topographic context. During the 1980s and through most of

the 1990s, Medell in was associated with crime. It was , virtually

and literally, a war zone. Statistics placed the city amongst the

most dangerous urban centres in the world. The average life

span of a male citizen in the poor peripheral neighbourhoods

was estimated at 17, making the rate of mortality in the whole

metropolitan region exceedingly high.

The two libraries are part of a city-wide programme called

Red de Bibliotecas Publicas de Medellfn (Public Library Network

of Medellfn). The network comprises an increasing number of in

terconnected librar ies throughout the city.?More importantly, the

major ity of the network's libraries are located in deprived areas

of the city, some of which were virtually inaccessible ten years

ago due to violence. The main target of the programme is to

offer educational and recreational opportunities for local children

and young people. To that end, the programme developed the

concept of the 'library-park' , which consists of multi-purpose li

brary buildings (book collections, auditoria, teaching rooms, etc .)

surrounded by public spaces for general use by local residents .

LEON DE GREIFF LIBRARY, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, GIANCARLO MAZZANTI.

AERIAL VIEW.

Leon de Greiff Library I MEDELLIN , COLOMBIA
Giancarlo Mazzanti

The Leon de Greiff Library, built in 2007 and also known by the

locals as Parque Biblioteca La Ladera (Hillside Park Library), sits

on the grounds of an old prison , Carcel de La Ladera, ap

proximately 1.5 kilometres away from the city centre and on the

very borderline between the (official) c ity and the spontaneous

peripheral settlements on the eastern hills. This way, the library

fits the notion of the contact zone : an interstitial space between

diverse and antagonistic social groups. As has become charac

teristic in Mazzanti 's work, the library consists of three two

storey volumes which rest on a plinth. The latter, in this case,

is recessed to give the impression that the three volumes float

above the surrounding park. Each volume houses a specific

function. The southernmost volume, nearer to the entrance, is

designed as a community centre containing meeting rooms,

a gym and counselling facilit ies. The central volume accom

modates the main library with its own reception , catalogue area,

the collection , and reading rooms. The northernmost volume

contains the aud itorium. It is farther away from the entrance

because it is mainly used by organ ised groups and requ ires the

most security and control.

Connecting the three volumes is a double-high curved

circu lation space sandwiched between the retain ing wall on

the east and the three volumes on the west. Near the entrance,

on the eastern side, there is a narrow rectangular volume that

contains the offices, reception/cloakroom and toilets. As one

passes the entrance area, the circulation becomes wider to

make room for an exhibition area, a cafe, two sunken gardens

Leon de Greiff Library I Medellin, Colombia I 31
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LEON DE GREIFF LIBRARY. THE LIBRARY VOLUMES WITH THEIR VARYING ORIENTATION SEEM TO FLOAT OVER THE HILL.

LEON DE GREIFF LIBRARY. CROSS SECTION.
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LEON DE GREIFF LIBRARY. VIEW FROM THE BALCONY.

and, even, an area spontaneously dedicated to nursery at the

end of the circulation. Despite its location, embedded between

a landmass and the building, the multi-functional circulation

space is naturally lit and ventilated and, also, has panoramic

views of the city. In turn, the roof of the circulation forms an

external publ ic space above the library that serves as a continu

ous viewing platform to observe the city below and the hills

behind. It also provides access to three outdoor theatres on

the roof of each volume. In the original design , the public plat

form integrated a number of existing recreational facilit ies - a

swimming pool , various multi-purpose playing fields and green

areas - at the back of the library. Unfortunately, this part of the

project has not been completed.

Taking advantage of its position on high ground , each

volume is orientated towards a different aspect of the city. The

southern volume, which houses the community space, is aimed

towards the Plaza de Botero, in the old centre of the city, a

square surrounded by various important buildings such as the

Palacio de la Cultura and the Museo de Antioquia. The central

volume also has a view of the city centre and the western hills

across the valley. In turn, the northernmost volume is positioned

parallel to the river, looking towards the southwest, and so

gaining magnificent views of the entire Aburra valley.

Santo Domingo Library I MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

Giancarlo Mazzanti

The second library designed by Mazzanti in Medellfn in 2007 is,

arguably, his most successful project to date and, certainly, the

most controversial. The Santo Domingo Library, also known as

LEON DE GREIFF LIBRARY. RECEPTION AREA.

Biblioteca Espana , for it was inaugurated by the king of Spain ,

is located on the eastern hills towards the north of the city.

Although accessible by road, the main way to get to the library

is by cable car, known locally as Metro Cable. The cable car

system was implemented by the local authority in order to gain

access to the higher and steeper parts of the peripheral hills

which could not be reached either by bus or metro . Approach

ing the Santo Domingo Library is, therefore, a dramatic experi

ence. It requires a 2-kilometre ride on the Metro Cable hanging

at an average altitude of 20 metres over a densely built informal

settlement, a squatter settlement which became permanent

over the years.

SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, GIANCARLD MAZZANTI.
AERIAL VIEW.
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SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. VIEW FROM THE PLAZA.

SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. CROSS SECTION.
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SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. VIEW FROM THE SETTLEMENT.

The library sits on a narrow, and very steep, residue plot near

the top of the hill. The architectural heterogeneity of the sur

rounding context, and its convoluted urban fabric, almost

precluded a standard solution. Instead, the site demanded

a structure that reflected its physical and social complexity

while, simultaneously, becoming a recognisable entity for local

residents and the city alike.

In Mazzanti's own design tradition, the building consists

of three separate volumes united by a circulation platform at

ground and lower-ground levels. As in other projects, Mazzanti

assigned a specific function to each volume. In this case, the

southernmost volume contains an auditorium. Although this can

be accessed directly from the public deck, its main entrance is

from the covered plaza at lower ground level (directly below the

public deck). The central volume is a multi-level library. It has

three double-high reading rooms topped by a multi-purpose

room on the seventh floor. This is the highest volume and can

be accessed at ground level (public deck), although the main

entrance is also at lower ground (covered plaza) opposite the

reception space. The northernmost volume is a community

centre which contains the offices in the basement, nursery at

lower ground level, classrooms and community rooms in the

middle two levels and a multi-functional space at the top. The

circulation strategy is very similar to the one used in his previ

ous library, it is compressed between the eastern retaining

wall and the volumes distributed along the west side. Although

it is a continuous space, the width of the covered plaza at

lower ground level varies in order to demarcate different areas

and to create transitions between them. The gaps between

the volumes allow for intermittent views of Medellfn as users

move along the space. The roof of the circulation provides a

public space for the community as well as a viewing platform

to observe the city below. However, the urban connection

between the library and the existing fabric does not appear to
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SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. SITE AND GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. INTERIOR VIEW: REFERENCE COLLECTION.
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SANTO DOMINGO LIBRARY. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.

be fully resolved at the moment. The main pedestrian access

from the south and the link with the adjacent street that runs

along the east side of the library appear to be somewhat weak.

This could be due to the fact that external works usually get

the least amount of budgetary attention. This may only be a

temporary flaw. At present, a new pedestrian bridge is being

built to grant access from the low end (south-west) and the axis

linking the Metro Cable station with the library is also undergo

ing reconstruction . Such changes will prompt the completion of

the public space around the library and its connection with the

surrounding areas.

Considering its difficult location, and the socio-political

ambitions it represents, the Santo Domingo Library is a magnifi

cent building. In fact, Mazzanti won the prize for best building

at the Bienal Iberoamericana de Arquitectura held in Portugal

in 2008 and later that year received the First Prize at the Bienal

Panamericana de Arquitectura in Ecuador. Curiously, the project

only received a honorific mention in the XXI Bienal Colombiana
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de Arquitectura (2008). In addition to the numerous accolades,

the most remarkable achievement is the success it has had

amongst the local community who speak with pride about their

new library and cultural centre. I would like to suggest that, in

fact. this is the main architectural value of the building. The

Santo Domingo Library has accomplished its aim of becoming

a centre of social activity and a strong image, which , along

with a number of other projects in the area, has transformed a

highly violent and virtually inaccessible shanty town into a more

hospitable neighbourhood.

Metro Cable I CARACAS, VENEZUELA

Urban Think Tank

Caracas is another Latin American city that has experienced

an accelerated growth in the past 50 years. Before World War

II, Caracas was, in Latin American terms, a relatively small city

with less than a million inhabitants. Today, however, the popula-
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METRO CABLE, CARACAS, VENEZUELA, URBAN THINK TANK. VISUALISATION OF
ONE OF THE STATION BUILDINGS.

METRO CABLE. SECTION OF STATION BUILDING.

tion of the metropolitan area exceeds six million people. Like in

other Latin American cities , such a dramatic growth caused the

development of numerous informal sett lements in and around

the city's original core. The main characteristic of these settle 

ments was their lack of infrastructure: roads, transport, services

(water, power, etc .) as well as a lack of provision for education,

recreation, health and social care.

As mentioned earlier, the first reaction in most Latin

American countries was to eradicate informal settlements

by providing mass social housing in other parts of the city's

periphery. However, provision for education, recreation, health

and social care was poor - sometimes inexistent - on the

newly expanded peripheries. In fact, such facilities were often

situated in the city centres and people needed to travel long

distances to reach them. As a result , there was not only great
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physical fragmentation but, also, increasing socio-political

isolation. More importantly, the socio-political tension that arose

from such fragmentation materialised itself in disapproval of

the governments' plans and, also, in violence. The buildings

that we have analysed so far in this chapter are the result of a

different approach to the challenges presented by densely oc

cupied informal settlements. These kind of projects have been

described by many theorists as 'articulators',6 spaces which

attempt to reconnect fragments of the city that have become

separated and, in that way, facilitate the flow of goods, people,

vehicles and capital. It is, therefore, not accurate to suggest that

these buildings are a purely architectural initiative, they result of

larger political programmes. Their architectural significance lies

in the fact that they focus on the micro-politics of place rather

than the homogenising macro-politics of the modernist plans

implemented throughout the 20th century.

The work of the Urban Think Tank (U-TT), led by Alfredo

Brillembourg and Hubert Klumpner, adheres to this position.

They started their research practice in 1998 and have studied

the development of informal settlements in Caracas for over

ten years. Many of their projects are the result of workshops

attended by residents of the city's slums . They claim to design

in response to people 's needs as well as in response to their

specific conditions of habitation (physical, social and economic).

Usually projects are fully designed before the architects have

signed a contract with the government. In spite of working in an

inverse manner (opposite to the way most architectural prac

tices operate) in the past five years, Brillembourg and Klumpner

have been able to realise a few of their proposals for Caracas'

poor areas.

Their project for the Metro Cable from 2009 shares many

similarities with its counterpart in Medellin. The Caracas

Metro Cable is designed to facilitate access to San Agustin

del Sur, a hilly area that developed on the south bank of the

river and which is abruptly separated from the city centre

by the autopista (highway) that crosses the city from east to

west , parallel to the river. At present, there is limited access for

vehicles; cars can only reach some areas at the lower end of

the hilly sector. Instead of streets , San Agustin has a complex

network of pedestrian narrow pathways leading to the higher

parts of the settlement. In spite of its precarious urban condi 

tions, San Agustin sits on a privileged location . It borders the

botanic gardens and the famous campus of the Universidad

Central designed by Carlos Raul Villanueva, both on the west.

The infamous helicoide , the National Intelligence Headquarters, "

lies on the east end of the hill chain. The northern slopes of

San Agustin have magnificent views over Caracas, an urban

landscape dominated by the presence of the Torres del Parque
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METRO CABLE. STATION BUILDING IN CONTEXT OF EL MAGUITO QUARTER.
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VERTICAL GYM, CARACAS, VENEZUELA, URBAN THINK TANK. VISUALISATION OF
THE BUILDING IN CONTEXT.

Central, a 1970s high-rise development which includes two of

the tallest towers in Latin America.

As it does in Medellin, the Caracas Metro Cable will oper

ate as a branch of the metro reconnecting San Agustin with the

rest of the city through its mass transport system. It is expected

that the Metro Cable will also bring visitors from other parts

of the city to enjoy the new amenities and the views from the

top - as has happened in Medellin and Sao Paulo where similar

elevated transport systems are already in operation . Each sta

tion of the Caracas Metro Cable will have an additional specific

function . One will be a rehearsal centre for young musicians,

part of the successful Fundaci6n del Estado para el Sistema de

Orquestas Juveniles e Infantiles de Venezuela (State Foundation

for the Venezuelan System of Juvenile and Children Orchestras).

One will be a 'vertical gym' (also a concept advanced by U-TT).

The top station will be surrounded by a viewing platform and

ample spaces for leisure and social interaction. This way, an

infrastructural project is transformed into a focus of urban

revitalisation .

To achieve this, the gondolas of the cable car have

been calculated to transport cargo (up to 800 kilogrammes

per gondola) during the off-peak hours. This will allow local

residents to bring in goods, construction materials and so on to

their properties in the upper parts of the hill. At the same time,

the Metro Cable will provide opportunities for local residents

to create small industries at home because they will be able to

take their products out of San Agustin for trad ing. An anecdote

that deserves mention is that, due to the density of the area, the

construction process has required a combination of high-tech

construction methods and manual labour. The foundations for
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VERTICAL GYM . SPORTS FACILITIES INA DENSE URBAN FABRIC.

the masts , for example, were dug by hand with shovels while

the masts themselves were prefabricated and brought to site by

helicopter.

Vertical Gym I CARACAS, VENEZUELA

Urban Think Tank

Another exemplary project developed by Alfredo Brillembourg

and Hubert Klumpner's U-TI is the Vertical Gym, a typology that

results from the need to build 'upwards' in dense areas where

vacant sites are both rare and extremely small. Rearticulating

creative ideas from multiple case studies (i.e. hotel gyms in

tall buildings and ingenious popular solutions to make football

pitches on steep hills in the barrios of Caracas), Brillembourg

and Klumpner have developed a prototype for a multi-layered

sports facility that could be built in the hilly slums of Caracas.

Although there is only one vertical gym currently operational,
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a few more are under construction. Due to the density of the

urban fabric, vertical gyms are not designed to have a striking

exterior image; they are often occluded by the surrounding

buildings. Instead, they are conceived to be experienced from

inside. The quality of interior space, rather than their image , is

essential to produce a sense of comfort that invites people to

stay and play sports. In order to reduce the cost of mainte

nance , the architects have explored possibilities to make the

gyms sustainable and self-sufficient. The prototypes, designed

to be built in traditional materials such as concrete blocks and

metal trusses, also incorporate wind turbines and photovoltaic

cells as a way to make the project financially and socially viable.

It will be interesting to see how this seemingly appropriate new

typology evolves, once the vertical gyms are operational.

VERTICAL GYM. INTERIOR OF MULTI-SPORTS HALL.

VERTICAL GYM. AXONOMETRIC VIEW OF DIFFERENT LEVELS.
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3 PUBLIC SPACES AS CONTACT ZONES

I have used the concept of the contact zone in order to

describe one aspect that appears to be central in the agenda

of many contemporary architects in Latin America: people.

Interestingly, the foregrounding of the social dimension of

architecture, as seen in the projects examined so far, has not

prevented architects from carrying out intriguing formal explora

tions. On the contrary, careful analysis of the complicated socio

cultural and political conditions, as well as the difficult economic

environment within which Latin American architects work, has

prompted a multiplicity of themes which, in turn, stimulate a

diversity of formal searches. More important, however, is the

fact that, while formally appealing, the projects examined in the

previous chapter were conceived deliberately in order to be

subverted by users . The three architects (or practices) whose

work was documented are at pains to underline that they

inevitably design buildings on the basis of certain prevalent

ideologies - mostly aesthetic but, also, technical, functional, etc.

- which are not necessarily significant or intelligible for the user.

Hence, by encouraging users to appropriate their buildings,

they expect their very architectural aspirations to be challenged.

The notion of the contact zone, then, appears to be fitting

for various reasons. On the one hand, buildings emerge as brief

and transitory points where two separate and distant as

semblages overlap: architecture and people. More literally, the

notion of the contact zone suitably illustrates the fact that build

ings provide physical spaces where people meet and interact

permanently. However, buildings are not expected to resolve, in

its entirety, the problems of the people they are addressed to.

As explained in each of the case studies above, buildings can

only resolve directly a limited number of problems, mostly those

associated with their programme, i.e. education, recreation and

transport. However, by providing additional communal spaces,

these buildings create opportunities for people to meet and

attend to other matters regarding the community. Not without a

certain naivety, the architects included in the previous chapter

describe enthusiastically that, in addition to football matches

AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO, QUITO, ECUADOR, DIEGO AND LUIS OLEAS. AERIAL VIEW
AT NIGHT.

and Sunday afternoon feasts, they expect political gatherings to

take place and community councils to be held in their buildings.

The case to argue is that, if their optimistic expectations realise

themselves, then buildings will not be the setting of harmonious

resolution but, on the contrary, a place where socio-political

tensions and cultural differences will both become visible and

be enacted. For, as Mary Louise Pratt reminds us, contact

zones are sites of struggle rather than unruffled consensus.

Like the previous six case studies, the following five

projects help to make visible an emergent set of aspirations, a

change in attitude towards the practice of architecture amongst

a young generation of architects in Latin America who are inter

ested in designing for the people without forgoing their position

as designers. Although the five projects studied in this section

differ greatly in scale, function and location, they coincide in

disproving theories according to which the only way to activate

public space is through retail. In fact, it could be argued that

the five projects consist of removing excessive commerce in

order to stimulate alternative ways of social interaction. Equally

I 43
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AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO. VIEW OF WESTERN PLAZA WITH THEATRE AND
BOULEVARD.

refreshing is the fact that none of the projects resorts to the

now heavily undermined concept of 'culture' as a means to

initiate urban regeneration - itself another questionable concept

amongst contemporary architect s.

Avenida 24 de Mayo I QUITO, ECUADOR

Diego and Luis Oleas

It appears to be fitting to begin this study of public spaces as

contact zones, by reviewing a project which addresses an issue

that has affected many cities in Latin America, namely

the severance caused by the construction of new roads through

historic areas. Until the 20 th century, the area currently occupied

by Avenida 24 de Mayo was a stream of water (Quebrada

-

AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO. SITE PLAN.
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AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AND ARCHWAY.

JerusalEm) which separated the town from the fields towards

the south of Quito. At the beginning of the 20 th century, the

water stream was covered in order to build the Paseo

Republicano, a boulevard with a monument commemorating

the country's independence. As the city had expanded beyond

the natural limit of the water stream, the boulevard separated

the city centre from the southern suburbs, a situation that be

came more acute during the 1970s when the traffic of vehicles

increased . However, in the 1980s, the government proposed

to sink the viaduct - as they had done with the brook - in order

to pedestrianise and reconnect the two severed areas. The

result was an irregular site approximately 0.5 kilometre long with

a 38-metre drop between the two extremes and widths that

vary unevenly from 31 to 95 metres.
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AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE. AVENIDA 24 DE MAYO. PERSPECTIVE OF PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE.

The two main functional areas of the programme, realised in

1990 , were located on opposite ends of the site. On the west,

there is an outdoor theatre whose purpose is to consolidate the

social character of this part of the site, dictated by the presence

of a church and a monument to the heroes of independence.

The theatre is surrounded by a hard landscape that permits

multiple uses, i.e. festivals, religious processions, political rallies,

concerts or even art exhib itions. The east end was appropriate

for the creation of a market square. Not only are the proportions

of this part of the site similar to other major pub lic spaces in the

city centre (Plaza de San Francisco , Plaza de Santo Domingo

and Plaza de la Independencia), it is also flanked by two major

roads which facilitate the provision of goods and the collection

of waste. Thus , the space contains a few permanent commer

cial outlets and basic infrastructural facilities on two sides (north

and south); the remaining space is left vacant for appropriation

by vendors.

In order visually to ease the abrupt drop at the south

eastern end of the site , where the viaduct emerges from

underneath, the architects inserted a pedestrian bridge. Rather

than simply a functional element - it resolves a minimum drop

perpendicular to the boulevard and smoothes the prog ress of

pedestrians when the market is in operation - the bridge plays

important symbolic roles. It is a reinterpretation of the colon ial

archway, a very common feature in the histor ic cent re of Quito

used to mark thresholds and trans itions between spaces. It also

humanises the scale of the market square and , more impor

tantly, it appears as a physical link between the two areas of the

city that had been historically disconnected. Indeed, the bridge

is the most significant architectural intervention of the project.

Even though it is the reinterpretation of a historic feature (the

archway), the new pedestrian bridge is light and formally gra

cious; it performs its function without obstructing other activi

ties, which may happen simultaneously underneath it.

The two extremes of the site , the market square and the

theatre space, are linked by a boulevard-like elongated space

which has been fragmented in order to multiply the possibilities

of use and occupation. Thus , pedestrians can circulate at vari

ous levels, over different surfaces or under different elements.

A section of the boulevard is reserved for flower vendors - a

traditional trade in the centre of Quito - and a narrow fringe is

taken for the slow traffic of vehicles (necessary for residents,

services and emergencies), the rest is liberated for the use of

pedestrians. Although the project was never fully completed

and has been significantly modified by users.' it is a remarkable

example of the way in which public spaces can become contact

zones, spaces which (re)connect formerly severed areas of cit

ies while encouraging social, economic and political interaction.

Plaza de San Victorino I BOGOTA, COLOMBIA

Lorenzo Castro

San Victorino has been an area densely occupied by street

vendors and knick-knack stores. The area of the current square

was prev iously occupied by a permanent ramshackle market.

It was congested , visibly poor, and the circulation of cars and

pedestrians was amb iguous. In spite of its strategic location in

the centre of Bogota, four blocks away from the capitol building

and the Palacio de Justicia, San Victorino was considered a

dangerous zone. However, the area became the focus of an

ambitious plan initiated in the late 1990s whose aim was to

recuperate the city centre by providing improved public spaces,

Avenida 24 de Mayo I Quito , Ecuador I 45
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PLAZA DE SAN VICTORINO. VIEW TOWARDS THE CORDILLERA.
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PLAZA DE SAN VICTORINO. INITIAL SKETCH.

transport and urban infrastructure. Part of the plan was de

signed by Rogelio Salmona, Colombia 's most famous architect,

who pedestrianised a long stretch of the Avenida Jimenez.

Other architects produced plans for a number of public spaces

including the Parque Tercer Milenio and the Hospital de San

Jose Square. Thus, San Victorino Square is only the latest of a

series of projects in the area, all of great architectural merit.

Lorenzo Castro 's project of 1998 proposed the partial

pedestrianisation of three of the four streets which surround

the square. That way, existing retail venues could be integrated

with the square uninterrupted by passing vehicles, which now

can only circulate along the western edge of the square, though

at reduced speed; the streets on the east and south sides are

devoted to pedestrians only. Avenida Jimenez, on the northern

edge of the square, remains a viaduct for heavy traffic. Yet, it

was slightly altered in order to integrate a station of the city's

new mass transport system: Transmilenio.

Remarkable for its simplicity, the square consists of three

clearly demarcated sectors: a mixed or semi-hard area consist 

ing of a concrete-slab floor finish with scattered trees on the

east; a hard area (brick floor finish) in the middle of the square

crossed diagonally by a stream of water; and a slightly elevated

garden area on the west. This spat ial arrangement responds

successfully to the circulation of pedestrians and to the local

environmental conditions. Considering that most historical

and cultural attractions - as well as the city 's administrative

buildings - are located only three blocks away from the square

towards the east, it is expected that most visitors will arrive from

and depart in that direction . Hence, the concrete floor finish on

the semi-hard area enters the square as a continuation of the

pavement directing people in and out of the square . The scat-

PLAZA DE SAN VICTORINO, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, LORENZO CASTRO.
AERIAL VIEW.
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PLAZA DE SAN VICTORINO. THE SQUARE ISANIMATED BY A WATER COURSE.

tered trees on that sector of the square provide protection from

the mild morning sun but permit easy access and circulation

of people. The central area of the square consists of an open

space that lends itself to multiple uses, i.e. itinerary markets,

streets vendors, Judo players or bird feeders - activities which

could easily extend to the previously described zone . The green

area on the west has larger trees which provide shelter from

the strong afternoon sun. The semi-elevated garden area is

surrounded by an assortment of benches, an attraction that

has proven to be irresistible to the high number of newspaper

readers . The square , however, is not flat. A modified topography

PARQUE DEL AGUA, BUCARAMANGA, COLOMBIA, LORENZO CASTRO.
MAIN PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION.

helps to emphasise the three mentioned areas while , at the

same time , generating a multitude of smaller spaces within the

square which are creatively appropriated by users: children like

to play in the water, intellectuals read the paper or play board

games on the benches around the trees, others simply offer

their wares or skateboard along the edges of the low walls.

Parque delAgua I BUCARAMANGA, COLOMBIA

Lorenzo Castro

The sobriety and geometrical simplicity of the San Victorino

Square is a far cry from the Parque del Agua (Water Park) that

Lorenzo Castro designed in 2004 in Bucaramanga. With this

project Castro won the National Architecture Award at the XIX

Bienal Colombiana de Arquitectura (2004) and the First Prize at

the XIV Bienal Panamericana de Quito the same year.

Bucaramanga is a much smaller city than Bogota with a

rugged topography and exuberant vegetation. Rather than an

urban square , this was a large-scale intervention on the north

eastern edge of the city. The aim of the project was to turn the

city's water treatment plant into a public park where visitors

could recreate while learning about the purification processes of

water.

The project proposes a series of wide pedestrian circula

tions which articulate the different parts of the treatment plant.

Embedded in the circulation network are small spaces sur

rounded by water and protected by dense vegetation. These

secluded niches form a separate system of tranquil spaces in

PARQUE DEL AGUA. PERIPHERAL PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION .

Plaza de San Victorino I Bogota, Colombia I 47
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PAROUE DEL AGUA. ARTICULATION OF LEVELS AND MATERIALS.

opposition to the dynamism of the pedestrian paths which are

animated both by people and by water cascading along the

sides .

Taking advantage of the rugged topography, Castro

proposes an interesting play of distant and close views. Certain

areas of the circulation open up to allow passers-by to see

large portions of the park and, in places, the city behind. This

also provides an opportunity for walkers to orientate themselves

in what otherwise could be described as a maze. Other parts

of the park are treated as enclosed and inward-looking corners

where visitors are encouraged to focus on specific details: a

tree, a wall, a cascade.

The material palette of the whole project is vast. Stone

appears to be dominant as both cladding and floor finish.

Concrete is left bare in many parts of the park where it works

as retaining wall, floor finish or simply as furniture. Brick is also

present throughout the park and is used as floor finish and to

make the walls of minor structures (kiosks and service booths) .

Wood is used for benches, tables and fences, and, also, as a

contrasting organic material against a mostly mineral palette.

Needless to say, water was considered as yet another material:

PAROUE DEL AGUA. LAYERING OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS IN ELEVATION.

an element that introduces vitality and dynam ism into the park.

Castro masterfully articulates such a variety of materials by lay

ering them - mostly in elevation . That way, each material reveals

its function and contributes to dramatise the perspective - or

the way people understand space through perspective.

PAROUE DEL AGUA. SKETCH OF PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION.

Parque delAgua I Bucaramanga, Colombia I 49
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PARDUE DEL AGUA. DIALOGUE BETWEEN NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS. PARDUE DEL AGUA. MAIN PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION AND LOCAL VEGETATION.

PARDUE DE LOS DESEOS, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, FELIPE URIBE DE BEDOUT.
VIEW OF EDIFICIO DE LA MUSICA.

however, were disarticulated and contributed to the perceived

lack of order in the area. Of course, the problem was not only

morphological. The great socio-political instability of the 1980s

and 1990s had an enormous effect on areas where people from

different economic strata met. Insecurity and vandalism drove

the observatory, the botanic gardens and, even, the university

to consider relocation . However, a series of urban interventions

at the end of the 1990s - including a stop of the metro at the

university - prevented the closure of the three institutions and

helped to reconstitute the area."

The Music Rehearsal Centre aligns itself with the Municipal

Observatory forming a diagonal across the entire block. The

building is elevated above the ground to permit the transit of
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Parque de los Deseos I MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Felipe Uribe de Bedout

As with the previous case , San Victorino Square, Castro refuses

to introduce functions that dete rmine use. Instead, in the Water

Park, he proposes a system of paths which connect a series of

non-functional spaces, each different from the other in form and

in materiality. Thus, Castro leaves it up to users to decide how

they want to appropriate space. Variations of scale, materials

and ambience are his way of multiplying the poss ibilities for

people to use the park. Such an approach to design allows the

architect to display his or her creative ability without imposing

specific functions on people. There is an interesting act of dis

sociation between form and function and, at the same time , an

intention to reinforce the link between architecture and people.

There is great affinity between the public spaces designed by

Lorenzo Castro and the themes that Felipe Uribe de Bedout

explores in his 2003 design for the public space that surrounds

the Planetario Municipal Jesus Emilio Ramirez (Municipal

Observatory) and the adjacent Edificio de la Muslca (Music Re

hearsal Centre) in Medel/fn. In fact , the latter building was also

designed by Uribe de Bedout, and, so, the two interventions are

generally presented together. The site is located in a compli

cated area approximately 2 kilometres north of the city centre ,

a contact zone between the historic core and vast areas of

urban sprawl which developed rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s

towards the north of Medel/fn. In addition to the clash between

different urban morphologies, the site is flanked by three major

public buildings: the campus of the Universidad de Antioquia,

the botanic gardens and the Municipal Observatory. The three ,

50 I 3 Public Spacesas Contact Zones
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PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. GENERAL VIEW OF THE PLAZA WITH EDIFICIO DE LA MUSICA (RIGHT) AND MUNICIPAL OBSERVATORY (LEFT) .
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people beneath it. In the upper levels, the building provides

spaces for children and young musicians to rehearse. The

ground level was conceived as a covered square with a series

of food stalls that serve mainly university students and nearby

office workers. These commercial outlets help to guarantee

activity in the square throughout the day.

The large windowless southern facade of the observatory

was transformed into a screen, while the northern facade of the

music building was designed as a 'projection booth' which dou

bles as a stage. That way, images and videos can be projected

upon the external wall of the observatory or, alternatively, musi

cians can perform to people on the plaza, events which happen

regularly throughout the year. Thus, the open plaza between

PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. VIEW OF EDIFICIO DE LA MUSICA
AND FOUNTAIN.

PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. GENERAL SITE PLAN.

Parque de los Deseos I Medellin, Colombia I 51
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PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. CINEMA PROJECTION FROM THE EDIFICIO DE LA
MUSICA WITH PEOPLE SITTING ON THE PLAZA.

the two buildings is treated as a terrain that allows people to

sit, or lay, and enjoy the shows. Indeed the name of the project,

Parque de los Deseos, derives from the possibility to lie on the

ground at night to observe the stars and make wishes.

The diagonal alignment of buildings creates a series of

triangular spaces, each of which has different characteristics.

There is a shallow reflecting pond on the north-eastern side

which invites people to take their shoes off and walk in the

water. The south-western corner offers a more secluded space

PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. ROTATING BEDS/BENCHES ON THE PLAZA.

that is frequently visited by couples of students. The northern

most tip has turned into a social hub due to the metro station

and the proximity of other public facilities such as the botanic

gardens and the Parque Explora.>The Parque de los Deseos

is furnished with creatively designed bed/benches, table/

lamp-posts and other devices which fulfil multiple functions and

invite users to appropriate them. In sum, the main idea behind

this architectural intervention is that people are the signifiers of

public space.

PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. LONGITUDINAL SECTION ALONG THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE PLAZA.
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PAROUE DE LOS DESEOS. DETAILED SECTION OF PLAZA ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE EDIFICIO DE LAMUSICA.
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PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, CLAUDIO VEKSTEIN. OUTDOOR THEATRE STAGE AND ACOUSTIC SHELL.

Paseo Costa I BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

Claudio Vekstein

In slightly similar conditions, the Argentine architect Claudio

Vekstein took the challenge of designing a longitudinal park

along the shore of the River Plate in Buenos Aires, realised in

2000. The municipality had proposed to recuperate a stretch

of the river's edge which had fallen into disrepair and to regain

18 hectares of land from the river for recreational purposes. The

site required architects to deal with two heavily polluted streams

of water which flow into the River Plate at the southern end of

the proposed park .

Vekstein's proposal for stages three and four of the

project' consisted of a series of terraces which start at the

north end and descend towards the south where an open-air

theatre is built on a peninsula-like area formed at the point

where the two polluted water streams reach the river. In order

to negotiate the varying levels between the terraces, which

descend from west to east (toward the river), and from north to

south (in the same direction as the river flows), Vekstein created

a series of artific ial beaches - made of refined debris produced

during the construction of the park and taken also from other

nearby construction sites - which are separated by patches

of endemic vegetation. Both the beaches and the vegetation

prevent the river bank from eroding, specially during the rainy

season floods.

A series of pedestrian circulations connect the linear

promenade on the west edge of the park with the river shore.

The promenade - which has differentiated lanes for vehicles,

bicycles and pedestrians - contains services and public

facilities such as restaurants, cafes, pub lic toilets and parking

for vehicles, most of which were designed by Vekstein . In turn ,

pedestrian paths help to negotiate the complex arrangement of

varying levels between terraces. However, this causes the paths

visually to disappear in the changing topography. To correct th is

effect, Vekstein designed a lamp post which is used to light all

pedestrian circulations in the park. Ambiguously, to the viewer,

the lamp posts seem to emerge out of the ground so that only

the posts can be seen but not the paths . Only at night, when

they glow, do the lamp posts fully serve their purpose, revealing

the position of the paths, and, also, their angular shape.

In keeping with the geometry of the lamp post , or vice versa,

pathways are not perpendicular to the promenade. Instead,

they are rotated in different angles directing the views of

passers -by towards the tidal River Plate which , in this part of

Buenos Aires, is approximately 45 kilometres wide. Hence, as

Paseo Costa I Buenos Aires, Argentina I 53
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PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA. OUTDOOR THEATRE STAGE AND SITTING AREA WITH THE CITY INTHE BACKGROUND.
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PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA. THEATRE IN USE DURING THE
SUMMER SEASON.

Vekstein puts it, views are always the same, yet different. This

is true in the sense that the river is always in the horizon, but

some paths focus on the islands up the river (to the north) , or

on the port and the centre of Buenos Aires south of the park.

Paths also vary in size and in form as a way to introduce a

different experience each time people take a different route.

The two most dominant architectural features of the park

are the monument to the Argentine architect Amancio Williams ,

PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA. PLAN OF OUTDOOR THEATRE STAGE AND
SEATING AREA.

PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA. STAGE AND ACOUSTIC SHELL AT NIGHT.

on the north end, and the amph itheatre Costa on the south end

of the park . The monument was originally designed by William s

himself as a monument to his father, the musician Alberto

Williams. It was built originally in 1966 as an exhibition pavilion

to celebrate the centenary of the Sociedad Rural de Argentina

in Palermo (not in Buenos Aires). Although it was demolished

only two months after completion, the pavilion became a

representative piece of Argentine modern architecture. The

reconstruction of the project, to commemorate ten years of the

architect's death, was a collective endeavour carried out with

the participation of family members of Alberto and Aman cio

Williams, the archaeologist Marcelo Wiessel, architect Claudio

Vekstein and architecture students from the nearby Torcuato di

Tella University.

The monument consists of two concrete columns that

support two concrete canopies approximately 15 metres above

the ground, resembling two gigantic palm trees. The canopies,

which do not touch , are placed diagonally to each other. The

distance between the adjacent corners is projected on the

ground to form a square pond virtually connecting the two

PASEO COSTA, ANFITEATRO COSTA. WEST ELEVATION OF OUTDOOR
THEATRE STAGE AND ACOUSTIC SHELL.

Paseo Costa I Buenos Aires, Argentina I 55
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PASEO COSTA, MONUMENT TO AMANCIO WILLIAMS. THE MONUMENT FORMS
AN ICONIC IMAGE.

canopies. The pond serves as the centre of a larger square area

demarcated by benches. In turn , the benches, which do not

to uch either, extend centrifugally in all four direct ions , visually

extending into the park whi le perm itt ing the park to enter into

the monument. Although distant from the main promenade and,

hence, stand ing in relative isolation , the presence of the towers

has a powerful effect , espec ially at night , when a carefully

planned lighting arrangement dramatises the slenderness of the

columns and the audacity of the cantilevers.

At the opposite end of the park, near the south entrance ,

is the Anfiteat ro Costa which occupies an area of approximately

6 hectares. It is designed for a capacity that varies betwe en

1,500 (sitt ing) and 30,000 people. Using the stage as a centre,

and continuing with the compositional theme of the park, the

amphitheatre responds to a series of concentric trapezoid ter

race s continuing the same geometry used throughout the park .

In fact, in plan , the amph itheat re and its surrounding terraces

appear to be a magnified version of the northern terraces which

are small er in size. The stage was des igned to be a visually

attracti ve piece, so as to counteract the monument to Williams

at the other end of the park. It is conceived as a skewed

56 I 3 Public Spaces as Contact Zones

PASEO COSTA, MONUMENT TO AMANCIO WILLIAMS. SITE PLAN.

arch whose generous dimensions result from programmatic

demands (a multi-functional open-air theatre and concert place).

The stage is made of concrete and the arch (which doubles as

flying tower for theatre acts) is made of metal. Ancillary func-

PASEO COSTA, MONUMENT TO AMANCIO WILLIAMS. PLAN SHOWING SITTING
ARRANGEMENT AND LIGHTING.
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tions (toilets, changing and rehearsal rooms, deposits, etc.) are

tucked under the stage.

While fulfilling the intention of becoming a visually attrac

tive element in the park, the stage appears to be somewhat

convoluted . Some of its components seem to be oversized,

and there is an exaggerated amount of gestures and features in

addition to the acoustic and lighting paraphernalia required for

it to operate successfully. As a result, the intended dynamism

of the composition becomes dissipated, and the amphitheatre

loses a great deal of its architectural strength; an issue stressed

by the fact that this part of the park has suffered greatly from

vandalism and decay.

The latter point brings us back to an earlier discussion

regarding the relation between architecture and people, for it is

interesting to note that the most successful areas of the Paseo

Costa designed by Claudio Vekstein are the intermediate terraces

without buildings. It is common to see people reading, sunbath

ing, playing games on the grass or simply walking along the

park. These areas are used continually by locals and visitors alike

throughout the year but , especially, during the summer months.

The lack of specific function makes the small area around the

monument to Williams another favourite point for visitors (in

spite of its current state of deterioration). On the other hand, the

southernmost terrace of the park, where the amphitheatre is

located, appears to be less attractive to users; although it is used

heavily during the theatre season. It could be argued that the

specificity of its function - the sitting arrangement, for example 

precludes appropriation and becomes a deterrent for people

who, out of the theatre season, only want to spend some time in

the park. One might maintain, however, that vandalism is a form

of popular appropriation and, so, the amphitheatre has, indeed,

been appropriated by the public. In fact, such acts of violent

appropriation of architecture by users reflect the clash between

the aspirations of the architect - and the municipality, in this

case - and the expectations of the people.

The increasing interest in the design of public spaces in

various countries throughout the continent is indicative of a sig-

nificant change in the way architects and authorities approach

the growth of Latin American cities . It has been explained how

the governments of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s implemented

programmes to eradicate poverty. The majority of these

programmes consisted of the removal of poor people from city

centres, or nearby areas, and their relocation to the outskirts.

In other words, the poor were eradicated but not poverty or its

causes . On the contrary, such programmes contributed to ac

celerate the expansion and fragmentation of cities as well as to

obstruct economic and social development at community level.

In place of these inadequate programmes, architects

(as well as authorities and other professionals involved in the

design of cities) in Latin America have developed methods of

urban intervention whose aim is to improve, rather than replace,

existing conditions of life in poor areas of cities. As shown in

the last two chapters, this is achieved both via the insertion of

complementary facilities such as schools, libraries and commu

nity centres as well as by exploring the potential of public

space - parks, squares and pedestrian routes - to encourage

social interaction. The advantage of this kind of punctual inter

vention is manifold. First of all, it reduces substantially the cost

of the projects, which no longer require demolition and replace

ment of existing structures. Second, it minimises the impact of

construction both on the city and on the specific areas where

plans are being implemented (because interventions are much

smaller in scale). More importantly, they do not disturb the

functioning of local communities - the economies and social

dynamics that have developed spontaneously through the

years - but intend to complement them.

What the projects in this chapter - and the following 

show, is not a change in the way architects appropriate

contemporary Euro-American architectures (as discussed in the

introduction) , but in the way these architectures are implement

ed to the greater benefit of particular communities in specific

cities throughout Latin America. The following chapter exposes

the way in which the same generation of young architects

tackles another problematic architectural theme: social housing.

The project was notbuiltentirely asthearchitects

had planned because thecontract did

not include supervision of theconstruction work.

2 I mention the metro simply because, according

to recent studies, its construction marked

a pivotal point in thestunning recuperation of

Medellin.

3 The Parque Explora, designed byAlejandro

Echeverri Restrepo, is another outstanding

building in thispartof the city.

4 The project was designed and built in various

stages over a periodof seven years and with the

participation of other architectural teams and

landscape designers.
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4 DESIGNING FOR POVERTY

The provision of social housing in Latin America became a

pressing issue during the first half of the 20 th century. This was a

period when most capital cities, as well as other major conurba

tions, doubled and, even, tripled in size due to the emergence

of a precarious industrialisation. As a result, during the 1940s

through to the 1960s, Latin American governments began to

promote the construction of large social housing projects in

order to accommodate a rapidly growing population .

Paradoxically, many famous architects preferred not to

become involved in the design of this kind of schemes. Oscar

Niemeyer and Luis Barragan, for example , believed that the

bureaucratisation of social housing was an impediment for the

realisation of 'good ' architecture, an attitude which generated

irate reactions in certain quarters, especially from those working

in academia. Amongst those who felt uncomfortable with such

attitudes was Alfonso Eduardo Reidy, who criticised some of

his contemporary Brazilian colleagues for being indifferent to

the problem of social housing. He pointed out that the large

concentration of poor people in peripheral and inner-city slums

was having an increasingly negative effect on the fabric of

cities like Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo - as well as on their

socio-political administration. Thus, Reidy called for Brazilian

architects to participate actively in the provision of social and

low-income housing; unfortunately his call did not have great

resonance amongst his colleagues.

However, if the interest and economic support of central

governments led to the construction of numerous projects in

Brazil and other Latin American countries, the fact that the

buildings were not designed by famous architects has led to

a significant absence of examples of social housing from the

literature about Latin American modernism. Amongst the few

exceptions are three remarkable projects: the Pedregulho

Housing Complex in Rio de Janeiro (1950 -1952) by Affonso

Eduardo Reidy, as well as EI Parafso (1952-1954) and Urban

izaci6n 23 de Enero (1955-1957) by Carlos Raul Villanueva in

Caracas. Following the principles of the ClAM, these projects

- -----

QUINTA MONROY, IQUIQUE, CHILE, ELEMENTAL - ALEJANDRO ARAVENA.
HOUSES AFTER OCCUPATION .

included schools, markets, health centres, as well as com

munity rooms and recreational facilities in addition to accom

modation. The grandiloquence of these three projects embodies

the architectural optimism of the era, and the architects ' firm

belief in modernist narrat ives of progress and universalisa-

tion. The schedules of accommodation represent an extreme

rationalisation of society and impose patterns of behaviour

whose aim is the optimisation of economic productivity. Peo-

ple - particularly the poor - were taken as an undifferentiated

mass. Indeed, the expression 'mass housing', often used to

describe projects of social housing, gives evidence of the way

in which the poor were approached, both by governments and

by many architects, namely as a homogenous body. Therefore,

it is possible to affirm that the above-mentioned projects were

conceived for an 'imagined community' - to use Benedict

Anderson 's term - which did not correspond with the realities

of poor people in Caracas and Rio de Janeiro, but with an

idealised version of 'people' that represented the nationalist and

'progressivist' agendas imposed by most governments through

out the continent. Anderson's term, imag ined community,

appears to be fitting in this depiction of the socio-political ethos

I 59
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of mid-20th-century Latin America. In his book, he maintains

that nation, nationality and nationalism are entit ies difficult to

define; the terms themselves are imprec ise. Thus, he argues

that the suitable definition for a nation is an imagined com 

munity represented largely by its institutions (its language, laws,

boundaries, government and so on) rather than by the homo

geneit y of its peoples. Consequently, in constructing the nation

as an imagined, historically homogenous body, the concept of

nation erases the heterogeneity of its citizens. In other words,

the concept of nation occludes the existence of social, cultural,

ethnic, religious, class and other forms of difference amongst

the people, the constituents of the nation .'

The projects examined in this chapter demonstrate that

many aspects of the homogenising attitudes found in the era

of nationalism have changed considerably. After half a century

of experience and research, contemporary architects - as well

as planners and the authorities concerned - have developed

alternative strategies of dealing with the provision of social and

low-income housing which correspond more accurately with

the fluctuating soc io-political and economic circumstances

in each Latin American nation. Another aspect architects are

beg inning to come to terms with is the existence of cultural

60 I 4 Designing for Poverty

differences, and the way these are perfo rmed both collectively

and individually. Here and in previous chapters, I have used

the term 'cultural difference' along the postcolonial critic Homi

Bhabha in order to acknowledge the coexistence of multiple

subject positions within the space of the nation , all those

positions which the concept of nation itself occludes under the

cloak of an imagined community. As the term itself suggests ,

cultural difference does not attempt to eliminate difference. On

the contrary it brings it forward , makes it visible and, above all,

assigns socio-political validity to the cultural products that result

from the interaction between different groups of people . That is

why the concept of cultural difference is useful in this discussion

about architecture for the poor: it opens up a theoretical space

suitable to study the contribution of common peoples in the

continuous re-shaping of cities, neighbourhoods and buildings.

The purpose of this chapter, therefore , is to illustrate some of

the alternative strategies that contemporary arch itects in Latin

American countries employ in order to cater for the existence of

cultural difference and, also, to examine the architectures that

such strategies generate .

I will start this brief overview of recent social housing

projects in Latin America by examining the work of ELEMENTAL,
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a practice based in Santiago de Chile and led by the architect

Alejandro Aravena. Not only is ELEMENTALan exemplary case

because they have built thousands of housing units throughout

Chile, they have also developed an innovative approach to

low-income housing that is now being employed in other Latin

American countries and around the world .

It is not necessary to reiterate at this point that Chilean

cities, as others in the rest of Latin America, have experienced

an accelerated growth during the past 50 years. However, it is

important to stress that, in spite of many similarities, processes

of urbanisation were different in each country. To affirm the

opposite would be to deny the existence of tremendous socio

political, economic and cultural differences between them. In

fact, as the projects examined in this chapter demonstrate, only

by understanding the specificities of each particular location can

architects respond successfully to the challenges inherent in the

provision of social housing. The specificities of location are not

only geographical or climatic but, also, social, political, eco

nomic and technological. It is precisely because of their ability

to engage critically with such a complex set of circumstances

that the work of ELEMENTAL is exemplary in the field.

ELEMENTAL attempts to provide middle-income housing

to families that are unable to attain such a standard of living and

which would be statistically not capable to repay an ordinary

mortgage. Working within a governmental framework created

in 2001 , ELEMENTAL designs housing units with an average

budget of US$ 10,000. In order to provide middle-income

housing with such a tight budget - rather than complying

with minimum standards for low-income housing, which they

consider to be unacceptable - ELEMENTALdesigns a basic

unit that comprises only the kitchen, bathroom and the external

walls. This unit is bigger than an ordinary social housing project

and is also built with better materials, though it is not finished.

The units are designed in such a way that residents can modify

and extend their dwellings according to their own needs and

their fluctuating income.

This approach to social housing introduces an important

political variable to the design of buildings, one by which users

are conceived as producers of their own habitable space. The

consequence, however, is a dissociation between the author

(architect) and the building, as well as between the building

and its image, which can no longer be considered immutable.

While this approach certainly corresponds more accurately

with the swiftly changing socio-political circumstances that

surround the lives of the Latin American poor, it also presents a

scholarly challenge because existing methods of architectural

historicisation are unsuitable to deal with the dynamism inherent

in the buildings designed by ELEMENTAL. Hence, in the same

QUINTA MONROY. HOUSES AFTER OCCUPATION.

way that architects have had to develop alternative methods

of design to respond to the specific circumstances of the poor,

scholars are faced with the need to produce suitable methods

to record historically and theorise these new architectures. For

the purpose of this publication, drawings (plans, sections and

elevations) show the contribution of the architects, while the

images illustrate some of the alterations carried out by users,

alterations which result in the constitution of vibrant urban

landscapes that reveal the heterogeneity of Chilean peoples.

Quinta Monroy I IQUIQUE, CHILE

Alejandro Aravena

One of the first social housing schemes built by ELEMENTAL in

2003 was located in Iquique , a small coastal city approximately

1400 kilometres north of the capital Santiago. The project

consists of 93 housing units in a deprived area south of the city

centre . The site was occupied by the same people for whom

the project was designed. However, the conditions in which

they lived were unhealthy, unsafe and overcrowded. For that

reason, representatives of the Chile Barrio programme, which

sponsored the project, approached the community and offered

to subsidise new housing in the same location. Initially, the

residents rejected the offer fearing that they were going to be

relocated to other parts of the city - as had happened to some

of them before. In fact, negotiations broke down and residents

had to be evacuated by the police before the construction

could commence.

In order to reduce the sense of overcrowding, the new

houses are distributed in linear blocks that form ample public

spaces in front of the houses . Rather than simply streets, public

spaces facilitate social interaction (recreation and commerce)
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and increase security by means of visibility - residents can see

people when they enter the courtyards. The blocks consist of

an arrangement of horizontal and vertical modules 6 metres

deep by 3 metres wide. The houses on the ground floor occupy

three horizontal modules, two of which are built and a third that

is left vacant for future development. The ground level forms

an urban plinth upon which a second layer of houses is built

using a different configuration . The upper level houses occupy

only one horizontal module (6 x 3 metres) but are distributed

vertically rather than horizontally. As with the units on the lower

level, the 3-metre gap between houses is reserved for future

development. In the initial arrangement the upper level houses

appear as narrow towers resting on a continuous concrete

slab supported by the lower level houses, an arrangement

that conveys a sense of rhythm and stability. More importantly,

this initial configuration contains the structure that permits

residents to extend their houses in the future at very low cost.

The houses on ground level can grow to an area of 54 square

metres (plus a 27 -square-rnetre backyard planned to remain

=

=

QUINTA MONROY. SECTION B·B. QU INTA MONROY. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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undeveloped), wh ile the houses on the upper level can grow to

an area of 72 square met res. That way, when completed, the

total area of both lower and upper level units would be similar to

that of a middle-income residence, exceeding the average area

of a low- income house by 18 and 36 square metres respectively.

When the houses have grown to occupy all the vacant spaces,

the blocks will have solidified , yet their image will not be

homogenous; since residents complete their houses according

to their own possibilities (and tastes), the result is one of great

heterogeneity.

In order to keep costs down, all external walls are made

of concrete block, while intern al and other moveable partitions

are made of wood (chipboard and plywood) . Floor plates and

structural brac ing are made of cast-in-situ concrete while

staircases, both external and internal , are made of wood as a

temporary measure; residents can replace them later either with

concrete or meta l.

In spite of the initial reluctance, and the traumat ism caused

by the temporary displacement to nearby camps , residents

returned to occupy their new houses in the place where they

used to live and where they had formed a community. The

stup endous reception of the new houses by the residents

helped to build up confidence in the projects promoted by the

Chile Barrio programme and in the ability of ELEMENTAL to

produce innovative solutions for low-income housing in other

places in Chile.

Lo Espejo I SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE

Alejandro Aravena

In 2005 ELEMENTAL was co mmissioned by the government

to design 30 houses in Lo Espejo , the poorest and most

densely populated commune of Santiago's metropolitan area,

approximately 12 kilometres south of the city centre. The

purpose of the project was to relocate 30 families which lived

in an illegal sett lement near the assigned site . Initially, the area

of the site appeared to be sufficient to build comfortably the

required number of houses. However, a restriction prohibited to

~L__-,

LO ESPEJO. SITE PLAN.
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bui ld on a 1O-metre fringe along the southernm ost end of the

site because it had been occupied by a sewage (now decom

missioned) . Consequently, in order to reduce the total built area,

the houses were packed closer to one another at the north end

of the site, and the house typology of the previous project had

to be slightly modified.

The houses were organised conventionally in three rows

around the periph ery of the site . On ground level the houses

occupy a 6 x 6-metre module with another 36-square-metre

module left vacant at the back for future development. The

LO ESPEJO. HOUSES BEFORE OCCUPATION .
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upper level houses correspond with the typology of the previous

project, though a roof cove rs the whole 6 x 6-metre modu le in

such a way that it forms a con tinuous plane linking each row of

houses together.

Unlike the previous project - where all units can grow

unto the adjacent vacant space - in Lo Espejo, only the upper

level units can grow into the allocated gap. The lower units, on

the other hand, can only expand onto the backyard . However,

losing the backyard would cause sign ificant ventilation and

light ing problems. It could also cause legal disputes with the

LO ESPEJO. HOUSES AFTER OCCUPATION .
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neighbours in the upper level. To prevent this from happening,

it is necessary to regulate the development of the units by

imposing controls which would somewhat contradict the idea

of free appropriation of space by users. This limitation highlights

the inability of a building typology, conceived for a particular

site, to satisfy the conditions of another site and the needs of a

different group of people. Only the continued study of this

project, the monitoring of its changes , will provide clues to

optimi se the concept for future application; indeed ELEMENTAL

is carrying out this study diligently.

r

Renca I SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE

Alejandro Aravena

This project, also from 2005, consists of 170 housing units in a

province situated on the north -east of Santiago's metropolitan

area. The site was purchased by the residents of various

informal settlements nearby who wanted to improve their living

conditions without having to move farther away from the city

cent re - where most of them work. However, after acquiring

the site, it became apparent that it had been used as an illegal

RENCA. GROUND FLOOR PLAN. RENCA. FIRST FLOOR PLAN. RENCA. SECOND FLOOR PLAN WITH SPACE FOR
FUTURE EXTENSION ON THE LOWER LEFT.
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RENCA. LAST STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION .

landfill and, consequently, the mechanical conditions of the soil

were not apt for construction. This posed the problem of having

to excavate and refill the site, an operation that would increase

the cost of construction fourfold . The situation was aggravated

by a series of building restrictions: a 16-metre-wide margin was

expropriated along the north edge of the property for the con

struction of a motorway; a pylon supporting high-voltage power

lines prevented construction on the east side; on the south the

law required the developer to widen the existing road, a condi

tion which added yet another unexpected item to the budget. In

order to fit the necessary number of houses in the substantially

reduced site, ELEMENTAL proposed a vertical housing system

which would minimise greatly the footprint of the project. The

system would also reduce the amount of excavation and refilling

necessary to make the ground suitable for construction . Rather

than catering for both horizontal and vertical expansion, as

in the last two projects, the houses in Renca can only grow

upwards within a given structural grid of 4.5 metres front by 6

metres in depth by three storeys in height.

The basic house is a three-storey empty volume with a

kitchen on ground level and a bathroom on first floor exactly

above the kitchen, the remaining area is a 28-square-metre

open plan (and a three-storey void). However, the empty

volume can be filled gradually by residents, and each house can

eventually have three bedrooms and a total built area of 63.4

square metres - the average size of a middle-income house in

Chile. This configuration also serves to guarantee three impor

tant aspects: 1. that all the hydraulic servicing is installed by

specialists, 2. that a suitable structure is provided for the future

RENCA. INTERIOR BEFORE OCCUPATION.

development of the house and, 3. to justify the need for stairs

in a house that originally has no levels; since the bathroom is

strategically located above the kitchen , the stairs that lead up to

the bathroom can later become the staircase of the house.

The structural and material palette in Renca is somewhat

similar to the previous project. There is a concrete frame with

embedded brick walls up to first floor level. A simple wood

structure sits on top of the masonry walls supporting the roof

and making space for an attic level. Residents do proceed to

insert partitions and floors slabs, often using wood boards (ply

wood and chipboard). Not only is this the most inexpensive way

of extending their houses, it also maintains a certain flexibility in

case they need to carry out further alterations.

Undoubtedly, Renca is a more accomplished project in

terms of urban and house design, a project which demonstrates

the continued process of research and reflection carried out by

ELEMENTALfor nearly a decade. It could be argued, nonethe

less, that the structure imposes limitations on users who can

only extend their houses within the confines of an empty volume

given to them at the beginning. Yet, the simple fact of conceiving

a structure that permits users inexpensively to customise their

dwellings according to need, income and taste is a commenda

ble architectural achievement. More importantly, with this strategy

ELEMENTAL has been able to transform social housing into

an investment opportunity for the poor who, in the past, were

banned from the so-called 'property ladder'. Indeed, ELEMENTAL

were awarded the Silver Lion at the 2008 Venice Architectural

Biennale and have received many other accolades in recognition

for their work with poor communities throughout Chile.
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URBANIZAcrON CANAVERAL. GENERAL SECTION.

Urbanizaci6n Canaveral I MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

Ana Elvira Velez

Twentieth-century soc ial housing schemes in Colombia were

generally modest in scale compared with others built in Brazil,

Mexico and Venezuela (to mention a few countries) during

the 1950s. There was also a tendency to favour single-family

houses over large multi-storey blocks and, if high densities were

necessary, architects would opt for low-rise building clusters

instead of towers. But , if the size of the projects designed by

Colombian architects were smaller, they shared the interest of

carrying out formal and technical explorations with their Latin
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American counterparts. The projects for La Fundaci6n Cristiana

(started in 1963 and never fully completed) and La Palestina

(1964) designed by Rogelio Salmona come rapidly to mind. In

these projects Salmona undertakes a formal exploration in an

attempt to break away from the volumetric poverty always asso

ciated with low-income housing. Such an exploration, however,

caused building schedules to elapse and costs to increase to

the point that both projects became too expensive for the poor.

As a result, governmental institutions developed a distrust in the

ability of renowned architects to design low-budget schemes.

By the end of the 1960s, distrust, and the privatisation of the

housing sector, caused architects to lose their power to influ-
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URBANIZACI6N CANAVERAL. ACCESS TO THE HOUSES; THE ARRANGEMENT OF
BLOCKS INTHE TOPOGRAPHY ALLOWS FOR VIEWS OF THE ABURRA VALLEY.

ence dec isions regarding the provision of low-income housing .

This situation remained largely unchanged for 30 years, a period

during which many of the country's cities reached advanced

stages of deterioration. Towards the end of the 1990s, the

government found itself forced to implement comprehensive

programmes in order to salvage the damages caused by three

decades of abandonment. Such programmes gave architects

a renewed opportunity to participate in the development of

cities and to correct the shortcomings of past projects. The

following case studies show some of the aspects that have

become central to the agenda of Colombian architects involved

in the provision of social housing today. It is important to

note, however, that substantial research on this area has been

undertaken at universities across the country and, consequently,

URBANIZACI6N CANAVERAL. FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD FLOOR PLANS.

URBANIZACI6N CANAVERAL. TOP FLOOR TERRACES.

newer alternatives are being produced constantly. Thus, a topic

that was considered to be dull by many architects is turning

into an exciting area of academic exploration and practice - th is

applies not only to Colombia and Latin America but also to

other countries in the developing world .

The Urbanizaci6n Canaveral, completed in 1998, is a

project that embodies recent attempts to improve the formal

and spatial characteristics of low-income housing. It is located

on the western hills of Medellin, in an area that has developed

recently due to the construction of a cable car which connects

settlements in the hills with the city's metro svstem." The steep

topography determined the linear alignment of houses in rows

that twist slightly in order to accommodate themselves to the

contour lines. Not only does this arrangement minimise the

amount of excavat ion necessary to prepare the site, it also

maximises the flow of air through the buildings and guarantees

that views are not obstructed. As the rows of houses twist with

the topography, a series of public areas are formed between

them. These have been minimally landscaped with only the

necessary pathways, lighting, benches and refuse collection

points. The intention is to encourage residents to appropriate

these areas by introducing whichever function the community

deems necessary. The green areas on the periphery of the site

were left untouched in order to allow local vegetation to grow.

The communal car park is located on the south -eastern corner

of the site, nearer to the road, in order to avoid the cost of

building internal streets, as well as to liberate as much area as

possible for communal use.
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There are 150 housing units divided in six different types - three

types in each of the two stages of construction . Once the

position of the six longitudinal blocks had been established, the

design team proceeded to subd ivide the length of the blocks

into plots of 6 x 12 metres. Each plot contains three housing

units which are distributed vertically over two or three levels.

The units are intricately intertwined in such a way that every

apartment has its own entrance, balcony and laundry area.

Although the intricacy of the distr ibut ion restricts flexibility and

impedes the future transformation of the apartments, it intro

duces an interesting spatial quality that many social housing

schemes do not have. It also has an effect on the exterior

image of the project, which appears as a regular series of vol

umes expressed by two different materials: brick and concrete

blocks.

Urbanizaci6n La Playa I MEDELLfN, COLOMBIA

Ana Elvira Velez

Urbanizaci6n La Playa, built in 2004, is located in the centre of

Medellin , on a site that was left vacant by the demolition of a
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textile factory. This marks an important shift in the provision of

social housing schemes, which had traditionally been assigned

to the outskirts, away from the city centre. As mentioned earlier,

the relocation of poor settlements on the peripheries of Latin

American cities was a way of creating an image of cleanliness

and homogeneity while, simultaneously, protecting the cost

of land in areas where large-scale real estate investment was

expected. Therefore, this project demonstrates the emergence

of new architectural and planning attitudes to tackle both

poverty and rapid urban growth in Colombia.

The project sits on a rectangular site of 87 x 90 metres

which is surrounded by multi-storey housing on three sides

(south, west and east) and by the Quebrada Santa Helena, a

small river on the north side. It consists of three rectangular

blocks that are parallel to La Playa Avenue on the north side.

The five-storey-high blocks are grouped closer to the southern

edge of the site in order to create a public space along the

avenue. The public space includes a viewing platform on the

northernmost corner of the site and a park on the south. In

addition to this public space which opens to the street, the

zigzagging blocks create two outdoor areas whose scale is
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smaller and, hence, are more intimate. They are conceived for

the residents rather than the general public.

Initially, the apartments consist of a basic unit measuring

5 x 10.5 metres with a narrow strip of services attached to one

of the longer sides (bathroom, the kitchen and a laundry area).

The rest of the space is an open plan that can be divided into

six different configurations according to the needs and eco

nomic capacity of each family. On the facade, each apartment

has four identica l windows carefullv distr ibuted accordina to the

six possible permutations of the plan. Apartments also have a

small balcony whose position varies for each unit. The changing

position of the balcon ies introdu ces dynamism to the fenestra

tion of the 68-metre-long facades,

More than vertical circulations, the oblong stairwells are

conceived as transitional spaces from public to private. Their

form and proportion facilitate interaction between residents and,

even, encourage alternative uses. It is not rare to find laundry

hung on the stairwells or to see social gatherings spilling

outside the apartments onto the generous landings.

The importance of these two projects - which deserved

commendation in two Colombian architectural biennials - is that

they demonstrate how architects are exploring different strate

gies to satisfy both housing demands and the specific needs of

poor people in Colombia. At the same time architects are trying

out, formally and spatially, various ways of transforming the

image of social housing ; not only the way it looks but , also, the

way it is perceived by the public.

Brasil 44 I MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Higuera + Sanchez

Another example of city-centre low-income housing was

designed in the centre of Mexico City by the firm Higuera

+ Sanchez , which, since 2008, took the name JSa (Javier

Sanchez Arquitectura) . The project named Brasil 44, completed

in 2007 , is significantly smaller than the previous examples. It

consists of a reinterpretation of the vecindad, a very common

housing typology in Mexico . The vecindad is an urban multi

family tenement with apartments arranged around a central

courtyard . Initially, vecindades were subdivisions of large

single-family courtyard houses . However, in response to the

rapid growth of the capital in the early 20th century, vecindades

began to be purpose-built as a housing option for transitory

dwellers - seasonal workers, artisans, etc. - as well as for rural

miarants who moved oermanentlv to the citv.

URBANIZACIDN LA PLAYA. WEST ELEVATION.
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BRASIL 44, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, HIGUERA + SANCHEZ. ELEVATION FROM
BRASIL STREET.

BRASIL 44. VIEW OF THE COURTYARD.

between the two. Such a layout makes the courtyard the most

prominent space of the building . It serves not only as a Iightwell

and ventilation area for all the apartments but , also, as a social

space that needs to be traversed by residents every time they

enter or leave their dwellings. The bridal shop at the front of

the building responds to the commercial character of the street

which already has other shops of the same kind .

Brasil 44 is located in the historic centre of Mexico City, an

area which suffered significant damage in the 1985 series

of earthquakes. The project was sponsored by the Mexican

Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (SEDUVI) and

the Institute of Housing (INVI) in association with the regional

government of Andalucfa. It is part of a programme that aims to

reduce land speculation and to improve conditions of habitation

in currently overcrowded tenements. Architects are invited to

restore existing vecindades which, once completed , are sold to

residents who can buy the property with subsidies given by the

government.

JSa 's proposal consists of restoring the central courtyard

to its original dimensions and keeping the existing commercial

outlet at the front, a bridal gown shop . Taking advantage of the

high ceilings, mezzanine levels were introduced in both floors ,

thus converting a two-storey structure into a four-level building.

The roof was converted into a generous launderette with a small

social space.

Every effort was made for the building to retain the two

trad itional components of a vecindad: the courtyard and the

zequen - an entry corridor leading from the street to the

courtyard . The plans follow a simple distribution of apartments,

one on each side of the courtyard with the staircase at the back
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BRASIL 44. VISUALISATION OF THE BUILDING IN ITS CONTEXT.

JSa won the Golden Lion at the 2006 Venice Architectural Bien

nale in the urban project category for the design of this project

and has received multiple other commendations in Mexico.

In spite of its formal simplicity and its small scale, the worth

of the project lies in the subtle contribution it makes to the

recuperation of a deprived area of Mexico City and the sensibil

ity with which the firm undertook the design and restoration of

a building typology, the vecindad, whose cultural value is often

undermined.

Teatina-Quincha Shelter I PISCO, PERU

Alexia Leon

In order to conclude this brief overview of social and low

income housing in Latin America, I will examine a small but

multifaceted structure designed by the Peruvian architect Alexia

Leon. Leon has dedicated a significant part of her career to

study the vast coastal desert region on the south-west of Peru,

where she has built most of her projects . The Teatina-Quincha

is an emergency shelter for the victims of the magnitude 8.0

earthquake that affected the country in 2007, causing significant

damage to the city of Pisco. Unlike other projects in this chapter,

this temporary structure, built in 2007 -2008, is designed to

last between two to five years. However, it has the potential to

expand gradually and , so, to stretch its life span.

In this project Leon explores an indigenous construction

technique known as quincha. The name derives from the

Quechua language and refers to walls, or fences, made of three

materials: bamboo (or cane), woven bark panels (for reinforce

ment) and mud to cover the structure." Considering that these

materials are inexpensive, readily available in the region and,

also, that local residents are familiar with their use in construc

tion, Leon sustains that the quincha is an appropriate building

technique for both low-income and emergency housing in Peru.

What is more, given the flexible properties of these three natural

materials, the quincha is a seismic-resistant structure.

The form of shelter designed by Leon was inspired by the

teatina , which is the name given in Peru to a kind of lightwell

and ventilation shaft commonly used in warehouses, industrial

buildings and, even, in housing. The teatina appeared to be

appropriate for this basic emergency shelter because its funnel

like shape facilitates air circulation and allows natural light into

the building when the pivoting bamboo shutters are down to

close the habitable space.

This way, Leon articulates an indigenous construction

technique, the quincha, with an urban solution, the teatina, in

order to produce an alternative form of accommodation for

contemporary Peruvian people. Interestingly, the function of the

structure created by Leon does not correspond with any of its

two predecessors, but emerges as something new. Though it

retains some of the formal characteristics of both antecedents,

the function of the Teatina-Quincha Shelter has been completely

re-codified. Indeed, it is possible to describe this case as an

example of architectural hybridisation, a term which depicts the

continued process of cultural re-articulation that occurs in con-

TEATINA-QUINCHA SHELTER, PISCO, PERU, ALEXIA LE6N. VIEW OF TEATINAS
ON THE ROOF OF AN OLD WAREHOUSE.
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TEATINA-QUINCHA SHELTER. ERECTION OF BAMBOO STRUCTURE.

ditions of transcultural interact ion. Moreover, rather than being

merely a combination, or merger, of foreign and local elements,

Leon works with cultural and architec tural designations taken

from different Peruvian traditions." Not only does this att itude

demonstrate that there is a rich coexistence of mult iple cultural

and architectural trad itions with in the space of one single nation,

Peru (or, else, that Peru is not culturally homogenous), it also

shows that Europe and North America have been disp laced

from their position as dominant referents which determine

architectural production in Latin America. Thus, rather than

negat ive, hybr idisation is a sign of cultural produ ct ivity, as well

as a sign of the creat ivity of Latin American architects.

Another aspect worth ment ioning is the poten tial inher-

ent in the Teatina-Quincha Shelter for dynamic development

or, in other words , for the consolidation of a temporary into a

permanent structure. Since many of the emergency camps built

after the earthquake could become the permanent place of

residence for many of the poor vict ims, Leon's overall proposal

went beyond the mere design of a shelter and became a project

of community participation . It considered strategies for the culti

vation of bamboo and sugg ested workshops to teach residents

how to build using these materials. In that sense, not only does

Leon 's project provide an immediate solution for the victims of

future earthquakes, it also encourages the formation of commu

nities of dwellers through the construction of their own dwell 

ings and the gradual consolidation of their settlements.

Though it is an exceedi ngly small and simple structure , the

architectural significance of Leon 's project lies in the fact that

it connects multiple aspects - technical, formal, historical and

socio-political - in the production of a shelter who se initial func 

t ion can be altered, expanded and re-cod ified by users. Indeed,

it appears to be a common characteristic of many of the
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ADDITION OF ESTERAS, PANELS MADE OF BAMBOO BARK.

projects studied in this chapter that architects do not conceive

buildings as finalised but , on the contrary, as incomplete entities

which will be continually (re)created by users. In other words,

build ings are conceived under the premise that they will never

be completed ; they will always remain in the process of being

built. Such a condition of performativity - in the way the cultural

critic Homi Bhabha uses the term s - prec ludes the straightfor

ward classification of their buildings in terms of 'national' identity,

or as part of any given architectural movement.

Although, theoreticall y, the notion of architectural perter

mat ivity in social and low-income housing is not new -

John F.C.Turner, for example, began to promote his notion of

'self-construction' since the 1970s, though he did not use the

same terrninoloqvs - its widespread implementat ion is, indeed ,

both a recent occurrence and a refreshing development. Such

an approach to the provision of social housing differs greatly

from the attitudes of many 20th-century architects whose

schemes required not only physical completion but, also, the

adaptation of residents to the dynamics of operation envisioned

in the master plan.'

Another aspect worth mentioning is the visible reduction

in the scale of the projects. The optimism characteristic of the

20th century materialised itself in a long list of immense projects.

Entire cities were planned, some were built and multiple

projects were put forward for the re-ord ering of metropolitan

areas and larger regions. In fact, there were architectural and

planning pract ices dedicated almost entirely to designing

master plans for Latin American cities. The work that Josep

L1ufs Sert carried out with the New York based firm Town Plan

ning Associates comes readily to mind . They designed more

than 30 master plans for cities in eight different Latin American

countries; none of them was fully completed , many never broke
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TEATlNA-QUINCHA SHELTER. COMPLETED SHELTER, BEFORE COVERING WITH ADOBE.

ground. The cases examined in this chapter give evidence of

a substantial reduction in the size and scope of current social

housing projects, which generally focus on specific and more

manageable social groups. The resulting projects may not

be monumental, but seem to respond better to the needs of

particular communities. Because they are smaller, they are

also more economically viable and, hence, more likely to get

built. What is more, they fit better within the existing fabric of

Latin American cities, thereby slowing down their accelerated

growth, a situation that is becoming not only uncontrollable

but, also, unaffordable. Though large-scale projects continue

to be designed, the projects presented in this chapter - and

others, such as the hugely successful Favela Barrio Programme

in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil?- demonstrate that there has been a

significant change in the approach to social and low-income

housing, a change that has motivated, and continues to gener

ate, interesting and innovative architectural solutions across the

continent.

SeeAnderson, B., Imagined Communities:

Reflections on the Origin andSpread of Nationalism.

London/New York: Verso, (1983) 2006.

2 See chapter 'Public Spaces asContact Zones ' for

more information onthe construction of cable cars in

Colombia and Venezuela.

3 Inthiscase, thewoven bark panels were replaced

byspl it bamboo branches tiedupwith vegetable

strings.

4 This is important because architectural hybridisation

in theLatin American context is often understood

asa combination of forms, materials and

construction techniques appropriated from Europe

and North Americawith local traditions. As a result,

hybridisation is understood asa negative phenom

enon, an inferior by-product of the mixture of two

(ormore) antecedents from Europe or North America

which are considered to be 'pure' and hence superior.

5 See 'DissemiNation:Time, Narrative and theMargins

of the Modern Nation ' in Bhabha, H. K., The Location

of Culture. London: Routledge, 1994. For a further

discussion of thecontribution of Bhabha's writing to

the development of contemporaryarchitectural theo

ry see Hernandez, F. , Bhabha forArchitects. London:

Routledge , 2010.

6 See Turner, J. F. C. , Housing by People: Towards

Autonomy in Building Environments. London: Marion

Boyars, 1976.

7 As in thecase of the projects designed byAlfonso

Eduardo Reidy(the Pedregulho Housing Complex in

Rio deJaneiro,1950 -1952) and Carlos Raul

Villanueva (El Paralso, 1952 -1954, and Urbaniza

cion 23 deEnero, 1955 - 1957).

8 For a further analysis of theFavela Barrio Programme

in Rio deJaneiro, see Hernandez, F., P. Kellett and

L.Allen (eds.) Rethinking the Informal City: Critical

Perspectives from Latin America. Oxford/New York:

Berghahn Books, 2009.
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CASA JG, MEDELliN, COLOMBIA, CAMILO RESTREPO. VIEW OF THE PASSAGE BETWEEN THE SOCIAL AND ACCOMMODATION BLOCKS.
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5 THE PRIVATE HOUSE

Although there is signif icant variation in the socio-economic and

political circumstances of each Latin American country, there is

also, in all of them, a dramatic contrast between the conditions

of life of the poor majority and those of the wealthy. This is seen

in the spatial qualities of buildings and parts of cities which the

two groups inhabit, as well as in the modes of property owner

ship. Indeed, according to statistics, most middle-income/

middle-class individuals and families own their house and, often,

second holiday homes. ' Paradoxically, against the realities of

poverty brought forward in the previous three chapters, the

design of single-family houses and holiday homes is a regular

commission for Latin American architects, who, sometimes,

amass significant portfolios of this kind of projects while they

are still very young. It is precisely because of the youth of their

authors that residential architecture often displays great diver

sity, creativity and vitality, even though the projects are usually

small-scale. Rather than underlining similarity throughout the

continent, this chapter highlights the diversity that is associated

with young architectural practices in Latin America.

In order to challenge the notion of homogeneity often

conveyed in publications about Latin American architecture, this

chapter includes projects on the coast of the South Atlantic , the

Andean lakes, Pampean rivers, the Mexican Pacific coast and,

also, a few inner-city houses. This survey does not represent

the entirety of architectural production in the continent, nor

does it embody generalised architectural tendencies in each

individual country. Admittedly, a much larger study would

have to be carried out in order to determine with precision the

characteristics of contemporary residential architectures in every

Latin American country. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasise

that one of the aims of this chapter, and of the book in general,

is to underline the impossibility of propounding a single identity

of Latin American architecture and the need to promulgate the

coexistence of multiple architectures - and cultural identities 

within the space of each nation without attempting to classify

them in any way.

URBAN HOUSES

Casa de la Queja I CALI, COLOMBIA

Benjamin Barney

Queja , which in Spanish means 'complaint', is the name of

this house located in San Antonio, a traditional neighbourhood

only a few blocks away from the centre of Cali, the third largest

I
t I _1
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CASA DE LA QUEJA, CALI, COLOMBIA, BENJAMIN BARNEY. VIEW OF THE
SOUTHERNMOST COURTYARD AND STAIRWAY TO ROOF-TERRACE.
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CASA DE LA QUEJA. VIEW DFTHE NORTHERNMOST PATIO, ENTRANCE.

city of Colombia. Although the neighbourhood was founded in

the early 20th century, most of the houses were large rammed 

earth stru cture s designed according to the colonial typology

of volumes grouped around a central courtyard. During the

1960s and 1970s the area deteriorated due to the appearance

of new affluent resident ial neighbourhoods in the suburbs.

Consequ ently, many of the original houses were subdiv ided by

speculative developers, subd ivisions which generated long and

narrow houses with lateral half-courtyards , instead of quad ran

gles. Casa de la Queja, built 1992 -1998, is a reinterpretation of

the half-cou rtyard typology which resulted from the subdiv ision

of the original propert ies.

Following the traditional layout , most living spaces are

accommodated on a linear fringe along the western half of the

rectangul ar plot. On the eastern side, there is a succession of

th ree courtyards one must traverse in order to reach the back

of the house. Separating the courtyards are three perpendicular
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CASA DE LA QUEJA. STAIRWAYTO ROOF-TERRACE.

volumes, or crossing s, each with a specific function : the north

ernmost (at front) contains the garage and the master bedroom,

the middle crossing consists of a double-high living room and

the southernmost conta ins two bedrooms.

As in trad itional colonial houses , access is gained through

a zaguan, a narrow corridor that leads to the first courtyard . A

colonnade surrounds the courtyard leading to the living room

located in the cent re of the house . The living room faces the

second courtyard which is occ upied ent irely by a pond full of

vegetation. Water and vegetation create a mic ro-cl imate for

the soc ial area of the house wh ich is fresh and seclud ed. The

colonnade continues beyond the pond where a narrow passage

between the eastern party wall and the bedrooms leads to

the th ird and southernmost courtyard where there is a small

sw imming pool surrounded by palm trees. From this courtyard

it is possible to climb up to the roof where a series of intimate

nooks offer views of the city. The generous climat ic cond itions
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CASA DE LA QUEJA. VIEW OF THE CENTRAL COURTYARD AND POND.
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of Cali allowed Benjamin Barney to create an architecture that

does not require mechanical means of ventilation ; nor is there

the need for illumination dur ing the day.

A minimum number of original rammed -earth walls were

kept at the entrance of the house, mainly in order to preserve

its exterior image. However, all new walls are made of concrete

block. The oversized circular columns around the three court

yards are made of cast- in-situ concrete, as well as the floor

slabs which were cast on a wooden deck that forms the ceiling

underneath the concrete. The three perpendicular crossings are

covered by 45° terracotta-tiled pitched roofs - as is traditional

in the region. All structural materials are exposed ; noth ing is

covered by plaster or paint ing or by any other means. Thus,

Barney's house articulates a trad itional build ing typology that

was introduced by the Spanish colonisers with contemporary

industrial materials put together by art isan builders.

CASA DE LA QUEJA. SECTIONS.

CASA DE LA QUEJA. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.

,.

I I

II "

I I
r -

Zaguan
Garage
Entry courtyard
Front apartment
Kitchenette
Service quarters
Launderette
Diningroom and kitchen

9 living room
10 Pond
11 Bedroom
12 Storage
13 Swimming pool
14 Changing room
15 Bathroom andswimming

pool equipment
16 Open terrace
17 Attic
18 Mezzanine
19 Balconyover entry
20 Void
21 Void over services
22 Upper lounge
23 Hammock
24 Countertop

CASA DE LA QUEJA. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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HOUSE IN RIBEIRAo PRETO, BRAZIL, ANGELO BUCCI. VIEW OF THE COURTYARD , ACCESS AND THE SOCIAL AREA.

House in Ribeirao Preto I BRAZIL
Angelo Bucci

The house designed by Angelo Bucci and his team Fernando

de Mello Franco, Marta Moreira and Milton Braga in Ribeirao

Preto in 2001 is another interpretat ion of the courtyard typology

that responds to the urban cond itions of contemporary Brazil

ian suburbia. Ribeirao Preto is a medium -size and relatively

affluent city approximately 300 kilometres north-east of Sao

Paulo where temperatures vary between 18° C (winter) and

30° C (summer). Bucc i's house in Ribeirao Preto is extroverted

and open , rather than unassum ing and inward-looking like the

previous project. In th is case, the house is elevated on columns

and, so, it becomes highly visible from the street. Furthermore,

the front of the house is fully glazed, which exposes the social

areas to the public dur ing the day and, also, at night.

The space underneath the house was treated as a landscape

where three elevated gardens, each at a different height,

demarcate the access and separate functional areas such as

the garage, laundry and general storage. The only habitable

volume on ground level is an en suite bedroom for employees

located at the rear, below the private quarters. Such a configu 

ration transforms the entrance to the house into a journey that

requires people to walk under the living and dining room before

going upstairs onto one of the elevated gardens in the court

yard from which it is poss ible to enter the house . Once inside,

the hallway offers two opt ions: on the right is the social area (at

front) and to the left are the bedrooms (at the back) . The kitchen

is the connector between the two parts of the house . This way,

the amount of circulation space is minimised and the kitchen

can be used unobtrusively from either part of the residence.

At the back, the bathrooms form a cushion - visual as well as

acoustic - between the courtyard and the bedrooms which

open onto the rear garden.

Thus , the volume containing the living and dining room is

the only fully transparent part of the house. The immense glass

panels slide on both sides of the volume permitting not only

views through the living room but , also, cross ventilation on hot
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HOUSE IN RIBEIRAo PRETO . VIEW OF THE CAR-PORT AND THE PEDESTRIAN APPROACH TO THE HOUSE UNDER THE SOCIAL AREA. THE ELEVATED COURTYARD CAN
BE SEEN INTHE BACKGROUND .
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HOUSE IN RIBEIRAo PRETO. VIEW FROM THE STREET: MAIN ELEVATION.
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HOUSE IN RIBEIRAo PRETO. GROUND FLOOR PLAN. HOUSE IN RIBEIR.~O PRETO. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.
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days. However, transparency does not preclude surprise; only

by moving through the house can the qualities of its different

spaces be experienced fully.

In order to free enough headroom for habitation under

neath the house, the slender floor slabs and the roof hang from

two deep concrete beams that protrude on top of the house.

The concrete is exposed both in and outside the house . Only

a few concrete elements are painted, the rest is left bare. The

bi-chromatic colour palette facilitates spatial legibility and

maxim ises contrast between the man-made elements and

the exuberant vegetation that surrounds the house. It can be

argued that some areas are over-exposed to the public and that

privacy is sacrificed in order to emphasise the structural audac

ity. On the other hand, it can also be argued that what is lost in

privacy is gained in luminosity and spatial fluidity. Although this

house is another reinterpretation of the half-courtyard typol-

ogy examined in the previous case study, there are significant

differences between the two. Not only are such differences seen

in the form of both buildings and in the use of certain materials ,

but, more importantly, in the fact that they represent contrasting

conceptualisations of the notion of dwelling. While Barney's

house is introverted and focuses on private living, Bucci's

house is outward-facing and distinctly exposed ; the life of the

residents is put on display.

Casa Abu & Font I ASUNCI6N, PARAGUAY

Gabinete de Arquitectura - Solano Benitez

The practice led by Solano Benitez in Asuncion, Paraguay, is

concerned with the realities of poverty that affect contemporary

architectural practices in his and other Latin American countries.

For that reason, they have carried out extensive research on the

use of brick - the most inexpensive and common construction

material in Paraguay - and their projects explore the structural,

aesthetic and socio-economic dimensions of this material. That

is why, in their projects, brick is made to work as structure,

partition, floor finish and ceiling. Indeed, the work of Solano

Benitez is structurally audacious, even though its audacity is not

necessarily conspicuous.

The Casa Abu & Font from 2008, for example, could be

described as an arch. The party walls contain the structure

which supports the first floor slab and the roof. This allows the

ground floor to remain a continuous space from the front lawn

to the backyard, indeed like an arch that can be closed in the

cold days (or whenever necessary) by a series of wood panels

that pivot vertically.

The services have been pushed against one of the party

walls and are separated from the open living area by a volume
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CASA ABU & FONT, ASUNCION, PARAGUAY, GABINETE DE ARQUITECTURA 
SOLANO BENITEZ. VIEW OF THE HOUSE FROM THE STREET: MAIN ELEVATION.

which contains two staircases. The width of this volume creates

a threshold between the two areas: social and services. An

additional ramp on the opposite side of the open living area

connects the ground with the first floor, and also helps to

conceal the structure. The openness and transparency of the

living area removes functional specificity (i.e. there is no dining

or living room), turning it into a multi-functional space that can

be reinvented by residents according to their needs.

The other two levels of the house, basement and first floor,

differ greatly from the ground level and from one another. The

basement contains three bedrooms and two bathrooms. It is

a cave-like space with no apertures except for a high ribbon

window situated below the wooden deck on the backyard .

Although it seems inappropriate, these three bedrooms

are designed for habitation during winter, when the outside

temperatures may drop to -2 "C. Since the soil keeps a stable

temperature, which is warmer than the exterior in winter, the

basement bedrooms maintain a pleasant temperature without

need for artificial heating. The upper level, on the other hand,

is significantly larger than the basement, but the layout is

extremely convoluted, even labyrinthine. There are four double
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CASA ABU & FONT. VIEW OF THE HOUSE FROM THE BACKYARD:
BACK ELEVATION .

bedrooms, two of which are en suite . In contrast to the base

ment, the bedrooms upstairs are long, narrow and have very

high ceilings: 5 metres at the uppermost point. Such a con

figuration generates a constant airflow and helps to preserve

cool air inside the bedrooms during the summer months when

the temperature may rise to 4rC. Indeed, it could be argued

CASA ABU & FONT. VIEW OF THE MOVABLE WOOD PANELS ATTHE REAR OF
THE SOCIAL AREA OPENING ONTO TERRACE AND BACKYARD.

that the convoluted circulation strategy obeys environmental

concerns in the sense that it creates air locks which preserve

the temperature of the bedrooms. There is also a deliberate

attempt to generate thresholds between different parts of the

house: from the social to the service area on the ground floor,

between floors and , also, between hallway and bedrooms in the

CASA ABU & FONT. LONGITUDINAL SECTION .

CasaAbu & Font I Asuncion , Paraguay I 85
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CASA ABU & FONT. VIEW OF THE SOCIAL OPEN SPACE ON GROUND LEVEL, STRETCHING FROM THE BACKYARD TO THE FRONT.

CASA ABU & FONT. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.
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CASA ABU & FONT. GROUND FLOOR PLAN. CASA ABU & FONT. VIEW OF THE RAMP TO FIRST FLOOR.
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upper level. This produces a spatial contrast between public

and private areas; the former are ample, luminous and transpar

ent while the latter are intimate, shadowy and secluded.

Existing vegetation was preserved as much as possible

and new trees were planted in order to increase protection

from the summer heat. The Abu & Font house is an exemplary

case of formal , technical and environmental exploration where

the patterns of occupation are influenced equally by cultural

circumstances as by the particularities of location .

Casa F2 I MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Isaac Broid , Michael Rojkind and Miguel Adria

At the opposite end of Latin America, in Mexico, a trio of

architects who worked briefly together between 1998 and 2002

designed an award-winning house built in 2002. The house is

located in the Condado de Sayavedra, a hilly area with exuber

ant vegetation on the north-eastern suburbs of Mexico City. The

F2 house is conceived as a focus of social activity rather than

simply as a residence . Consequently, it was necessary to strike

a balance between spaces for public exposure and the intimacy

of home. It was also necessary to resolve a significant drop at

the back of the site, a topographic condition which presented

challenges but, also, provided the opportunity to separate

drastically the three zones of the house: 1. recreation on the

lower level which serves as bar and playroom but could double

as accommodation for guests; 2. social activity and services on

the ground level, which contains the access, kitchen and the

living and dining rooms; 3. private quarters in the upper level

(bedrooms and bathrooms) . Each level is orientated differently

according to its use. The lower level opens to the garden. The

ground level faces south in order to maximise distant views while

benefiting from passive solar gain in the winter time. In the upper

level, the bedrooms face east so that they look onto the street

and receive morning light rather than strong afternoon light.

The structure is a combination of load-bearing walls made

of concrete on the outer sides of the L-shape, i.e. the north

and west facades of the house. In the inside of the 'L' (east

and south facades), a series of metal columns replace the

load-bearing walls so that the house opens to the views. This

structural configuration conveys a sense of levity, as if the

house were floating over the rear garden. This is emphasised by

the use of planar concrete elements, both vertically and horizon

tally, which appear to dematerialise the volumes . Interestingly,

this contradicts the natural tectonic of concrete, a material

which usually rests heavily on the ground - though it serves

the purpose of mak ing the building look light. In this sense,

CASA F2, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, ISAAC BROID , MICHAEL ROJKIND AND
MIGUEL ADRIA. VIEW FROM THE BACKYARD.

CASA F2. VIEW OF THE COURTYARD AND THE WESTERN BLOCK FROM
THE ACCESS.
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CASA F2. FIRST FLOOR PLAN.

CASA F2. GROUND FLOOR LANDING AND STAIRWELL ON WEST SIDE OF THE
HOUSE.
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CASA F2. GROUND FLOOR PLAN ,

Broid, Rojkind and Adria depart from the tradition of heavy

volumes that was taken to represent Mexican archite cture in

the work of Barragan, Legorreta and Gonzales de Leon, What

is more, Broid, Rojkind and Adria rely heavily on factory-made

and standardised building components, as well as on industrial

construction techniques, rather than hand-made elements and

artisan labour,

CASA F2, LOWER FLOOR PLAN.
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COASTAL HOUSES

Casa Tachos I LAGO NAHUEL HUAPUI, ARGENTINA

Mathias Klotz

Although Mathias Klotz has designed buildings for a variety of

functions - including educational, commercial and office uses 

his practice is internationally recognised for having amassed

a vast portfol io of residential buildings. The Casa Techos from

2006, located in the beautiful lake region of Bariloche, northern

Patagonia, is part of this portfolio, Although Bariloche is a

remote region, its topographic and climatic conditions make

it attractive for tourism throughout the year, During the winter
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CASA TECHOS, LAGO NAHUEL HUAPUI, ARGENTINA, MATHIAS KLOTZ. SOUTH ELEVATION.

months it is a popular ski resort while, in the summer time,

it is a fashionable destination for trekkers and water sports

lovers (although the average temperature of the water is r C).

Since the area was developing rapidly, the regional govern

ment imposed strict building regulations to prevent excessive

CASA TECHOS. WEST ELEVATION.

construction of holiday homes and to maintain a certain visual

homogeneity in the town and its surrounding areas. These

require all new constructions to have inclined roofs at a mini

mum gradient of 26° in order to allow the access of natural light.

This regulation presented Klotz with a challenge considering that

CASA TECH OS. VIEW OF THE SWIMMING POOL AT LOWER LEVEL.

CasaTechos I Lago Nahuel Huapui, Argentina I 89
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CASA TECHOS. VIEW OF THE INTERIOR FROM THE ENTRYWAY.

CASA TECH OS. UPPER LEVEL PLAN.

7

10m

CASA TECHOS. LOWER LEVEL PLAN.
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CASA TECH OS. VIEW OF THE SOCIAL AREA, CORRIDOR AND STAIRWAY.

most of his buildings have flat roofs. In add ition, it is also speci

fied that new constructions must have views of the lake and the

forest. As a response to the regulations, Klotz designed a series

of small roofs rather than a double pitch. The mult iple roofs

perm it greater access of natural light from the north (as this is

the southern hemisphere), while the house opens towards the

lake on the south side. The construction of the multiple roofs

required an intricate metal structure which remains exposed in

the interior of the house.

The programme was divided in two levels: the upper level

contains all the living areas and accommodation while the lower

level contains the services and the swimming pool. Simultane

ously, each level was divided in two halves. The eastern part

CASA TECH OS. CROSS SECTION A-A.
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CASA LA ROCA, PUNTA DEL ESTE, URUGUAY, MATHIAS KLOTZ. EAST ELEVATION .

of the upper level is social and includes the kitchen. The west

side of this level contains the bedrooms and a small family

room separate from the main social area. A similar distribut ion

is repeated in the lower level where the swimming pool and

gymnasium lie on the east, below the social area, and the guest

bedroo m is on the west, below the living quarters. Considering

the sheer size of the house and the programmatic complexity

of a luxury holiday home, Klotz was able to create a sense of

intimacy and homeliness while, also, pursuing his own personal

architectural agenda.

Casa La Roca I PUNTA DEL ESTE, URUGUAY

Math ias Klotz

slopes down toward the beach and sideways to the east , only

the northern volume rests directly on the ground . This three

storey volume contains accommodation for the housekeeper,

two double bedrooms and one bathroom on the ground level

and the en suite master bedroom on the first floor. The single

storey southern volume stands on stilts above the rocks and the

beach. It contains the kitchen, living and dining areas, as well as

a social bathroom. The space underneath the southern volum e

is the main entryway and works also as a transit ion between the

The Casa La Roca from 2006 is another luxury holiday house

designed by Klotz in Uruguay (neither of these two projects

is situated in his nat ive Chile). Rather than a quaint Andean

lake, this house is located in Jose Ignacio, a small fishermen 's

town turned opu lent resort, on the shore of the Atlantic Ocean

40 kilometres north-east of Punta del Este, Uruguay. Most new

houses built in this rapidly growing popular holiday destination

are for temporary occupation during the summer season 

December and January - rather than for permanent occupation.

The Roca house sits on a rectangular BOO-square-metre site,

perpendicular to the ocean, on the southernm ost tip of Jose

Ignacio. The house consists of two volumes of similar dimen

sions connected by a bridge on the east side. Together, these

three components form an open courtyard. Since the site CASA LA ROCA. VIEW FROM THE ROCKS: SOUTH ELEVATION.
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CASA LA ROCA. VIEW FROM THE MASTER BEDROOM.

CASA LA ROCA. VIEW OF THE ENTRY TERRACE ON THE WESTERN SIDE OF
THE HOUSE.

house and the beach . This arrangement adds a slight sense of

drama to the house and magnifies the views of the ocean . To

avoid direct sunlight, there are no windows on the north side,

and all windows on the south and west are recessed forming

generous covered terraces.

These two houses by Mathias Klotz employ a wealthier range

of materials (compared with previous examples in this chapter) .

The main structure is made of concrete, but it is only exposed

in the master bedroom, which protrudes above the rest of the

house. All external walls are clad in wood, a material that is

also used for internal partitions and as floor finish throughout

the house. Stairs, handrails, window frames and part of the

substructure are made of extraordinarily well crafted metal. The

work of Klotz belongs to a trad ition of architectural formalism

which pays particular attention to volumetric composition and

the articulation of different materials . Indeed, his work has had a

great deal of influence on an entire generation of young Chilean

architects.

Casas Mar Abajo I LA PEDRERA, URUGUAY

Nicolas Campodonico

Approximately 50 kilometres north-east of Jose Ignacio, along

the same stretch of beach, there is another small fishermen's

town called La Pedrera . This town has also become a desirable

destination for vacat ioners - mostly from Asuncion and Argen

tina - and, for that reason, there has been a steady increase in

the construction of holiday homes.

Though significantly more modest in scale than all the

previous cases, the four houses that comprise Casas Mar

Abajo, built in 2004, display great spatial complexity and

environmental awareness. The houses could be described as

=

CASA LA ROCA. LONGITUDINAL SECTION.
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CASAS MAR ABAJO, LA PEDRERA, URUGUAY, NICOLAs CAMPODONICO. VIEW OF CASAS MAR ABAJO. VIEW OF THE ACCESS TOTHE HOUSE ALONG THE WALL
THE EASTERN TERRACES WHICH LOOK TOWARDS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN IN THE THAT SURROUNDS THE FRONT OUTDOOR SPACE.
DIRECTION OF CABO POLONIO.
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CASAS MAR ABAJO. LOWER LEVEL AND GROUND FLOOR PLAN .
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CASAS MAR ABAJO . VIEW OF THE GAP BETWEEN HOUSES ANO THE SUCCES
SION OF OUTDOOR SPACES.

the interconnection of two circulation systems, one external , the

other internal. The external system consists of a succession

of outdoor spaces which fulfils multiple functions: it separates

the houses from one another, it allows for air circulation , and

it guarantees views of the ocean from all public areas of the

house . The first of this succession of spaces is a little front ter

race which is separated from the street by a wall. This intimate

area is connected with both the kitchen and the backyard

below via an outdoor sta irwell. The second space is the balcony

formed between the outdoor stairwell and the wall of the house .

The third is the backyard situated at the level of the bedrooms,

one floor below.

The internal system cons ists of the entry, kitchen, social

area and terrace (in the upper level) and the bedrooms (under

neath). It is accessed through a narrow passageway between

the walls that envelop the front terraces. Once inside , the

passage takes an 110 turn to the north and then opens onto

the social area wh ich focuses on the ocean in the direction of

CASAS MAR ABAJO. VIEW OF THE INTERIOR FROM THE ENTRANCE.

Cabo Polonio, a focal point to the north-east which justifies the

slight rotat ion of the social area in relation to the kitchen . At the

end of the social area there is a large terrace which works as an

extension of the interior.

A narrow stairway near the entrance door, leads to the

bedrooms which are tucked below the social area . The bed 

rooms are intimate and secluded spaces; they are not exposed

to any public area, nor do they have views of the ocean. Instead

they have small windows that open onto the narrow passage

between houses. This disposition prevents the direct incidence

of sunlight into the bedrooms but maximises the reflection

of natural light on the wall opposite to the window. Thus, the

bedrooms are naturally lit by indirect sunlight and remain fresh

through the severe summer heat; this effect is aided by the

soc ial area above which doubles as a climatic cushion.

The four houses are made with the most conventional

materials and built mostly by local unskilled labour. The floor

slab and the roof are made of cast-in-s itu concrete supported

CASAS MAR ABAJO. LONGITUDINAL SECTION A-A.
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CASA EN LA BARANCA, ARROYO SECO, SANTA FE, ARGENTINA, RAFAEL IGLESIA.
VIEW OFTHE HOUSE FROM THE RIVER.

by load -bearing brick walls . The walls are white-washed, both

in and outs ide , wh ile concrete elements are exposed in most

areas of the interior. Though the palette is exceedingly simple ,

materials are exqu isitely articulated in such a way that they

create a sense of homeliness and elegance rather than auster

ity. Even though the houses are modest in scale , they have

an outstand ing spat iality and demonstrate Campodonico 's

thorough understanding of the conditions of the site. Not only

was Campodonico able to satisfy the programme, he was also

able to conduct a formal, spatial and environmental experiment

while exploiting the extraordinary natural characteristics of the

Uruguayan coast.

CASA EN LA BARANCA. VIEW OF THE RIVER FROM THE LEVEL OFTHE
ENTRANCE TO THE HOUSE.

Casa en La Barranca I ARROYOSEeO, SANTA FE, ARGENTINA

Rafae l Iglesia

Like the Andean lakes and the oceans , rivers are important

elements in the Latin American landscape. In fact , rivers have

an immense historical value and playa central role in the

economies of many regions throughout the continent. Not

surprisingly, Rafael Iglesia is at odds to make the River Parana

both the theme and the focus of this sma ll house bu ilt in 1999

and located appro ximate ly 30 kilometres south -east of Rosario,

the third largest city of Argentina.

CASA EN LA BARANCA. SECTI ON THROUGH SITE.
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CASA EN LA BARAN CA. VIEW OF THE SWIMMING POOL AND THE RIVER
PARANA.

.----------,
5 10m

CASA EN LA BARAN CA. SITE PLAN.

CASA EN LA BARAN CA. VIEW OF THE SWIMMING POOL GIVING THE IMPRESSION
THAT IT IS AN EXTENSION OF THE RIVER PARANA.

The project is conceived as a journey from the street to the

water pass ing through four different levels or plateaus . At street

level, the first plateau is an open lawn from wh ich only the river

and the immense Pampa can be seen on the horizon. The

second plateau, containing noth ing else but a swimming pool,

emerges as one progresses into the site. The swimm ing pool

area is secluded from the street and opens towards the river

which can be seen beyond the roof of the house (now visible).

A steep walkway on the eastern side of the swimming poo l

leads down to the third plateau, where one finally meets the

house . The house is a single rectangular space with a kitchen

and a bathroom. The north facade is a continuous span of glass

only interrupted by a wall necessary to support the roof. The

living room opens onto a generous wooden deck which gives

the impression of floating over the river. The journey continues

down towards a small jetty wh ich works as the final link in the

succession of spaces connecting the street above with the river

below.

Indeed, the project is exceed ingly simple and relies greatly

on theatricality as a source of drama. The roughness of the

materials, the water cascading on one side of the swimming

pool, the terrace cant ilevering over the river, all these features

disclose an interesting plast icity and create a strong conceptual

link with the site. On the other hand, the enormous north 

facing glass span, which receives direct sunlight all day, raises

Casa enLa Barranca I Arroyo Seco, Santa Fe. Argentina I 97
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CASA EN LA BARANCA. VIEW OF THE ACCESS TO THE HOUSE WITH WATER

CASCADING FROM THE SWIMMING POOL.

quest ions about heat in a region where temperatures could

rise above 30 0 C in the summer and rarely fall below goC in the

winter. Nevertheless, this house is the result of an interesting

formal and material exploration and , for that reason, it was

shortlisted for the second Mies van der Rohe Award along with

Benjamin Barney's Casa de la Queja.
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CASA EN LA BARANCA. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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Observatory House I ESTADO DE OAXACA, MEXICO

Tatiana Bilbao

On the Pacific Coast of Mexico, at the other extreme of Latin

America, architect Tatiana Bilbao collaborated with artist Gabriel

Orozco in 2006 to build a retreat house on the beach. The

project is almost a complete replica of the Jantar Mantar astro 

nomical observatory built in Delhi at the beginning of the 18th

century. Indeed , on a superfic ial level, the idea of an observatory

fits the purpose of the retreat house that Bilbao designed with

and for Orozco: a house which is, also, a platfo rm to 'observe'

the sea, the coast line, the country landscape and, of cours e,

the sky. The implications of such a translation , however, are

more comp lex. Bilbao argues that such a cultural, historical and

geographical displacement is related to the artist 's tradition of

linking and mixing unusual and often forgotten elements - both

in his art and architectural projects. Orozco does that mixing

in order to provoke unexpected socio-pol itical responses from

his aud ience. Thus, the architect adds, the house is a creative

instrument for the artist. Bilbao's interesting argument appears

to be somewhat unsuitable, however, because a private house

differs greatly from an art form which comes into direct contact

with the public at exhibitions, where people can respond to it.

So, while the house may be a creative instrument for the archi

tect, it could hardly provoke collective socio-political responses

from the public.

An important question arises here regarding the arch itectural

impl icat ions of appropriating forms and images from other

cultures. Needless to say, this is an important and unresolved

debate in the context of contemporary architecture in Latin

America. To be sure, the entire history of Latin American archi

tecture has been written in 'comparative mode' or, as explained

OBSERVATORY HOUSE, ESTADO DE OAXACA, MEXICO, TATIANA BILBAO.
GENERAL VIEW OFTHE HOUSE.
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OBSERVATORY HOUSE. SIDE ELEVATION.

in the introduction, in relation to European (and North American)

referents which set the rule against wh ich all architectural

production is continually judged - in Latin America as well as

in other peripheries. This method of architectural historicisation

presents non-western architectures always as transformations

of European and North American forms , techn iques and ideas,

indistinctively of whether they are openly discriminated (i.e.

considered to be deviations and devaluations of a cosmopolitan

original) or ratified as ingenious adaptations of either classic or

modern architectures to the particularities of the periphery. This

debate is broader and more complex than can be addressed in

this brief study of a house by an individual Mexican artist. Nev-

OBSERVATORY HOUSE. VIEW OF THE TERRACES AND STAIRS FORMING AN
INTRICATE CONTINUOUS OUTDOOR CIRCULATION SYSTEM .

OBSERVATORY HOUSE. VIEW OF THE HOUSE WITH PACIFIC OCEAN IN THE
BACKGROUND.

ertheless, there is an issue wh ich deserves some attention: the

fact that Bilbao and Orozco are appropriating from Indian archi

tecture rather than from Europe and North America. This issue

is particularly important because it reveals a new dynamics of

cultural interaction between prev iously colonised countries - or

so-called peripheries - which, to some extent, bypasses the

control of empire. In other words, it appears that the transfer of

architectural discourses (and forms) is no longer monopolised

by the west (Europe and North America). Previously colonised

countries and other peripheries have established channels

of transcultural communication outside the axiality of binary

divisions between east and west (or colonised and coloniser,

OBSERVATORY HOUSE. CROSS SECTION.
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OBSERVATORY HOUSE. BEDROOM 1.

centre and periphery, underdeveloped and developed, etc .). Not

only is this seen in Bilbao 's and Orozco 's declared 'copy' of an

Indian building but, also, in the fact that many Latin American

architects are currently build ing in China, Mongolia and India ,

as wel l as in other Lat in American countries. Such an emergent

cultural and economic inte ract ion amongst the countr ies of the

'Global South ' , as they have been described by var ious critics,

is another reason why contemporary architectural practices in

OBSERVATORY HOUSE. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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OBSERVATORY HOUSE. BEDROOM 2.

Latin America differ greatly from those in the period between

1930 and 1960 when only a few architects had the opportunity

to build outs ide their own countries.s Thus, the reason why I

have included this modest project - a copy - in the current

survey of Latin American residen tial architecture, is because it

unsettles the axis of arch itectural dependency between Latin

American and the metropolitan centres. This project opens up a

larger discussion about the displacement of Europe and Nort h

America as the hegemonic system against which all architec

tural production in the peripher ies is judged. I have brought

up this issue here in order to generate alternative readings of

the projects included in th is volume and , so, instigate further

theoretical debates about contemporary arch itectural produc

tion in Lat in America.

The Observatory House is situated on a remo te beach

approximately 150 kilometres south of Oaxaca. At the centre

of its cruciform plan , in place of the concave observatory (in

the original), there is a swimming pool. The four sides of the

cruciform plan are built up and the rema ining four are not. This

creates four spaces adjacent to the sides of the sw imming

pool: two bedrooms, the living room and the kitch en . The

roofs of these four spaces form terraces around the swimming

pool. The four remain ing uri-built spaces are open -air terraces

at ground level. As in the orig inal bu ilding , a series of stairwells

perm it uninterrupted movement through all areas and levels

of the building . Unlike the original ob servatory, which stands

above the ground, the beach house is sunk in the rooks where

it seems to disappear.
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CASA DE CAMPO EN LA PLAYOSA, C6RDOBA, ARGENTINA, NICOLAs CAMPODONICO . VIEW OFTHE HOUSE IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ARGENTINE PAMPA.

COUNTRY HOUSES

Casa de Campo en La Playosa I CORDOBA, ARG ENTINA

Nicolas Campodonico

This small house from 2004 is located approximately 300

kilometres northwest of Rosario, Argentina. Unlike some of the

previous projects, this house was conceived for permanent

habitation. The basic programme - living and dining room,

kitchen, bathroom and one bedroom - presented the challenge

of mediating between the immensity of the landscape and the

comparatively insignificant size of the house. In order to resolve

this confl ict , Campodonico located the building near a group

of trees and extended a series of walls towards the north . The

CASA DE CAMPO EN LA PLAYOSA. FOR ECOURT.

trees provide a more appropriate scale to the single-storey

house while the walls create a sense of depth, enclosure and

int imacy. The entrance to the house occurs through these

elements, trees and walls, wh ich gradually mark the tran sit ion

into the house.

As for the house, the L-configurat ion fac ilitates the

func tional distribution of spaces. The bedroom, bathroom and

kitc hen are in the nort h wing (programmatically the smaller

areas), liberating the south wing for the living and dining room.

In order to create a shadowy environment, there are only a few

sma ll windows. Shade has an important psychological effec t

in a context were temperatures regular ly exceed 30° C and

luminosi ty is high. In sum, this small brick house displays great

sophistication in the way different and contrasting sca les are

CASA DE CAMPO EN LA PLAYOSA. VIEW OFTHE APPROACH TOTHE HOUSE.

Casa de Campo en LaPlayosa I Cordoba, Argentina I 101
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CASA DE CAMPO EN LA PLAYOSA. VIEW OF THE FORECOURT DEMARCATING
THE APPROACH TO THE HOUSE.
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CASA DE CAMPO EN LA PLAYOSA. VIEW OF THE FORECOURT AND ACCESS.
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articulated. Another aspect that deserves mentioning is the way

in which the architect tackles harsh environmental conditions

and creates a homely environment with minimum resources in a

desolate site.

Casa JG I MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

Camilo Restrepo

Camilo Restrepo is amongst those architects who have

amassed a large portfolio of residential architecture while st ill

being very young. Most of his work is located in Medellin, the

second largest city of Colombia. Restrepo finds inspiration

in the mountainous topography and takes advantage of the

favourable climatic cond itions of the region. The Casa JG, for

example, was built in 2007 in a subd ivision on the south -east

ern hills of the city, a few kilometres outside the metropolitan
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CASA JG, MEDELLfN, COLOMBIA, CAMILO RESTREPO. VIEW OF THE HOUSE FROM THE NORTH-WEST WITH FRONT TERRACE, SOCIAL AREA AND VOLUME OF
ACCOMMODATION ON THE RIGHT.

CASA JG. NIGHT VIEW OF THE HOUSE FROM THE SOUTH-EAST.

area . The sloping terrain offers wonderful views of the city but,

at the same time, leaves the house exposed to other dwellings

wh ich sit on higher ground at the rear. Such a situation deter

mined the general layout of the house which uses the services

and circulat ion spaces as visual barriers on the east side. That

way, the living and dining rooms, as well as bed rooms , can

enjoy unobstructed views of the city and the western hills on

the op pos ite side of the Aburra Valley.

The three main bodies of the house are sepa rated by

irregular recesses that form narrow internal passages into one

another and playfu l nooks outside. The nort hernmost blo ck

con tains the garage, laundry and the maid's apart ment. The

central block houses the kitchen and the social area (dining and

living room) . Although the main entrance appears to be promi

nent in the plan, its location at the back of the house, makes it

imperceptible at first glance and , hence , spat ially inconsequent.

CasaJGI Medellin, Colombia I 103
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CASA JG. SOUTH ELEVATION .

The sout hernmost block of the house contains the bedrooms

wh ich are distrib uted in two levels: the upper level is occupied

entirely by the master bedroom while the lower level is dedi

cated to the children. It comprises two ample bedrooms and a

nursery/playroom , wh ich can later be transformed into a study

roo m.

As if replicating the rugged topographic contours, the roof

appears as a disjointed series of protruding volumes. In fact ,

these are lightwells that reach out for natural light to illuminate

areas of the house which would otherwise be dark (hallways,

bathrooms and wardrobes ). Although inaccessible, the roof can
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CASA JG. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
CASA JG. GROUND FLOOR PLAN.
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CASA JG. LOWER LEVEL PLAN.

be cons idered as a topography in its own right which establish

es a formal connect ion with the natural surroundings. Like other

houses designed by Restrepo, the JG house demonstrates the

arch itect 's interest in carrying out form al, spatial and material

explorations inspired by the natural conditions of the region.

The eleven houses examined in this chapter show the great

variety of residential work current ly being produced by archi

tect s in Latin America. As mentioned at the beginning , this

survey cannot be taken to represent architectu ral tendencies

in a generalised manner. Instead , the purpose of this chapter
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CASA JG. DETAIL OFTHE BACK ELEVATION (EAST) SHOWING THE STAIRCASE TO THE CHILDREN 'S QUARTERS.

is to prove that more thorough studies of recent arch itectural

production are necessary in order to develop theor ies capable

of deal ing with such heterogeneity and with the speed at which

newer approaches continue to appear.

It is important to stress that the architects whose work

is included in this chapter have large portfolios and, in many

cases, different buildings show different formal characteristics .

Architects like Tatiana Bilbao, Camilo Restrepo and Michael

Rojkind, for example, employ comfortably different methods of

design depending on the circumsta nces of each project. This

ability to ada pt and recast their practices regularly has been

examined by cr itics in other fields, part icularly in the visual arts ,

but not in architectu re. For example Nesto r Garda Canclin i

explores a similar phenomenon in the work of borderline

Mexican art ists ." Canclin i explains that many contemporary art 

ists, especially those of indigenous origin, move swiftly across

language barriers (they spea k fluent Spanish and English as well

as their own indigenous languages). Also, in their artwork, these

artists articulate elements from their own cultural tradit ions with

aspects of modern European and North American art. They

perform these complex operations in order to penetrate the

international art market. Canclini describes this cultural phe

nomenon as cultural hybridity. It is important to note, however,

that hybridity is not found only in the artwork itself (which mixes

bits from various orig ins) but also, and more importantly, in th e

cultural milieu whe re the artwork emerges. In other words, it

is not just the artwork (the painting, sculpture, installation or

video), it is the cu lture which is hybrid . That is why the not ion of

hybridity appears to be suitable in order to examine the st rate

gies used by many contemporary arch itects in Latin America

to bot h get their work built and to penetrate international

networks of architectural dissemination . Almost all arch itects

in this chapter have successfully penetrated the increasingly

globalised arch itectural market: they build in various countries,

teac h at universities in Europe and North America and exhibit

internationally. They have done so by transgressing cultural
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CASA JG. VIEW OF THE PASSAGE BETWEEN THE SOCIALAND PRIVATE BLOCKS.
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CASA JG. VIEW OF MEDELliN FROM THE SOCIAL AREA.

CASA JG. WESTERN TERRACE, OUTSIDE THE SOCIAL AREA.

barriers and by constantly articulating a wide range of architec

tural discourses, formal languages and construction techniques .

For that reason, their work cannot be easily classified as part of

any national or continental identity. Nevertheless, aspects such

as their nationality and professional registration , for example,

inevitably reconstruct their national affiliations. Indeed, this

contradiction lies at the centre of discussions about cu ltural

hybr idity wh ich focus on the gaps that open between cultures

and cultural practices (i.e. art , architecture, literature, language

and , also , less tang ible forms such as patterns of consumption).

In other words, it is in the inter-national space (between nations

and national affiliations) where hybrid isation occurs.
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ARTIST'S STUD IO . VIEW OF THE FORECOURT AND ACCESS FROM THE INTERIOR:
THE RAMP FOR VEHICLES IS ON THE LEFT AND THE PEDESTRIANACCESS IS ON
THE RIGHT.

ARTIST'S STUDIO, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO , TATIANA BILBAO. VIEW OF THE FORE- ARTIST'S STUDIO. VIEW OF THE MAIN GALLERY SPACE.
COURT AND CANTILEVER FROM THE PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO THE PROPERTY.

ARCHITECTURAL AND CULTURAL HYBRIDITY

Artist 's Studio I MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Tatiana Bilbao

Let us pause here for a moment in order to examine briefly

the argument about cultural hybridity in the work of Tatiana

Bilbao and Michael Rojkind by way of two examples (the

Orquideorama, included in the next chapter, demonstrates

Camilo Restrepo 's ability to do the same). The first is a studio

for another artist designed by Bilbao" in Mexico City between

2007 and 2008. Unlike the coastal retreat for Orozco which

is a relat ively simple building , the programme for the building

in Mexico City requires a large stud io and exhibit ion space as

108 I 5 The Private House
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ARTIST'S STUDIO. DETAIL OF THE STAIRCASE.
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ARTIST'S STUDIO. VIEW OF THE MAIN GALLERY FROM MEZZANINE LEVEL.

well as offices and hous ing for an artist in residence, kitchen,

services, a multi-functional area for social events (such as

exhibition openings) and parking for 25 cars . This time, Bilbao

opted for angular shapes , large cantilevers and big windows

that allow plenty of natural light into the studio as well as into

most parts of the building. The levity conveyed by the canti lever

is reinforced by the wh iteness of all the surfaces (walls, floors

and ceilings), wh ich also introduces a sense of cleanliness and

'cosmopolitan' soph istication. Indeed, the projects designed by

Bilbao demonstrate her ability continually to re-cast herself as

a designer and articulate elements taken from different sources

(cultural, historical and architectural) in the production of build

ings which do not, necessarily, correspond with any prescribed

idea of Mexicaness.

Nestle Chocolate Museum I TOLUCA, MEXICO

Michael Rojkind

Similarly, in recent projects Michael Rojkind has moved away

from the 'exploded box' approach seen in the F2 house that he

designed with Isaac Broid and Migue l Adria. As an independent

practitioner, Rojkind has shown a pred ilection for angula r forms

made of metal and for the use of bright colours as a way to

stand out rather than blend with the context.

His Nestle Chocolate Museum in Toluca, Mexico , from 2007

is a clear examp le. The building is conceived as an elongated

hetero-morphous volume elevated on pi/otis. The museum has

a corporate facade towards the car park and the motorway but

appears to be more informal on all its other sides. The bright

red colour of the exterior contrasts dramatically with the pristine

white of all interior surfaces (floors, walls and ceilings); only a

green carpet in the main media room interrupts the otherwise

all-white interior. In general, the Nestle Chocolate Museum sub

scribes to a completely different architectural narrative than his

earlier work. Indeed, Rojkind's work continues to change every

time he takes on newer challenges. The point to make is that the

vitality of this search for architectural identity cannot be dis

cussed in terms of nationality (or national identity), nor can it be

entirely attributed to a desire to be part of specific movements

(such as modernism, for example) - which is different from

saying that contemporary architects like Bilbao and Rojkind are

not interested in receiving national and international recognition.

Ident ity, for this younger generation of arch itects, is a dynamic,

somewhat imprecise construct formed in the interstices between

cultures, nations, practices and so on.

Under these circumstances, hybridisation ceases to be a

negative occurrence - as has often been understood in archi-
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NESTLE CHOCOLATE MUSEUM. MAIN MEDIA ROOM.

NESTLE CHOCOLATE MUSEUM. VIEW OF THE PUBLIC FACADE.
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NESTLE CHOCOLATE MUSEUM . INTERIOR CIRCULATION.
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1 Veh icleaccess
2 Drop-oU
3 Enlrance
" Entrance lObby
5 Main media room
6 Museum store
7 Todels
8 l .1lMKaped garden
9 hi l ling bUIlding
10 Access 10 tunnel
11 h illing bUlldinO
12 Stall parking
13 Receplion
14 Comdo,

NESTLE CHOCOLATE MUSEUM. GROU NO FLOOR PLAN.

tectural discourse - and becomes a sign of cultural productivity,

a sign of the creativity and ingenuity of architects across Latin

America. By understanding contemporary architectural prac

tices in Latin America as the result of continuous processes of

internal and external hybridisation (that is, inside each country,

as in the case of Alexia Leon's Teatina-Quincha Shelter, and be

tween the countries of Latin America and others outside, as in

the case of Bilbao and Rojkind), it is possible to disturb the bi

polarity of existing methods of critique according to which they

are a derivation of the Euro-American canon (as expla ined in the

introduction). It is not that existing architectural hierarchies are

dismantled completely, or that Europe and North America lose

their authority altogether. However, the recognition of authority

10m

becomes difficult due to the proliferation of difference that

these practices exemplify. That is why I have affirmed that the

notion of cultural hybridisation brings forward the productivity

of cultural and architectural difference rather than striving for its

elimination. I have insisted on the existence of difference in this

and previous chapters because an outstanding characteristic

of contemporary Latin America is that the differences between

nations, peoples and cultures are more clearly perceived and

strongly enacted now than they have ever been before. For that

reason, I have also insisted on the importance of not seeing

Latin American architecture as an undifferentiated totality but,

on the contrary, as a dynamic, complex and multifaceted field

that escapes straightforward classification.

According to statistics provided bythe governments

ofArgentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Uruguay,

anaverage 75 percent of middle- and high-income

individuals and families own theirresidential

property. Similarly, anaverage 35 percent (across

thecountries listed above) of middle- and high

income families own a holiday home outside the city.

2 Luis Barragan, Rogello Salmona and Eladio Dieste,

forexample, never built in countries different from

theirown. Oscar Niemeyer, onthe other hand,

produced buildings in many countries including

Israel, USA and, more recently, theUnited Kingdom.

3 See Garcia Cancllni, N., Culturas Hfbridas: Estrate

giaspara Entrar y Salirde la Modernidad. Mexico:

Editorial Paldos, 2002(reprint). - English edition:

Hybrid Cultures. Strategies for Entering andLeaving

Modernity. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1995.

4 Incollaboration with Francisco Pardo, Julio Amezcua,

Israel Alvarez, Aida Hurtado, Arturo Peniche, Jorge

Vazquez, Carlos Leguizamo and OctavioVazquez who

also contributed to theObservatory House.
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ARCHITECTURE IN THE LANDSCAPE

After having analysed buildings and public spaces embedded in

the fabric of Latin American cities, and reviewing the imagina

tive ways in which architects tackle poverty and overcrowding,

as well as opulence, I would like to focus on the relationship

between buildings and their natural surroundings in various

parts of the continent. The previous chapter already underlined

the diversity of environments that exist in such a vast and geo

graphically imprecise region that is Latin America. It included

houses on the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans, on the banks of

rivers and the edges of lakes, in cities as well as in the country.

This chapter reinforces the notion of environmental diversity

but focuses particularly on the way in which architects respond

to the challenges presented by such a diverse landscapes. It

reveals the strategies employed by architects to jugg le envi

ronmental concerns with their own architectural agendas, and

the way in which they engage with issues relating to history,

technology, economics and social politics.

It becomes apparent that geographical and cultural dif

ferences preclude the implementation of generalised solutions

or design formulas that can be applied everywhere. Design

strategies need to be revised, and often rethought entirely, from

one project to another. Not only can this be seen in the analysis

of buildings designed by different architects in diverse countries

but, also, in the work of individual architects whose buildings

differ greatly from one another. In this sense, I will develop

further another aspect that was introduced in the previous

section, namely the capacity of contemporary architects to

adapt their practices and, so, their own identities, to continually

shifting circumstances.

The analysis of these projects puts forward a sophisticated

understanding of the landscape or, else, the natural context.

The samples analysed in this chapter demonstrate that, more

than a set of physical characteristics, the landscape includes

people, their histories and cultures, and, in many cases, the

traumas left by decades of economic (and political) abandon

ment. That is the case for communities in the Atacama Desert

HOTEL EXPLORA, SAN PEDRO DE ATACAMA, CHILE, GERMAN DEL SOL. VIEW OF
THE RAMP LEADING TO THE BAR AND RESTAURANT.

and Isla de Pascua, two regions which endured the brutality of

Spanish colonisation and latter suffered again from the decline

of their industries - nitrate mining and sheep farming respect ive

ly. Socio -political awareness on the part of the architects makes

each project unique but, at the same time, brings forward a

number of inherent contradictions. Admittedly, the intricacy of

the historical and cultural issues I am referring to cannot be

resolved merely by the construction of buildings. What is more,

this chapter points out that , in many cases , buildings may

contribute to accentuate clashes between cultural or socio

economic groups. The three first cases, for example, are stylish

- and , so, relatively expensive - hotels which bring benefits to

local residents but, simultaneously, exacerbate cultural and

soc io-economic difference by various means. Not only do they

bring a wealthy class of 'world travellers' to the places where

they are built , but their mere presence near small towns and

communities causes a politico-economic re-classification of the

land which, in turn, rules out poor residents from the area. The

architects are clearly aware of the effects that their buildings
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have on local communities and, so, are at odds to put forward

strategies to compensate. The three hotels in ques tion, for

example, invited the participation of local craftsmen, artisans

and builders for their construction. Local materials were used

wherever poss ible and , similarly, the three hotels have devel

oped community projects which encourage local residents to

work, farm or sell their wares to visitors. The point to be made

is that contradiction is an inherent part of the way in wh ich

architects in Latin America relate to the context - natural or

otherwise. The uniqueness of their explorations arises precisely

from the existence of such contradictions. For that reason, it is

ludicrous to stud y these projects in relation to an arch itectural

genealogy wh ich would connect them with the work of archi

tects in oth er continents, a practice that has been deliberately

avoided throughout the book. The architectural value of all

the buildings included in this book needs to be considered

in relation to their spec ific context and not in relation to other

build ings, past or present. In the same way that the architects

take each project as a separate challenge, the ir study has to be

carried out individually. Otherwise, the cr itical discourse would

not cor respond with the realities of arch itectural pract ice in Latin

America.

Hotel Explora I SAN PEDRO DE ATACAMA, CHILE

German del Sol

German del Sol begins his descript ion of the Explora Hotel in

the Atacam a Desert , completed in the year 2000, by telling

a humorous anecdote. During one of his first trips to visit the

site, del Sol asked his companion, a local man , for a measuring

tape. The man replied, 'why do you need a tape? To measure

the site w ith a tape would be "too" precise'. Though such a

candid reply may sound absurd to an architect, especially when

HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF A NATURALLY LIT INTERIOR RAMP.

sett ing out to build a multi-million commercial project , the local

man's observation revealed, quite literally, an incommensurable

cultural difference. The man knew the site well. So well , he

did not need to measure it. The arch itect, on the other hand,

did not. Hence, the architect felt inclined to measure the site

and, what is more, to bring along endless consultants to carry

out numerou s analyses. How can the gap between these two

cultures be overcome without imposing one upon the other?

The clash between diverse cultural systems extended

beyond the initial disagreement about methods for measuring

the site. The oasis in the middle of the driest desert in the

world, where the hotel is located , has been inhabited for over

2000 years by the Atacarne rios, The Atacarnerios were the first

sedentary pre-Colombian culture in the current territory of Chile,

and one of the most technically advanced . The region still has

•

HOTEL EXPLORA. NORTH ELEVATION.

HOTEL EXPLORA. SOUTH ELEVATION.
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HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF THE VOLCANOES FROM ONE OF THE TERRACES. HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF THE CIRCULATION AROUND THE COURTYARD AT
LOWER LEVEL.
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HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF THE ACCESS AND LOBBY AREA.

the vestiges of early sett lements characte rised by an irregular

distribution of terraces and by an assortment of what seems

like randomly scattered sheds . Arbitrariness, however, played

no part in the organisation of the land. Terraces and sheds had

been carefully distr ibuted to facilitate artificial irrigation and the

farming of animals . The indigenous system was disrupted by

the Spanish who founded the town with the name San Pedro

and imposed their customary orthogonal grid . The juxtaposi

tion of these two forms of land occupation has transformed

itself over 400 years into a very part icular settlement pattern

that is not common in other parts of Chile, or anywhere else in

Latin America. To complicate the situation, the sophisticated

programme of the hotel called for a structure larger than any

existing building in the village. The scale of the hotel would

generate too harsh a contrast while, simultaneously, overlaying

newer socio-economic and cultu ral systems - since its aim is

to att ract foreign visitors (national and international). In such a

difficult situat ion, del Sol decided to avoid the easier answer,

namely to 'contextualise' , to build a building that 'looks like'

othe rs which existed there before. On the other hand , he did

not want to cont rast with the local architecture by creating 'an

iconic ' building - these are the two most common architectural

response s to this kind of situation. Instead , del Sol says , he

followed the tradition , which he explains by resorting to a local

expression: 't rad ition does not consist of wearing the same

hat that the grandfather wore , but of buying a new hat, like the

grandfather did ' .

118 I 6 Architecture in the Landscape

In order to prevent a conflict between old and new architectures,

the hotel is built approximately 1 kilometre south of the cent re

of town . The plan for the hotel is conceived as a pre-Co lumbian

settlement of isolated buildings separated by large, communal,

irregular and empty terraces. In turn , the terraces create

conn ections betwee n the buildings of the hotel and between

the hotel and the landscape without the mediation of streets , a

rationalised system brought by the European co lonisers which

does not cor respond to the natural conditions of the desert .

The circulation system consists of irregular and discontinuous

corridors which generate points of encounter and cause abrupt

changes of direction . Corridors and bedrooms are elevated

1.5 metres above the level of the square. That way, the cor

ridors relate visually to the interna l square from which they are

detached, and the bedrooms face the exterior focusing on the

two prominent volcanoes in the horizon: the Lincancabur and

the Juriques, approximately 35 kilometres east of San Pedro de

Atacama , on the border with Bolivia.'

The communal areas - lobby, restaurant , bar, etc . - are

located on the southernmost part of the site and elevated

4.5 metres above the ground. This manoeuvre serves the

purpose of creating an area underneath the building to house

all the ancillary funct ions (i.e. mechan ical and electric room,

hydraulics, storage and staff areas, which are distributed on

two floors). There is also an exhib ition gallery on the ground

floor at the eastern side of the hotel. More importantly, being

on a plinth 4.5 metres above the ground , the public areas have

unobstructed views of the landscape because they are higher

than the volumes containing the bedrooms across the square.

To put it differently, the lobby and the restaurant look into the

internal square and observe the desert and the volcanoes

beyond the bedrooms whic h are lower. In fact, the blocks of

accommodation were placed lower so that the rooftops serve to

frame distant views from the public areas - simultaneous ly they

provide a sense of enclosure for people on the ground. Despite

its sheer size, the hotel appears to be unimposing.

Large vaulted roofs above the blocks of accommodation

protect the circulations from the incidence of direct sunlight and

produce a sense of lightness . The wh ite-washed rustic walls

resemble some buildings in the town , but the materials, the

construction techn iques and the geometry of the composition

differ greatly from local architectures. Traditiona l materials and

building methods are complemented by metal frames , factory

produced woodwork and soph isticated mechanical equipment.

However, no attempt was made to 'blend ' these diverse

components into a homogenous whole . Instead, different ma

ter ials maintain an antagonistic relation that is odd in places but

corresponds with the historical conflicts described above. In the
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HOTEL REMOTA, PUERTO NATALES, PATAGONIA, CHILE, GERMAN DEL SOL. VIEW OF ONE OF THE BLOCKS OF ACCOMMODATION AND THE PROTECTED PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATIONS. THE BUILDING EMERGES ASA FENCE DEMARCATING THE COURTYARD.

same way, interior spaces have been decorated with indigenous

elements, modern furniture, contemporary art, found objects

and objects left behind by visitors. Thus, if the hotel appears to

have become 'part of the site ', it is not because an effort was

made to make it belong. On the cont rary, it is difference what

makes the building part of a tradit ion of cultural contradiction

and continuous transformation.

Hotel Remota I PUERTO NATALES, PATAGONIA, CHILE

German del Sol

The Hotel Remota, built in 2005, is located at the opposite end

of Chile, in a region whose history, as well as its geographic

and climatic conditions , differ greatly from those of the previous

project. Patagon ia is the southernmost region of South America.

Shared between Chile and Argentina , the mean average tem

perature is 11·C, though the strong winds make it feel substan

tially lower. There is, however, a distant commonality between

the two regions of the country: Puerto Natales, the town to

which the hotel is attached, was settled by Europeans (mainly

Brit ish, Italians and Germans) who moved to the region in the

early 20th century, attracted by the sheep industry, and estab

lished an economy with workers from other parts of Chile and

Argent ina. Though farming continues today, the industry has

declined and the town 's economy depends heavily on tourism .

In that sense, the two locations share conditions of colonialism

and sustained coexisten ce of cultural groups - although, in this

case , Chilean indigenous culture is substantially less influential.

In this project, del Sol studies carefully the effects that the

sheep-raising industry had on the local landscape and docu 

ments two architectural elements he considers to be dominant:

barns and fences . Unlike farm houses, barns where built care

lessly, even though farmers spent the most part of the ir days

working there. Yet, barns were large structures wh ich became

more prominent than houses in the landscape. The other

important feature was the fence. Fences prevented sheep from

HOTEL REMOTA. NORTH ELEVATION.
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HOTEL REMOTA. VIEW OF THE HOTEL FROM THE FIELDS WITH TRADITIONAL FENCE.

running away and divided the land, a function they continue

to perform. Thus , fences symbolise a fore ign system of land

ownership which collides with the local culture of communal

land use - a tradition that has disappeared almost comp letely

along with the local indigenous po pulation. Like the orthogonal

street pattern in the previous case study, fences represent a

rat iona l system linked to European culture .

Indeed, the hotel appears in the landscape as a large

barn , or an oversized fence wh ich demarcates a three-sided

co urtya rd. Accommodation is contained in the north and south

blocks, wh ile the eastern block contains the admin istration,

lobby, bar, restaurant and services. The main build ing (eastern

bloc k) is conceived as an open plan that can be traversed freely,

exce pt from the services which are part itioned at the back. The

block s of accommodation have corridors on the inside of the

co urtyard so that the bedrooms face the coastline and the

cordillera. As in the previous project, the blocks of accornmoda-

HOTEL REMOTA. ENCLOSURE OF THE COURTYARD.

tion are lower than the main block in order to give unobstru cted

views of the fjord to all public areas. In addition to the main

corridors, there is a diagonal shortcut that links the eastern

ends of the two blocks of accommodation leading to the foyer.

I J

HOTEL REMOTA. SECTION THROUGH MAIN BLOCK.
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HOTEL REMOTA. BIFURCATION OF AN INTERIOR CIRCULATION.

There is an external walkway on the west side of the hotel - as

if completing the courtyard - which leads to the swimming pool ,

an eccentric facility on the south of the quadrangle.

The main structure is made of cast- in-situ concrete. The

external wall construction (from interior to exterior) comprises

waterproof plywood panels , 30-centimetre expanded poly

urethane core insulation coat ed with a syntheti c asphalt mem

brane on the exterior. In turn, the exterior membrane is covered

with a layer of dark fine gravel which creates the rustic and

weathered appearance of an old barn. A 30-centimetre green

roof provides insulation and disguises the scale of the building .

From the distance, the roof merges with the landscape so that

the oblique walls of the facade do look like the leaning posts of

a wooden fence while the ventilation ducts look like scattered

boulders on a field - as indeed happens inside the courtyard.

The rustic exterior is contrasted with the refined interior. In the

interior, the concrete structure is exposed and white -washed ,

floors are finished with dark grey stone tiles, and the ceiling is

a wood trellis flushed with the underside of the deep beams in

order to conceal the appliances.

Once again , the combination of natural materials and local

craftsmanship with sophisticated factory-made elements keep

up a correspondence with the cultural history of the region .

Unlike other corporate hotels , wh ich attempt to convey a sense

of 'cosmopolitan ' neutrality through spat ial cleanliness and

homogeneity, del Sol attains comfort and homeliness through

an expression - though undoubtedly, too , an abstraction - of

everyday life. Clearly, the production of particular images is not

foreign to del Sol's architectural agenda. However, images result

from a complex art iculation of seemingly opposing and distant

elements. Instead of pursuing the construction of a 'personal

HOTEL REMOTA. VIEW OF THE LOBBY AREA.

identity' that can be repeated in every building, del Sol adjusts

his design strategy to each case; the architectural objectives

may always be the same , but the resulting buildings are not.

Hotel Explora I ISLA DE PASCUA, CHILE

Jose Cruz Ovalle

Jose Cruz Ovalle is one of the most influent ial figures in con

temporary Chilean architecture. Amongst the first build ings to

receive international acclaim was the Chilean pavilion that he

designed for the 1992 Seville World Exposition." Cruz , who initi

ated his architectural studies in Chile but obtained his degree

from the Escuela Tecnica Superior de Arquitectura in Barcelona

in 1973, has vast experience in practice as well as in academia.

Additionally, Cruz is an accomplished sculptor, a practice that

he cannot dissociate from the production of buildings. He

candidly confesses that, for him, architecture is an art . Perhaps

for that reason Cruz has developed a very particular design

methodology which encompasses various forms of practice:

writing , sketching, model making (sculpting) and orthographic

drawings. As he declares, writing and sketching are ways of

thinking and of abstracting space, wh ile modelling and sculpting

allow him to develop those thoughts and reach a kind of ma

teriallsation.>Given the enormous distance that exists between

drawing and building (both, the process of build ing and its

product ), it is often difficult for architects to th ink in spat ial and

material terms. Thus, modelling and sculpting help to bridge

that gap, while allowing him to experiment with form and matter.

This gradual process of design, which crosses multiple disci

plinary boundaries before it materialises into a building, can be

seen as another manifestation of the heterogeneous strategies
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HOTEL EXPLORA, ISLA DE PASCUA, CHILE, JDSE CRUZ OVALLE. INTERSEC
TION BETWEEN VARIOUS VOLUMES. THE DIFFERENT LEVELS ARE ARTICULATED
VERTICALLY THROUGH RAMPS AND STAIRWAYS.
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Covered terrace
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HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF THE PERIPHERAL CIRCULATIONS UNDER THE
CANOPY AND THE ARTICULATION OF MATERIALS ON THE EXTERIOR OF THE
BUILDING.

devised by Latin American architects in response to the natural

and socio -political circumstances of each place.

In order to describe Isla de Pascua, for example, Cruz

explains the undulating horizontality of the site - horizontality

both in geometrical terms as well as in its relation to the hori

zon - which is perceived in the form of three lines that separate

the land from the sky, the land from the ocean and the ocean

from the sky. Such distant intangible lines are the only spatial

demarcation in the vastness of the Pacific Ocean. The position

of the eye in the vertical axis determines the predominance of

one of these three lines and , accordingly, the relationship one

establishes with the horizon.

Cruz also studied the moais (also spelt mohais), the

distinctive Rapa Nui statues found in the island, which generally

stand on a stone platform, or ahu . Rather than setting a limit to

the island's space, Cruz argues that they frame the view of the

horizon . In other words, for Cruz, the void between the figures

is as important as the figures themselves. He also notes that

HOTEL EXPLORA. VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE HOTEL AND THE ARTICULA
TION OF MATERIALS INTHE LOBBY.

neither posit ive nor negative space is rectilinear - everything

you can see is curved .

These two analyses influenced the form of the Hotel

Explora from 2005 , which is conceived as a series of separate

curved volumes elevated on a platform. The volumes modify the

way the landscape is perceived. Just like the moais standing on

the ahus , the volumes generate a multitude of spaces around

and inside the hotel. Such spaces are connected by an intricate

circulat ion system that includes ramps, stairwells and weaving

corridors. The complex circulation system repositions the viewer

constantly at different heights so that his or her relationship with

the horizon is never the same .

Although the plan suggests great spatial complexity, the

layout is very simple. There is a main volume in the centre wh ich

contains the services and all publ ic areas (lobby, restaurant, bar,

kitchen , etc.) . Two wings of the bedrooms extend towards the

north and the south-west adapting to the contour lines. Access

is gained through a ramp that connects the car park in the

HOTEL EXPLORA. CROSS SECTION.
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north-west with the reception in the central volume. Internal

circulations are placed on the north and north-west side in such

a way that all inhabitable areas open towards the ocean which

is approximately 2 kilometres away from the hotel in the south

and south-east direction.

The rustic, yet elegant exterior makes a stark contrast with

the interior where concrete floors are polished and the wood

work that characterises Cruz's oeuvre is impeccable." Thus , the

interior is both stylish and warm at the same time - a sense of

homeliness which, as in the previous two projects, results from

the articulation of seemingly opposing materials.

Postgraduate Building, Universidad Adolfo Ibanez I
SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE

Jose Cruz Ovalle
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Back in the capital Santiago, where he has his studio, Cruz was

commissioned to design a postgraduate educational facility for

the Universidad Adolfo Ibanez. He had already designed the

undergraduate building for the same institution, a project that

he completed in 2002 and for which he received the First Prize

at the Bienal Iberoamericana de Arquitectura y Urbanismo (Lima,

Peru, 2004). The new facility was to be located on a site nearby.

In his description of the project, Cruz demonstrates a great

deal of self-criticism by indicating that there were excesses in

POSTGRADUATE BUILDING. UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ, SANTIAGO DE CHILE,
CHILE, JOSE CRUZ OVALLE, PRELIMINARY SKETCHES BY THE ARCHITECT.

his design for the undergraduate building, excesses which he

did not want to repeat in the centre for postgraduate studies.

Though there are some similarities between the two schemes,

it is safe to affirm that the latter building , completed in 2007,

shows a greater level of accomplishment. Not only is this judge

ment based on the usage of a more complex morphology but,

I
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- f I
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""

I UncJergradul te bUilding
2 AudilOtl3
3 SPOfl511clhhes
.. GymnasiumandsWimming pool
5 Poslgraduate BUilding

\

POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. SITE PLAN SHOWING THE TWO BUILDINGS BY JOSE CRUZ OVALLE: THE UNDERGRADUATE BUILDING
(LEFT) AND THE POSTGRADUATE COMPLEX (RIGHT) .
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POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. AERIAL VIEW OF THE BUILDING SHOWING ITS CORRESPONDENCE TO THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE
CORDILLERA.

POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. VIEW OF THE BUILDING FROM THE ROAD ILLUSTRATING ITS RELATION WITH THE LANDSCAPE.
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POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. VIEW OF THE
UNDULATING VOLUMES AND THE EXTERIOR CIRCULATIONS.

POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. VIEW OF THE PUB
LIC AREAS ON THE NORTH-EASTERN SIDE OF THE BUILDING.

also, on the creation of a dynamic and extraordinarily diverse

spatiality.

The site consisted of a steep and narrow ridge extending

out of the cordillera towards the city. Although it is not the

most appropriate location from an economic and, even, techni 

cal point of view (because of the cost and difficulty of building

on a rugged and steep terrain), Cruz placed the building on

top of the ridge. Two reasons motivated this decision: first , it

guarantees views of the city in front and the Andes at the

back, second, that way the building is distanced 250 metres

from the main road. This distance constitutes a transition

into the building , a gradual detachment from the city (first by

car, then on foot) and a reduction of speed, so that arrival

into the place of study happens at the slower pace of the

pedestrian.
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POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ.
LOWER LEVEL PLAN.

POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ.
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL PLAN.
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POSTGRADUATE BUILDING, UNIVERSIDAD ADOLFO IBANEZ. VIEW OF THE INTERIOR AND THE AERIAL CIRCULATION SYSTEM COMPOSED OF RAMPS AND BRIDGES.

The building or, indeed, buildings - for it consists of an arrange

ment of intertwined volumes - create a series of outdoor public

spaces (patios) on different levels at the north-east where they

receive the morn ing sunlight. A few interruptions in the continuity

of the weaving building at ground level permit controlled views

of the city from the patios. However, other volumes float above

these intermittent interruptions creating covered plazas , protect

ed from the sunlight, where students can gather in the afternoon.

The undulations of the buildings are not arbitrary. As the architect

explains , they make room for different natural occurrences: a

tree here, a rock there or a needed transparency over there.

Those particularities of the site - which are not common to any

other site - determine the form of the building, its position on the

site and the undulations of the volumes. Similar considerations

were made for the location of windows, ramps, stairwells and all

major components of the postgraduate complex . What can be

perceived as arbitrary in photos of the exterior of the building , or

in plans, is the result of careful analysis, though some decisions

were made during the construction.

If the general form of the building is dictated by elements in the

context , its interior spatiality is a different subject altogether. This

is not to say that the interior bears no relation with the context ,

it does, but the particularities of the context have different

implications for the inside of the building. The steep topography

prevents a traditional distribution of floors (first, second, third,

etc.) . Instead, level changes are often irregular, half-level,

one-third of a level or, only, 1 metre. Consequently, the chal

lenge inside the building is to connect these continually varying

levels while, simultaneously, creating an unambiguous, and

functional, circulation system. To achieve this, most circu lations

are detached from the volumes that contain spaces such as

classrooms, offices, toilets, etc. As a result, circulations turn into

a network of ramps and bridges that traverse the space at vari

ous heights , producing a truly extraordinary spatiality. The effect

of such an aerial network of ramps and bridges is exacerbated

by the lighting arrangement. Natural sunlight enters generously

through the roof, yet this light is broken , as it were , by the ramps

which cast a multitude of shadows on the interior walls.
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VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE MEXICO, TEQUISQUIAPAN, MEXICO, ISAAC BROID. GENERAL VIEW OF THE BUILDING
FROM THE SOUTH-WEST.

The plasticity of the building is such that it does not need a

juxtaposition of materials to create a suitable ambience. Walls

are painted white in- and outside the building . White makes the

building stand out against the colours of the cordillera which

change according to the season - or it can make it disappear

when it snows. More importantly, white increases the legibility of

the curv ing volumes and alleviates the sense of weight caused

by their horizontality. In the interior, free-standing walls have

skirting around them while the walls of classrooms and other

main spaces have a dado . These two elements serve to high

light the curvature of the walls in the interior, where there is less

light. Exterior floors are made of stone , a heavier and resistant

material which also works as a transition between the natural

and the artificial. The interior floor is presented as a continuous

surface throughout. Most ceilings are painted white, although

the areas that need extra servicing (reading rooms , auditoria,

etc.) use suspended wooden ceilings to conceal the appliances.

These two examples demonstrate the multidimensional

character of the work of Jose Cruz Ovalle. Not only does he
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carry out adventurous formal explorations, he does so while

also attending issues pertaining to the history of the site and the

people who use his buildings. Thus, the apparent formalism of

his buildings is by no means dissociated from the particularities

of context (understood both in its physical and social dimen

sions). Such a complex simultaneity of factors and design

strategies makes Cruz's work an exemplary case of contempo

rary architectural practice in Latin America.

Veterinary Research Centre, Universidad Nacional

Aut6noma de Mexico I TEOUISOUIAPAN, MEXICO

Isaac Broid

Isaac Broid, in association with Alfredo Hernandez Soto, Lenin

Garcia, Miguel Angel Jimenez, Reynaldo Esperanza, designed

a similar educat ional facility approximately 190 kilometres

north-east of Mexico City. The programme for this research

complex, Centro de Enserianza, Investigaci6n y Extensi6n en

Producci6n Animal en Altiplano, completed in 2007, comprises
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VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE MEXICO. VIEW OF THE AUDITORIUM AND THE LIBRARY BLOCK, RESTING ABOVE
THE DORMITORIES.

7
VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE MEXICO. NORTH AND WEST ELEVATION.

VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE MEXICO. SOUTH ELEVATION AND CROSS SECTION.
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VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE
MEXICO. VIEW OF THE MAIN ACCESS.

a wide range of functions: science laboratories, classrooms,

stud y area, administration, library and aud itorium as well as

accommodation and dining facilities. All these functions had

to be condensed in the smallest possible area in order to free

space for keep ing animals .

Resorting to Donna Haraway,- the zoologist, biologist and

feminist theorist who has written about mankind's ambivalent

VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA DE
MEXICO. VIEW OF THE AUDITORIUM RESTING OVER THE BLOCK OF DORMITO
RIES AND FRAMING VIEWS OF THE LANDSCAPE.

relationship with machines and who opposes the simplified

categorisation of women, Broid and his team ask: why is the

skin the end of the body? This appears to be merely a rhetorical

question - the architects do not elaborate further on the

theoretical implications of Haraway 's work - used suggestively

to introduce their intention of designing a building which

extends beyond its physical enclosure, its facade (or skin). They

VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA
DE MEXICO. LOWER LEVEL PLAN (LABORATORIES SOUTH; CUBICLES AND
CLASSROOMS NORTH).
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VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUT6NOMA
DE MEXICO. GROUND FLOOR PLAN (ROAD LEVEL, INCLUDING MAIN ACCESS,
OFFICES, AUDITORIUM AND LIBRARY).
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VETERINARY RESEARCH CENTRE, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE MtXICO. ENTRY AREA.

do so by placing the views at the centre of their des ign agenda.

Although responding to the views is the most common way of

establishing a link between the building and the context, that

is, of exceeding its phys icality, Broid refers to this particular

building as a viewing platform rather than as a research facility.

In fact, he app lies this concept to every area of the research

centre: the offices, the dormitor ies, the auditorium, the library,

etc ., all are considered viewing platforms. At the same time ,

Broid conceives the centre as a conspicuous element in the

landscape, one wh ich encou rages the app reciation of the

natural surroundings but, at the same time, becomes part of

such a view. Hence they have no intention to blend with the

natural surroundings but to emerge as an art ificial extension of

it - an idea which may well derive from their reading of Haraway.

The fact that the build ing is part of the landscape, or context ,

does not preclude contradiction for Broid. On the contrary, he

understands architecture as an irresolute act of negotiation

between the natural and the artificial, the build ing and the user,

the architect and the client and so on.

In order to ach ieve their object ives, the programme was divided

in four zones, each of which is housed in a separate volume .

The laboratories are situated at the southernmost end of the

project in a rectangular volume para llel to the street. Proxim-

ity to the street is necessary for reasons of accessibility and

maintenance. The laboratories lie 3 metres below the level of

the road, that way its roof can be used as a viewing platform

adjacent to the road . A second larger block, on the north ,

contains two levels of dormitor ies, classrooms, study areas and

the cafete ria. The dormitories are placed on the lower floors, at

10.4 and 6.95 metres below street level, form ing a plinth wh ich

supports the upper floors . The cafeteria, c lassrooms and stud y

areas are levelled with the laboratories (at -3 metres) so that

the roof is also levelled with the road creat ing a perpend icu lar

platform that extends into the hor izon. The adm inistration area

is held in an orange rectangular volume wh ich links the previous

two zone s of the complex. It forms an archway into the field

(between the two volumes) and is pierced in the middle to form

the main entrance to the complex. The fourth volume, wh ich
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L1CEO FRANCO-MEXICANO, GUADALAJARA, MEXICO, ALBERTO KALACH. VIEW OF THE CLASSROOMS AND THE ROOF-GARDENS WHICH DOUBLE AS PLAYGROUNDS.

contains the library and the auditorium, sits perpendicu larly

across the classrooms and study areas in such a way that it

cantilevers out on both sides . The administration block and

the block containing the library and the auditorium are the only

volumes that protrude above street level and interfere with the

view from the road. From the bottom of the hill, however, the

Veterinary Research Centre does emerge as an imposing

ship -like structure which accomplishes the double effect sought

by the architect: to magnify the views and to become part of

them .

Licea Franco-Mexicano I GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Alberto Kalach

Alberto Kalach adopts a similar approach in his design for a

school on the north-western suburbs of Guadalajara that was

completed in 2005. The area was formerly used for agriculture

and farming, but is currently undergoing transformation. In

recent years , buildings of various uses have appeared in the
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L1CEO FRANCO-MEXICANO. THIS IMAGE SHOWS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK (AT THE BACK), THE CLASSROOMS (LEFT) AND
THE LEANING PLAYGROUNDS IN FRONT OF EVERY ROW OF CLASSROOMS.
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L1CEO FRANCO-MEXICANO. VIEW OF THE RETAINING WALL AND THE TOPOGRAPHIC SOLUTION ATTHE END OF THE ROW OF CLASSROOMS.

area; these include light industry sheds, educational facilities

and residential developments. Some agriculture still persists. As

a result the area lacks in character and it is difficult to foresee

how it will develop in the future. This initial challenge was

complicated by the fact that the programme appeared to be

larger than the site . Therefore, it was necessary to devise a

strategy in order to minimise land occupation - to provide suf

ficient space for children to play - while creating an environment

that is, simultaneously, friendly but resilient to future changes in

the area.

To that end, Kalach and his team located the administrative

offices and larger educational units in two blocks along the

northern edge of the site. They separate the school from

existing buildings and create a grand entrance. In turn , three

blocks of classrooms are arranged diagonally in relation to the

administration. The rows of classrooms demarcate four distinct

sectors. On the west, there is a communal recreational area

for all students. Three other areas result between the rows of

classrooms; these are used for the recreation of students in

the relevant row. The form and disposition of the classrooms is

L1CEO FRANCO-MEXICANO. SECTION THROUGH CLASSROOMS AND PLAYGROUNDS.
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L1CEO FRANCO -MEXICANO. VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF A CLASSROOM.

L1CEO FRANCO-MEXICANO. SITE PLAN.
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COLEGIO HONTANARES, EL RETIRO, COLOMBIA, PLAN B ARQUITECTOS. GENERAL VIEW OF THE SCHOOL INTHE LANDSCAPE.

such that they focus on distant views of the mountains, thereby

avoiding potential clashes with future constructions nearby. The

classrooms are orientated to the south -east in order to receive

the morning light, at an angle which facilitates its control by

means of vertical elements in the facade, The main featu re,

however, is the fact that the classrooms are tucked underneath

the playground. In other words, the site is treated as a terrain

made out of three successive valleys with classrooms under

neath.

Unlike previous projects in this chapter, Kalach did not

have the privilege to work in a strong and clearly defined

landscape. Instead, the school is located in a bland urban

periphery not yet consolidated. Consequently, rather than

responding to a given landscape, Kalach and his team opted for

creating one. Without doubt, the proposed solution generates

an interesting spatiality and provides unusual spaces for ch il

dren to play. It is also an intelligent response to the challenges

presented by a tight site. However, it is necessary to wait until

the city has grown around the schoo l in order to analyse how

such a formidable environment will be affected by surrounding

buildings .

Colegio Hontanares I EL RETIRO, COLOMBIA
Plan B Arquitectos

The Colegio Hontanares, whose first phase was completed

in 2007, is a med ium-scale project in a beautiful and sparsely

inhabited mountainous area towards the south-east of Medel

lin. Unlike the previous project, the Hontanares School sits

on a generous site in a dec idedly rural location with a steep

and irregular topography which , therefore, required a different

approach. In order to tackle the complex topography, the

architects studied the solutions advanced by the Tayrona

culture, an indigenous group that inhabited the Sierra Nevada

near the Caribbean coast of Colombia. The Sierra Nevada is an

isolated mountain range (it does not belong to the Andes) which

rises from an average altitude of 200 metres above sea level at

the foothills to approximately 5700 metres at the top (it is the

highest mountain in Colombia and the world's highest coastal

range). As a result, the sierra covers virtually all existing c limates

and eco-systems, which make it a propitious place to live. On

the other hand, the abrupt topography required its inhabitants

to develop strategies to adapt the land for both occupation and
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agriculture. The Tayronas developed a sophisticated system

of terraces which followed the contours of the topography in

order to facilitate the cultivation and irrigation of crops, as well

as the farming of animals. Plan B Arquitectos (Felipe Mesa and

Alejandro Bernal) complemented their study of Tayrona land oc

cupation strategies with analyses of Chinese rural architectures

which also employ methods of terracing for agricultural pur

poses. Following their research, Plan B Arquitectos proposed to

organise the school on a single narrow linear terrace following

the contour lines. This strategy minimises environmental dam

age and forces the deployment of the project over the entire

site, so that it is possible to benefit from a variety of natural

conditions and views.

The architects identified four areas on the site: the central

plateau, the western hill, the eastern hill and the north-eastern

fringe at the bottom of the site. The central plateau is the

COLEGIO HONTANARES. SITE PLAN.
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COLEGIO HONTANARES. VIEW OF THE ROW OF CLASSROOMS.

largest - and only - area of flat land. It is located almost at the

centre of the site with views in all directions. For that reason , it

was planned as a forecourt and the main public space of the

school , the space for weekly assemblies and special events.

The non-academic items of the programme (administration ,

COLEGIO HONTANARES. INTERIOR OF A COMMUNAL AREA.

teachers ' room, etc.) are built around the perimeter of the

forecourt but sit 4 metres below it. That way, the building does

not interrupt the views and its roof becomes an extension of the

upper forecourt into the horizon . The western hill, which is long

and gentle, houses the classrooms for the smaller children and

the workshops. In turn, the classrooms for students attending

the secondary school are located on the eastern hill. This part

of the site is narrower, steeper and more secluded, so it is a

conducive environment for students who need to concentrate

more in order to perform their academic tasks. The remaining

part of the site has been articulated by a network of pathways

which, like the Tayronas did, generate a succession of terraces

at different levels for the cultivation of fruits, an activity students

are encouraged to pursue.

The circulation system is simple and unambiguous yet

joyful due to the constantly varying views. It consists of a

weaving corridor in front of the classrooms which is covered by

a concrete canopy. In turn, the canopy doubles as a transitional

space between interio r and exterior. While the general layout

of the building follows the contours of the topography, the

rectangular classrooms are orientated in the north-south direc-
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COLEGIO HONTANARES. VIEW OF THE UNDULATING ROW OF CLASSROOMS AND
THE TERRACING SYSTEM.

Sm

COLEGIO HONTANARES. CROSS SECTIONS THROUGH DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE
SCHOOL REVEALING THE INTERESTING INTERPLAY OF SCALES: OFFICES AND
PUBLIC AREAS (TOP) , MULTI -FUNCTIONAL SPACES (MIDDLE) AND CLASS
ROOMS (BOTTOM).
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tion. That way they avoid direct incidence of sunlight, which is

carefully controlled by north-facing high windows. The sections

reveal an interesting interplay of scales : circulations are relatively

shallow, classrooms are high and offices - as well as other

non-academic spaces - remain at an intermediate height. The

transition between these different scales is emphasised by a

series of thresholds which highlight the different spatial charac

teristics of each part of the school. As has been demonstrated

throughout this chapter, transition s between interior and exterior,

between bright and dark or between hot and cool (or vice versa)

are important in dealing with the vast scales and contrasting en

vironmental cond itions of the Latin American landscape. In spite

of its small scale and formal simplicity, the Hontanares School is

a splend id example of the way in which a younger generation of

contemporary Colombian architects articulate multiple cultural

and architectural elements in order to produce building solu

tions which are both attractive and socially conscious.

Orquideorama I MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

Plan B Arquitectos and JPRCR Arquitectos

Orquideorama is a made-up word that describes a garden

for the exhibition of orchids. The Orquideorama, built in 2005,

belongs to the Jardin Botanico de Medellin, a municipal facility

which underwent major renovation during the revitalisation of

the northern edge of the city centre . The programme compr ises

other buildings , amongst which it is worth mentioning the

Parque de los Deseos (reviewed earlier) and the Parque Explora

(a cultural cent re dedicated to the natural sciences). These two

fac ilities and the Botanic Garden are articulated by a station

of the city's metro and the partial pedestrianisation of a major

intersection.

The architect s, Plan B Arquitectos (Felipe Mesa and

Alejandro Bernal) and JPRCR Arquitectos (J. Paul Restrepo and

Camilo Restrepo), were against the construction of a 'building'

which, in their view, would clash with the natural conditions

of the garden as well as with the environment where orchids

grow. Instead, they conceived a modular system that could

develop organically, as a garden, even though the module is

artificial. The architects also wanted figuratively to replace the

miss ing foliage of the Botanic Garden in order to complement

its existing natural fabric rather than disrupting it. To that end,

the proposal consists of a flexible system based on a modular

structure that the architects call 'flower-tree' . The name derives

from the fact that, in plan, the structure looks like a flower while,

in elevation, it looks like a tree. Each module is made of seven

hexagons, one in the centre and six more attached to each

of its sides. The central hexagon is extruded to become the
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ORQUIDEORAMA, MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, PLAN BARQUITECTOS AND JPRCR ARQUITECTOS. GENERAL VIEW OF THE EXHIBITION SPACE UNDER THE
'FLOWER-TREES'

ORQUIDEORAMA.THE TOP OF THE 'FLOWER-TREES' AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE CANOPY OF EXISTING TREES.

trunk of the tree-like structure. In fact, much like a tree trunk,

the central hexagon provides structural support for the other

six - which float above as the canopy of leaves - and contains

all the necessary installations (mechanical and electrical) . Each

'flower-tree' is an independent structure. Consequently, the

project could reduce itself to one single module (if the budget

were to run out too early) or could be expanded in the future

if it were necessary. Incidentally, the architects proposed 14

'flower-trees' but only 13 were built.

Continuing with their analogy of a tree, the 'petals ' of the

'flower-tree' are covered with a translucent material. This cre

ates an environment similar to walking in a forest. The intensity

of the light is reduced by the canopy of leaves, but shafts of

bright light can penetrate suddenly introducing contrast and

excitement. The translucent roof also protects from the rain

and collects water that is brought down through the trunk and
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dropped into the planting beds at the centre of each hexagon.

Of course, the fact that orchids grow within the tree trunk and

use the nutrients that it brings from the leaves, is part of the

architects' straightforward set of biological analogies. Even so,

the structures do generate a pleasant open-air exhibition space.

Structurally, the 'flower-tree' consists of a simple tubular

metal structure in two parts. In the lower part the six columns

are straight and perpendicular to the floor. Approximately

5 metres above the ground the columns meet a horizontal

reinforcement and, from that point on, they rotate and lean

outwards to meet the vertices of the central hexagon. Since the

rotation multiplies the stresses that the structure has to counter

act, significant bracing is added in the middle to guarantee its

stability and to receive the weight of the trusses which cantilever

an average of 10 metres. The metal structure is clad with an

intricate wooden lattice which, during the day, filters the sunlight

casting interesting shadow patterns on the floor. At night, the

structure is magnified by upward lighting which turns the

'flower-trees' into exhibits in their own right.

But if the concept that underpins the project, the audacity of

the structure and the impeccable quality of the construction are

by all means commendable, it is important to stress that the

significance of the Orquideorama as part of the revitalisation

of an area of Medellin, lies in the ability of the architects to

understand two aspects: on the one hand, the dynamics of

change that characterise Colombian cities, on the other, the

politics of interaction necessary to conceive this project in rela

tion to others in the area as a way to accomplish the revitalising

goal. The former aspect requires that buildings are flexible

and adaptable (both in their form and function as well as in

their economics). The latter aspect requires architects never to

dissociate their buildings from the complex socio-political milieu

in which they are embedded. Neither of these two aspects

precludes formal experimentation. On the contrary, as the two

projects in this part of Medellin that have been studied in this

book demonstrate, architects can pursue their own individual

agendas while contributing to the consolidation of a collective

endeavour. It is also noteworthy that the Orquideorama shows
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ORQUIDEORAMA. THE METAL STRUCTURE OF THE 'FLOWER-TREES'.
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TERMAS GEOMETRICAS, PARQUE NACIONAL VOLcAN VILLARICA, CHILE, GER
MAN DEL SOL. AERIAL VIEW OF THE QUINCHO INTHE CANYON WITH ZIGZAG
GING WALKWAYS AND ARTIFICIAL BATHING PONDS.

the extraordinary versatility of a young group of architects who

embrace each project as a different challenge and deliberately

refuse to be located within particular architectural movements.

Termas Geometrlcas I

Parque Nacional volcan Villarica, Chile

German del Sol

To conclude this chapter on different architectural responses to

Latin American landscapes, I will examine a project designed

by German del Sol in the south of Chile. The merit of this

project, completed in 2005, lies not only in its formal exuber

ance but, also, in the subtle interpretation of the practice of

outdoor bathing. Going on a trip with family or friends to bathe

in rivers is a common and well-liked activity amongst Chilean

people - as it is in many other Latin American countries. The

trip involves a certain ceremony. It all begins with getting there,
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TERMAS GEOMETRICAS. VIEW OF ONE OF THE BATHING PONDS AND THE SCAT
TERED RED GRASS-ROOFED WOODEN STRUCTURES.

TERMAS GEOMETRICAS. VIEW OF THE SUCCESSION OF BATHING PONDS AND
CHANGING FACILITIES WITH THE HOT SPRINGS SPURTING OUT OF THE VOL
CANIC ROCKS.
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TERMAS GEOMETRICAS. VIEW OF THE ZIGZAGGING WALKWAYS ALONG THE
CANYON.

for usually bath ing areas are remote and require travelling . Once

the river has been reached, the party walks along the river bank

to find the perfect spot. It has to be wide enough to set up a

temporary camp, often suitable for cooking (but not always) and,

also, it needs a nice deep pond for swimming . Preferably, the

site ought to be private. In fact , there are, even, certain rules

of etiquette according to which people avoid sites that have

already been taken by others. In sum, river bathing is associ

ated with the concepts of journey, search and setting camp

while being governed by a complex tacit social politics.

Let me now describe briefly the region where the project

is located as a means to reiterate the relevance of the previous

argument. The Parque Nacional Volcan Villarica is located in the

south of Chile, approximately 600 kilometres south of Santiago.

It shares the name with a lake and the nearest town , which sits

on the lake's shore. The Villarica is an active volcano - indeed,

it is one of the most active volcanoes in the country - and is

permanently covered in snow. The surrounding landscape is

marked by the traces of previous eruptions, by numerous fresh

water rivers and by hundreds of volcanic hot springs all embed

ded in a rugged topography and dense vegetation.

The project can be described quite simply. It consists of a

450-metre-long elevated walkway - or bridge - which hovers

over the river, zigzagging along the narrow canyon . The walk

way connects 20 man-made ponds that were carved in the rock

on both sides of the canyon and distributed in such a way that

they are separate from each other, remaining somewhat private .

The ponds mix the water that spurts out of the rock at 80°C and

combines it with fresh water from the river to achieve a pleasant

temperature. Some ponds are large and shallow, for families

with children, for example, others are deep for accompl ished

swimmers. There are also smaller ponds for private bathing - or

a little more intimacy. Each pond has a terrace where bathers

can keep their belongings, pick-nick or cook. Changing facilities

and toilets are scattered through the length of the project , more

or less equidistantly from the ponds. At the end of the walkway

there is a quincho, a small wooden shed, with an open fire

where food is served and people can gather to talk . It is a tran

sitional space, the end of the journey by road and the beginning

of the journey into the mountain on foot , as well as vice versa.

Del Sol uses distinctly geometric forms, linear but angular,

in order to produce a separation between the natural and the

man-made. That is why the walkway and other structures are
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TERMAS GEOMETRICAS. VIEW OF THE CANDLELIT FLOOR LEVEL 'LAMPS'
ALONG THE WALKWAYS WITH CHANGING ROOM IN THE BACKGROUND (AND
BATHING POND ON THE RIGHT).

TERMAS GEOMETRICAS. VIEW OF THE RED ZIGZAGGING WALKWAYS STANDING
OUT INTHE STEAM FROM THE HOT VOLCANIC WATER .
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elevated from the ground: to formalise such distinction and to

disrupt nature the least possible. The ponds, which are inevi

tably embedded into the mountain, juxtapose linear concrete

dikes clad in local slate with the natural rock. This accentuates

the distinction between the two aspects of the project: natural

and artificial. That is also the case with the red dye applied to

the coigOe local wood. Red enhances visibility when dark falls

or when the steam rises up from the water, but it also sets the

project apart from the dominant green and grey colours of the

site. But if del Sol was at odds to establish a relationship of

separation, the vegetated roofs introduce a contradictory desire

to blend with the landscape. Indeed, such a contradiction sums

up the fundamental nature of the project, it lies at the border

between architecture and landscape or, even, between architec

ture and popular building (vernacular architecture). Furthermore,

the project departs from the typology of the traditional Chilean

terma in order to explore alternative formal possibilities." How

ever, it remains connected with the tradition of outdoor bathing

and the tacit politics that determine its performance. In other

words, this excellent example of architecture and landscape

architecture is not without inherent contradictions. Nonetheless,

those contradictions are the reason why the project is unique.

Prim-era

Banos 1

Infact these twovolcanoes belong toa volcanic
chain of sixstrato-volcanoes along 25 kilometres of
border between the twocountries.

2 The Chilean pavilion at the Seville World Exposition
was designed byJose Cruz Ovalle in association with
German del Sol.

3 Jose Cruz Ovalle explains hisdesign methodology
and his take onthenotion of abstraction in the

book Hacia una Nueva Abstracci6n (Towards a New
Abstraction) , a monograph dedicated to hiswork
edited byAlejandro Crispiani and Elizabeth Bennett.
Santiago: Escuela deArquitectura de la Pontificia
Universidad Cat6lica deChile, 2004.

4 Indeed, Cruz received the Finnish Spirit of Nature
Wood Architecture Award for the extensive and extra
ordinary use of this material in hiswork.

5 See Haraway, D. , Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature. London/New York: Routledge,
1991.

6 The terma is theexpression used to describe places
for bathing in thermal water thatspurts out of
therocks in thevolcanic Andean regions of Chile.
Culturally, however, the terma refers to the tradition
of bathing and theactivities associated with it.
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